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ABSTRACT
An extensive experimental ann analytical investigation
of thin-steel hyperbolic paraboloid (hypar) sUtuctures
was carried out to provide design information. As a result
of this work, empirical data is provided regarding the
behavior of :-,such structures and computer programs are
presented for the analysis of thin steel hypar structures.
Hyperbolic paraboloid structures possess a unique
combination of structural and architectural properties, some
of then are the followi~gl 1) Due to the double curvature of
the surface the internal stresses in the deck are generally
low and the deflections are small. 2) Since a hyper surface can
be generated by straight lines, thin-steel or light-gage
panels may be used to form the shell. furthermore such panels
are well suited to carry the in-plane shear forces in hyper
shells. 3) Basic hyper units can be combined in a large
variety of ways to produce attractive roofs (Fig. 1-2, page 216).
4) The dead load to live load ratio is very low in the case
of thin-steel shell structures.
A hypar unit is a warped surface bounded by straight
lines (Fig. I-I, page 215). The equation of the surface
is z ~ cxy/ab. According to the simple membrane theory, a
uniform load p produces pure shear forces NXY = abp/2c.
This membrane shear transmits uniform eccentric axial forces
to the edge members.
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The following are the major problems associated with
the design of thin-steel hypar structures: 1) The deflections,
stresses and the stability of hypars depends greatly on
the shear rigidity of the thin-steel deck. This property
must be evaluated experimentally for each combination of
decking, connections to edge members, and seam connections.
Furthermore, in the case of hypars the deck is warped
and thus the shear rigidity may be different from that
of an equivalent flat diaphragm. 2) The deck may buckle
due to the shear sUresses, and the bucklin~O~st be
evaluated for highly orthotropic shells. 3) The design
of thiR-steel h~ar structures is generally governed
by stiffness (deflections or buckling) requirements. The
evaluation of the deflections is a very complex matter
because it depends on the deck rigidity, the edge member
axial and bending stiffnesses, and on the eccentricity
of the deck-to-edge me.ber connection. 4) If the curvature
(or rise-to-span ratio) of a hypar is small, the deflections
may be very large and a considerable portion of the load
is carried by bending nather than by membrane shear.
S) Partial or concentrated loads may cause large local
deflections, a.pecially if single-layer decks are used.
The present investi._tion studied all the above-
mentioned factors. The experimental and the analytical
studies are summarized briefly in the following paragraphs.
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The experimental investigation consisted of four
types of testsl .) Four medium-scale (12 ft by 12 ft in plan)
inveEted umbrella tests to study the stresses, deflections,
&nd the deck buckling, b) Test on a small-scale (2 ft by
2 ft) inverted umbrella structure to study scaling effects
and the overall buckling of hypars, c) Sixteen flat shear
tests to determine the shear rigidity of the decks used
in the hyper tests, d) Twelve saddle-shaped hypar tests
(5 ft by 5 ft in plan) with various rise-to-span ratios to
evaluate the effect of rise or warping on the shear rigidity
and to study other factors such as partial loading and
single versus double layered decks. Photos of the various
types of tests are shown in Figs. 7.1 to 7.5. The experimental
program is described in detail in Chapter VII.
Prior to the main test program, several small-
scale (2 ft by 2 ft) four-quadrant tests and medium-scale
single-quadrant tests were also conducted. These tests
were however discontinued because of the severe..ecaling
effects in the case of the small-scale models and the
violation of the symmetry ronditions in the case of
single-quadrant experiments where the neighboring
quadrants were missing. Nevertheless, these teats produced
useful qualit.tive information and experience with
manuafacturing and testing thin-steel hypar structures.
The edge members of the umbrella-type specimens
were made of tubular members since this afforded easy
connection of the warped surface to the straight edges.
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The decking consisted of single or double layers of
standard corrugated panels. One layer was connected
to the edge members with sheet metal screws at various
spacings. The seam connections between the panels
was also by means of sheet metal screws. In the
case of shells with two layers, the top layer was
connected to the bottom layer in a similar manner.
The medium-scale umbrella models were loaded
using air bags under each of the four quadrants. The
saddle-shaped hypars were loaded with sand, whereas
the small-scale models were loaded through loading
pads and suspended weights.
The following are the principal conclusions
of the experimental part of this investigation.
The effective shear stiffness of the cold-formed
deck and the rise (or curvature) of the structure are
the most important factors influencing the behavior
of hypars. For low shear stiffnesses and for small
rise-to-span r.atio.~the deflections may be large,
the bending stresses tend to increase relative to
the membrane stresses, and the possibility of deck
buckling increases. As in the case of flat shear
diaphragms, the shear stiffness depends stron9ly on
the seam and edge connections.
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The increase in shear stiffness due to the addition
of a second layer of deck was found to be only about
1/3 if the second layer was connected only to the
first layer and not directly to the edge members. Similarly,
the deflections of a double-layered shell are more than
half of those of a corresponding single shell. If the
two layers are interconnected with sheet metal screws
(on an 8 in. grid in the present saddle-shaped hypar
tests), the deflections are further reduced by about
10 to 2~, dependin8 on the rise ratio.
A particular problem of certain types of hypar
structures is the deflection of unsupported outside
corners (see Fig. 1-2, page 216). The membrane shear
cannot carry the load over such flat corners and thus
considerable bending and deflections may develop. The
tests showed that the bending stiffness of the edge
members has a great effect on the corner deflections,
in fact, they indicate that the design of the edge
members in hypars with flat corners is probably
8QVerned by deflection limi.ations.
The measured bending strains in flat .addle
shells (rise-to-span ratio of 1/8) was much greater
than the bending in hypers with greater curvature (rise
ratio of IJ3). The membrane theory is insufficient
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for the design of flat hypar structures. However, the
design of the connections (seam or edge) may be based
on the shear forces obtained from the simple membrane
theory.
Several single and double layered saddle-shaped
models were tested under partial loading. Since
such loads must be carried mainly by bending of
beam strips along the deformations of single decks,
relatively large deflections were noted. The deflections
under the 8 in. by 8 in. loaded area were about three
times greater in the single decks than on the double-
layered stuctures.
Since the effective shear rigidity of the deck
is of paramount importance, the effect of curvature
(warping) on it is an important question. The effective
shear rigidity of various deck, edge member and connection
configurations are determined by tests on flat diaphragms.
The comparison of the measured deflections for saddle
hypars with various rise-span ratios and th~ evaluation
of the effective shear rigidities backwards from the
measured deflections indicated that the shear rigidity
is reduced by about 20% due to the warping effect.
The buckling of the deck is one of the design
factors. For small rise-span ratios and for low deck
- vi -
shear rigidities the deck may buckle. As an example, a
12 ft by 12 ft model having a single layer 24 gage
corrugated sheet deck buckled at a uniform load of 70 psf
(see Fig. ). This model had relatively stiff edge
members (3 in. dia. tubular sections). The corner
deflections remained linear with increasing load beyond
the buckling load.
The buckling load of double-layered structures
is much larger than that for single deck shells. A
model, similar to the above but with two layers of
28 gage stand••d corrugated decks, did not buckle up
to a load of 145 psf, when the test was discontinued.
The major part of the analytical investigation
consisted:.of two finite element approaches for th~
calculation of deflections, stresses, and instability.
In addition, two simple methods were developed for
estimating ~he deck buckling load and the buckling of
the compression edge members, which would suffice in
preliminary designs.
Two types of finite elements were used. curved
shallow shell elements and flat elements. The details
of the analysis are described in Chapter Ill. Both
approaches were verified by comparisons with existing
experimental and analytical results.
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The stiffness of the eccentric edge members were
properly accounted for in the mathematical representation
of the structure. The connection' of the decks ~6 the
edge members may allow rotation about the axis of
the edge members and movement normal to the edges due
to slip at the connections. These possibilities were
also considered in the analysis.
The instability of the decks was studied with
the help of the incremental stiffness matr~ approach.
~he effective stiffness of the system is reduced a~e to
the in-plane forces ~n the deck. The in-plane forces
depend on the deflections of the shell and to obtain
the buckling load, the eigenvalues of a large- order
system needs to be evaluated. In the present study the
load incrementation method was used instead. The effect
of the in-plane forees was evaluated iteratively at
successive load increments. The buckling load is obtained
from the non-linear load deflection curve,(Fig. 6-6, Page 280).
The compar.ison of the results of the flat-ele~nt
and the curved-element approaches reveals that both
give good results for shells supported around the
perimetry. However, the flat element method gave better
results in the neighborhood of unsupported flat corners.
The analysis of the structures tested in this and
in other studies confirmed the conclusions of the experimental
- viii -
part of the investigation. The stresses in most types
of hypars are low and th design is usually controlled
by deflection or buckling limitations.
The relative stiffness of the deck and the edge
members is an important factor. For stiff edge members
the deck"tends to bend between opposite edges, whereas
in the case of flexible cantilevered edge members the
shell partially supports the edge members. Analysis of
a structure including the weight of the edge members
indicated that this effect may have to be considered
in the design of hyper structures.
The analysis of buckling of hypar decks 8howed'~
load
that the buckling of double-layered shells is three to
four times greater than that of single decks. The predicted
buckling loads compared well with experimental or previous
analytical evidence. The buckling load does not depend
much on pre-buckling deflections, however it depends
on the axial stiffness of the edge members.
The finite element analysis was also used to
calculate the deflection of an unsymmetrically loaded
inverted umbrella structure. The results, which compared
well with experimental data, showed that these deflections
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aLe about four times greater than those due to symmetric
loading. This increase of deflections obviously depends
on the type of structure. in this case much of the
flexibility was due to the bending of the central column
of the umbrella structure,
Since the instability analysis of hypars by the
finite element method involves considerable amount
of computer capacity and expense, approximate methods
were developed for the calculation of buckling loads.
The buckling of the compression edge members was studied
by isolating them from the structure. The instability
of columns loaded by tangential axial forces that
to the member
remain parallelAduring deflection was evaluated. The
results are tabulated in Fig. 6-13, page 287.
The buckling of hypar decks was also investigated
by the energy method (Section VI-7). The resulting
equation has to be minimized to get the critical
load. this can easily be done with the help of a
computer. This approach is much simpler than the finite
element instability analysis and is preferable in
preliminary designs.
A few buckling analyses of cold-formed hypar
shells showed that the critical load for double-layer.s
is about three to four times greater than a shell with
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Ii'JTRODUCTION
I • 1. HYPJI..R ROOFS
T~e hyperbolic paraboloid shell ro6f, like any other
form of shell is one of the types of construction that makes
efficient use of materials by depending primarily upon the
form or shape for strength rather than on ~ass. The doubly
curved surface of a hypar shell is composed of straight lines
in t,'/o directions (Fig. 1.1). From the construction point of
view, this property is very attractive. It facilitates the
use of straight members for formwork and reinforcing steel in
the case of concrete hypars. This very feature also allows
the use of 1ight gage steel deck pane 15, ''1hich could be easi ly
''Iarped to the required degree to form the hypar surface.
The hypar surface shown in Fig. 1.1, can be p.ener-
ated in two ways!: (1) The surface can be defined by woving
a convex parabola ODC in a direction parallel to itself, over
a concave parabola BDA. The parabola ODe lies in the plane
perpendicular to that of BDA. (2) The surface can also be
defined as a warped parallelogram. The surface can be gener-
ated (Fir. 1.1) by movinr along y-axis, a straight line that
remains parallel to the xz-plane at all tiwes but pivots while
sliding alonp. the straight line AC. Physically the surface
can be visualized as a warped parallelogram OBCA, obtained by
depressing the corner H through a distance CH. By means of
similar triangles (Fig. l.ll: it can be easily shown that the
surface equation iS J
PQ = Z = Kxy where K • OAe~ OB
The surface is called hyperbolic paraboloid because
any planc parallel to the xy-planc J intersects it in a hyper-
bola; M1creas a plane perpendicular to ODe intersects it in
a parabola.
For simplicitYJ tho structural action of a hypar
can be visualized as a net of intersecting arches and cables.
The convex parabolas (arches) parallel to ODe carry compres-
sive stresseS J whereas the concave parabolas (cables) parallel
to ADB carry tensile stresses. This implies'that the element
I is in a state of biaxial stress J compression parallel to
the arches and tension parallel to the cables. On the other
hand J the element II is in a state of pure shear. In the in-
terior J the membrane shear is carried by the shell. Along the
free edges, stiffening edge members are usually prOVided to
sustain the membrane action. These edge members themselves
carry gradually increasing tensile or compressive forces de-
pcndin~ upon the geometry of the structure.
By the combination of a basic hypar unit, such as
shown in Fig. 1.IJ different elegant hypar structures can be
built. Four such configurations are shown in Fig. 1.2. The
edge members are provided to build up the membrane action and
also to stiffen the structure. Tension tie rods are commonly
employed to balance the horizontal reactions between the low
corners.
- ~-
Because of its architectural beauty, ease of con-
struction and ability to provide large colu~n-free working
space, the hyperbolic paraboloid shell has been used for in-
dustrinl plants, churches, assembly halls, etc. In nomhasa2 ,
the hypar structure was used as a footing on low bearing capa-
city soil. A 22S-feet double cantilever hypar roof is under
construction at Los Angeles for the A~erican Airlines jet
hangar. The roof uses a cellular form of deck. This struc-
ture may very well prove to be the forerunner of many more
similar structures.
I.2. LITERATURE REVIFhT
Like any other shell, hypars carry load hy both mem-
brane and bending actions. The me~brane theory, as indicated
before, results in a state of pure shear. The li~itations of
this theory vere realized by tl1e most investip'ators and the
necessity of probing into the bending behavior of the shells
became apparent.
The shallo\l." shell theory of ~'~arguerre3 and Vlassov4
is often used to analyze the bendinp action. Though this theory
is approximate, it is considered fairly accurate for a shell
surface where the slopes of the tangents are very small co~pared
to unity. Two basic approaches were used to formulate the
shallow shell theory.
In the first approach, two fourth-order coupled par-
tial differential equations in ter~s of normal displacement w
and Airy-stress function F are formed. ~eissner5 using this
approach, determined the buckling load of • uniformly loaded
~10-
isotropic hypar with moment-free rigid edges~ with the edge mem-
bers of infinite axial rigidity but ne~ligible bending rigidity
in planes tangential to the shell. Apeland and Popov6 reduced
these two equations to a single eight-order differential equa-
tion. Using Levy-type boundary conditions (with two opposite
edges knife edge supported) they tried to establish the effect
of edpe disturbances in the sa~e way as that for cylindrical
shells. Their important conclusion was that the effect of the
edge moment does not die off very rapidly in the case of hypar
shellS.
The formulation in ter~s of n;iddle-surface displace-
ment U-V-W, results in three coupled partial differential equa-
tions, two second-order (u-v) and one fourth-order (w). Sal-
vadori and Bleich7 using Vlassov's shallow shell equations fol-
lowed this approach. Assuming u~v·O allover the middle sur-
face, the fourth-order differential equation reduced to that
of a plate on an elastic foundation.
However, it must be emphasized that in order to obtain
the solutions to these mathematically complicated equations,
si~plifying assumptions 1iere ~ade. The choice of boundary con-
ditions was dictated by the possibility of obtaining solutions
rather than simulating the exact boundary conditions in a phys-
ical model.
The shortcomings of the classical solutions resulted
in the realization of the importance of num.erical approaches
for the solution of these differential equations.
Chetty and Tottenha~8 applied a variational method
.. 1 J •
for the analys is of shallO'·' shell equations ('~-F). HO\~ever,
the cnoice of approximating functions li~ited its applicability
to the specific boundary conditions. Besides, non-classical
boundary conditions presented serious difficulties.
The numerical scheme of finite difference provided a
very useful tool in the solution of these equations. Das
Gupta9 , ~iirzaIO, Russell and Gerstlell ,12 using the w-P approach
applied this method to different hypar structures using mean-
ingful boundary conditions. The edge members were also incor-
porated in their analysis. Everybody used the classical beaw
theory. Mirza solved an umbrella shell. !lO\~ever, the magni-
tude of the corner deflections obtained for an umbrella shell
and the boundary conditions used alonr- the line of symmetry,
raise serious doubts about the validity of the methodl3 .
Pussel.and·Ger,tle12 ~ainly analyzed two-corner and four-corner
supported hypars. ~on-dimensionali%eddesipn parameters were
provided. Tre main contribution of their work was to show the
importance of the line-load along the edge members. Croll and
Scrivener14 ,IS used the u-v-w formulation. The effect of the
eccentric connection of the beam to the shell is discussed. One
of the important features of their work. is a complete discussion
of the convergence characteristic of the solution ,~ith relation
to the relative proportions of the shell and the edge member
stiffnesses. A comprehensive revie'" of the above mentioned
method is presented by Brebbia16 .
The finite clement method, which is nothing else but
the matrix formulation of Rayleir.h~~itz method of variational
-l~·
principle, was successfully employed by several \I[orkcrs. The
case wi th ,..hich this method can handle realistic boundary con-
ditions, made this method very suitable for hypars. It is
also believed that the variational principle used in the finite
element method will yield better results than the finite dif-
ference method because it involves integration rather than dif-
ferentiation as used in the latter method.
Connor and Brebbial7 using shallow shell approxirna-
tlon, formulated the stiffness matrix for a thin shell curved
clementi rectangular in plan. Similar formulations w~re worked
out by Tlcakl8 and Parker l9 . Pecknold and Schnobrich20 ,2l work-
inr: alon r thc saMe lines, extended the 'vork to the s kCl'1ed
shallow shells. All these workers used linear displacement
field for u, v displacements. The Major difference was the
displacement field tItey used for the normal displaccwent F.
Deakl8 and Peclmold20 both used the Birkhoff-Gara-
bedian interpolation formula. Connor17 used a twelve-term poly-
nOJTlial \"hcreas Parker19 used the Lagrange interpolation formula.
Parker extended the ,...ork to orthotropic light r-a!!e steel hypars
and cOfflpared the results with the experiments. None of the
Refs. 17, 18, 20, 21 mentioned any correlation with experi-
mental results but were content with the comparison to solu-
tions obtained by other nuwerical methods.
The buckling and nonlinear analysis of hypars are
also reported in the literature. Ralston 22 continued
Reissner' s 5 wor}. by inves tigating the buck] iDg of a hypar .
under its O~~ weight. Dayaratnam and Gcrstle23 presented a
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solution to the buckling problem of hypars with edre beams,
simply supported at their corners. The in-plane displacements
u and v were assumed equal to zero. A double sine series de-
flected shape was assumed and the total potential energy of
the system was minimized using Ritz procedure. The critical
load was determined by equating the determinant of the result-
ing matTix to zero. It was concluded that for all positive
values of the ratio of bendin~ rigidity of the edrre ~ember to
the deck, the deck buckling al~ays preceeded the edRe me~ber
buckling. The study in Ref. 19, indicates that for a very flex-
ible edge member, the possibility of overall bucklin, urior to
the deck buckling does exist. The erroneous conclusion of Pef.
23 was reached because of two reasons:
(i) A non-compatible displacement field between the shell
and the edge beams.
(ii) In determining the cigcnvalu~ the off diagonal terms
were neglected.
These points are discussed at length in Ref. 19. Muskat24
studied the buckling of hyp.rs with corrugated orthotropic
deck. IIe proposed a method for estimating edge member buckling
based on the non-cpnservative buckling of an isolated member
loaded tangentially (see Section VI.8).
Brebbia and Connor25 presented a consistent finite-
element di~place~cnt formulation applicable to the shallow
shell elements using the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme, by
linearizing the incremental equation. The lo~d deflection
curve for fixed hypar was presented.
-14~
~ large number of experimental studies have been re-
ported for hypar shells. f major portion of the experiments
were carried out to measure deflections and stresses on small
to medium scale models. The results were correlated with the
approximate theories and by changing the design parameters,
certain predictions on the oVerall behavior of the hypar shells
were roade. Rowe and r"irza26 tested plastic Models with two
adjacent edges fixed and the other two free. The effect of
rise to span ratio was studied on the free corner deflections
and axial strains. By changing the depth of edge beams along
the free edges, it was concluded that by increasing the depth
of the edge beam both the axial strains and the vertical de-
flections are decreased in the shell portion. Rowe 27 also
tested medium to small scale concrete models and used unsy~­
metrical loading. In order to study the ultimate load carry-
ing capacity of the umbrella shell hypars, an experimental re-
search program is underway at the Cornell University, where
s~all scale concrete umbrella shells are being tested to
. failure 6S .
!!uskat24 and Lcet 28 tested small scale models to
determine the buckling characteristics. Leet tested plastic
models subjected to uniform normal load. The effect of imper-
fection was studied on the fixed shells. Edge beams were used
to study the effects of different edge conditions on stresses,
deflections, shell buckling and overall buckling. The effect
of different boundary conditions was not very pronounced on the
shell buckling. By studying the effect of different beam
-IS:,:,
s i les Leet concluded that the cross - sectiona.l areas of the edge
beams ~\ave a significant effect on the deck bucJrling.
~!ost of the experiments licre conducted wi th )TlediuJIl
scale models. Ref. 19 has listed most of them. Bertaro and
Choi 29 tested 8' x8' model. The model ,.,i th edge beams and tloJO
diagonally opposite corners supported \,ras chemically pre-
stressed by using expansive cement. The model was tested in
the inverted position using ~ir pressure loading. Deflection
profiles, crack patterns, and stresses were presented.
In the last 8 years or so, the use of light gage
steel decks as a hypar shell has gained some ~omentum.
~cDermott30 tested two 8'x8' orthotropic light rage steel.
saddle-shaped (Fig. 1.2b) models. In the first case, the
steel deck was welded to the edge members whereas in the second
case the steel decr. was glued. The rubberized canvas bags were
pressurized by water in the first case w'hereas air '-Jas used in
the second case. He also tested a large-scale model with a single
layer standard corrugated deck. The edge members consisted of
built-up sections. The loading was applied with sand bag•• Strains
and deflections were measured.
Yu and
Kriz 3l tested a concrete inverted umbrella shell 24'x24' in
plan. in which upturned edge beams were used. The symmetri-
cal and unsymmetrical loading was simulated by the discrete
loads. The measured strains and deflections were presented.
Three large scale tests ,,,ere conducted for hypars using
orthotropic deck as a shell surface:
Nilson 32 tested a 15' xIS' hypar quadrant ,.,i th s imu-
lated boundary conditions of the adjacent quadrant. A single
layer of cellular deck was connected to the channels, which
were used as the edge Members, by means of a warped plate. Uni-
form loading was applied by 25 jacks. The load deflection
curvc and thc measured m~mbrane stresses were reported.
Two large scale hypar models SO'x30' in plan, were
tested rcccntly33. Two diffcrent cellular orthotropic single
layer decks were used in each case. 14 WF sections were used
as the edge members, uhich "Jere allo,"'ed to move freely in the
plane of the hypa.r but were supported against the vertical
movement. The norma] uniformly distributed load was applied by
creating a vacuum in the enc.lo!;:;ed chamber.
1 . 3. SCOPE AND F)BJECTIVES OF THE PPESENT INVESTIGA.TION
The main purpose o~ the present investigation was to determin~
the deflections, stre8se9~ bcukling and collapse loads of light gage
steel hypar shell roofs and to provide design information. An analytical
procedure was developed so that it could be extended to include the
analysiE of hypera with various support conditions as well as hypars
subjected to part1.~l loadings.
The finite element method was selected because of its
versatility. Th~ entire prc~act ~as .pp~oach~d from an engineerin~
point of vi~w. Thp. validity of the ~~hod was established by
comparing the theoretical and experimental results for different
kinds of hypar structures.
Two separate computer programs ~ere written, (1) For
stiffness analysis; (2) For instability analysis.
(1) Stiffness Analysis
""AS
A linear elastic analysis of the structure per-
forllled and the deflections, the edgo member and deck stresses
~e~ v.r.~~
computed. The program can handle the followina
(a) Different types of orthotropic decks.
(b) n.ifferent configurations of the hypar
structure.
(c) Ttealistic physical boundary conditions;
suet, as eccentric connections of the edf1e
members and discontinuity between the
deek and the supporting edge wembers.
(d) Different loading conditions such as uni-
form, unsymmetrical, line loads, etc.
(2) Instability Analysis t'_( ~ \'A~~i(\~'1
~r ~ 4n~'1"
A linear load incrementation method used~. The
t..-.r
effect of the in-plane forces Nx ' Ny and Nxy ' included.
The experimental part of the investigation included the de-
termination of the effectiv$ S!iO~~ rigidities of standard corrugated
'o\Jdd~,
decks and the determination of aefJ'.o~'c,:r,cns, stresses, and
Qitc( S~J.~J~-s.."'c..pd \\"\fC4CS
loads tD inverted umbrellas c~\astructed of corrugated steel decking
/\
and tubular edge beams.
17.
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CrIJ'PTIJr II
DECK PR0PERTI ES
I I • 1. I1JTTHlDUCTION
A material in which resistance to mechanical actions
is different in different directions, is called anisotropic.
Orthotropy is a special case of anisotropy, where the body
possc~ses clastic propertics which are symmetric about three
mutually perpcndicular planes.
Orthotropy can be further classified into two cate-
pories namely, natural and rcoroetric. The natural orthotropy
is a result of the material property itself. A classical
example of natural orthotropy is timber, where the modulus of
elasticity, alonr, the direction of its grain in tension, is
sut'stantially hif'her than the correspondinr modulus if! the
uircction perpendicular to it.
In the reometric type of orthotropy, the difference
in clastic properties in the perpendicular direction, as shown
in Fir. 2.1, is due to the reornetrical confiruration of the
structural elcJTlcnt even thouflh it is made up of an isotropic
homogeneous ~aterial. Different types of decks belonginr to
this catceory arc shown in Fig. 2.2.
Tn both the cases, the definition of clastic con-
stants in two rr-utually perpendicular directions is required.
However, gcowetric orthotropy is of particular interest for
the hypar structure dealt with in this work.
-18-
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In the following analysis the decks, shown in Fir.
2.2, arc replaced hy equivalent orthotropic plates, having the
same physical properties as the decks, such as extensional and
bending stiffnesses. It is impossible to achieve a complete
equivalence betl.,een the actual phys ical sys teJTl and. the ideal-
ized orthotropic plate, in all respects such as strain energy,
deflections or moments at different points under different
criteria. The properties of the idealized system can be deter-
~incu either b;' equivalence of stiffness or equivalence of
strain energy between the idealized and the physical syste~34.
The equivalence of stiffness is established by equatinty only
the deformations hetween the actual and the idealized system.
The equivalence of strain energy is obtained by equating the
work done by the internal forces in both the systems '"hen sub-
jected to identical loading and boundary conditions.
The elastic constant for the idealized plate material
is assumed to be the same as t.;lat of the parent material. The
properties calculated depend only upon the direction consid-
ered and not on the position of the correspondinR point on the
actual deck. The orthotropic plate t~eory is applicable to
the decks, ShOlffl in Fig. 2.2, provided the ratio of the dimen-
sions of the repetitive unit (i) and the overall span of the
deck J is very small, i.e., «1.
11.2. BLASTIC Pr.OPERTIES QE DECK
In the case of a geometrical orthotropy, as present
in corrugated or closed formed decks, in order to calculate
elastic properties in two mutually perpendicular directions,
- 20-
it is necessary to separate the in-plane membrane and the
bending action.
A. MEMBRANE PROPERTIES
The principal directions of elasticity in an ortho-
tropic deck are those along which the extensional rigidities
are either minimum or maximum. When the axes x and y coincide
with its principal direction of elasticity, the equation of gen-
eralized Hooke's law for plane stress-strain
ax ~xy
EX • E: - aX y Y








Solving the equations for the stresses we get,
ax Ex VxyEx 0
a •
1 VyxEy Ey 0y n-VXyVyxJ
't'xy 0 0 (l~VxyVyx)Geff
2-2
The terms v
xy and vyx represent the coupling effect 0 the
actions (stress or strain) applied in two perpendicular direc-
tions. From Fig. 2.2, it is obvious that these coefficients
(vxy and vyx) cannot be equal. For example, consider the
cellular deck shown in Fig. 2-2c, where a uniform stress
applied along the bottom plate of the deck in the x-direction
will produce a negligibly small strain in the y-direction, in
the hat portion. Whereas a uniform stress applied over the
entire cross-section along the y-direction will produce a
2-3
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strain in the bottom plate proportional to the ~ateria1 con-
stant v, (Poisson's Ratio). Though vxy 'I vyx ' by Haxl'lcll-
Betti reciprocal theorem the following relationship holds:
Exvxy • VyxEy • E1
As explained by t!:~ phys ical behav lor above, v xy is
equal to v and he~ce,
v •yx 2-4
The value of G
eff is giver by,
Geff • aG 2-5
where a is called the relative shear rigidity factor, the
value of which depends upon a number of factors. A co~pIete
discussion of a, together with a description of the experi-
mental method of determination of a, is given in Section 11-3.
The methods for the determination of constants Ex, Ey ' vxy
and vyx ' for both closed and open form decks, are given in
Appendix A.
Since the decks are idealized as uniform orthotropic
plates of constant thickness, it is convenient to express the
me~brane stiffness constants and the forces in terms of their
thicknesses. r"ultiplying the first row of Eq. 2-2,
E t EIt
°xt • tl-~VyxJ EX + ll-vvyx) £y 2-6
• jJx • Ext EX + Elt £y 2-7, .




l1-vv r; (l-VVyx) . 2-8yx
The other rows can be modified similarly (see Eq. 3-13).
Depending upon the method of connections the elastic
-22-
constants, calculated above purely on the basis of geometrical
configuration, thickness and material properties, need modifi-
cations.





The value of Iy ' depends upon the line of application of the
load. A substantial reduction in the value of Ex results from
the eccentric connection. The cellular decks (Fig. 2-2c) are
usually connected to the supporting member alon~ the bottom
plate leaving the hat portions free. As ShO\Vl1 in FiR. 2-3,
the forces applied alone the bottom plate will be partly re-
sisted by the vertical sides of the hat. Depending upon the
joint efficiency bet''3cen the hat and the botto", ulate, the
effective area of the hat section in resisting the forces 0y
will vary_ In the absence of the test data, it will be con-
servative to consider the bottom plate, only as being effective
in resisting the in-plane forces aye In the computer programs,
a provision is made to include the effective width of the web
plates of t~c hat.
B. BENDING PROPERTIES
The bending rieidities, I:x ' Dy ' Dxy and Dl , for a
geometrically orthotropic plate cannot be ohtained directly
from the directional elastic constants riven in Eq. 2-2. The
relationship between the bending rigidities and the moments,
is eiven in Eq. 3-16. In the case of ~ light-gage orthotropic
deck (corrugated or cellular) Dy »SO.Ox. This pro~erty can
- 2 3~
be used to approxiwate properties such as D1 and vyx . Since
the twistinp ripidity DXY is not equal to Jyx (see Appendix
A), the averaRe of the directional twisting rigidities is
used 35 .
In th~ case of an open formed deck there is a
tendency for the warping of the surface. The method of cal~
culatin~ the 'varping constant r, based on the assumption that
an individual unit 35 of a plate twists about its center of
rotation is ,,,ell Imown 36 . However, considering the plate as
a whole unit, the rlane of twistine changes, depending upon
the distance of a point from the support. The extent to ",hich
this warping restraint alters the behavior of the deck is not
very clear.
The moment of inertia used for the computation of
Dy is calculated at t~e centroid of the repetitive section.
The effect of eccentric location of the ribs or hats in the
case of decks, on the bendinG properties is discussed in great
detail by Massonnet and Bar~s37. However its use in practical
problems is difficult. Due to the local buckled form for high
width to thickness ratio for a compression flange 39 (Fig. 2.4),
the effective moment of inertia for both deflections and stress
analysis is reduced. The reduction in the mo~ent of inertia
is a function of the str~ss level. This factor may be of im-
portance in the cellular deck. Depending upon this reduction
of the effective section, a second analysis of the hypar shells
~ay be necessary though in most cases the stresses are small.
The procedure of calculating led is discussed in ~e£s. 38, 39.
~24~
The mechanis~ of reduction in bending rigidities due
to the connection hetween the different panels is not very
clear. Experimental results on the determination of these
ri~idities for a continuous single panel have been reported40 .





and Dxy are particularly affected by
discontinuities between connections of different panels.
\~~~d'\
shows
that the magnitude of both these constants (Dx and Dxy) is so
small for an open formed deck that the reduction even of the
order of 1/10) does not affect the results significantly
«<5% variation).
The properties for two or ~orc decks placed per~en­
dicularly can be calculated by ad~ing the corresponding direc-
tional constants.
c. ELASTIC PP0PE~TIES FOR ARBITrARILY ORIENTED
CO-()PDINATE AXES
l'rhen the structural axes and the principal axes of
orthotropy coincide, the elastic properties of the deck cal-
culated on the basis of principal axes can be directly used in
the analysis without any modifications. As explained in the
Section 1.1, the structural behavior of a hypar can be broken
up into mutually orthogonal arches and cables. When the decks
are placed along the axes of arches and cables (Fig. 2.5), the
structural axes x and y, do not coincide with the principal
axes of orthotropy x' and y'. The elastic constants in terms
of the structural axes are expressed by the principle of work
equivalence4l ,;2. The membrane strain energy in two systems
-25-
of axes can be given by,
VI C 1 a 'e: I + ~ a 'e: ' + 1 T ' 'y I t! x X t. Y Y ! xy xy
2-l0a
2-l0b
Expressing strains in terms of stresses in both the syste~s
ofaxc~ and equating,
V' s V 2-l0c
one can obtain the equivalent elastic constants. The equi-
valent hending constants can be determined by equating the
bending strain energy along both axes (Eq. 3-17). The elastic
properties for an orthotropic material in terms of any arbi-
trarily oriented co-ordinate axes are given in detail by
Lekhnitskii4l .
11. 3. SHEAR RIGIDITY OF OPTHOTROPIC DECKS
The shear stiffness of an orthotropic plate, assum-
ing N
xy .- Nyx (Section 111.2 B) , ie: given by the expression"f~~--G-'=Exyt = a G ,n.t 2-11
\Vher" n is the numher u~ interconnected decks, t is the thick-
ness of each deck and G is the shear modulus of the material.
a is the relative shear rigidity coefficient piving the ratio
of the shear stiffness of the actual orthotropic deck system
and the isotropic plates of thickness nt. In the case of an
isotropic plate, the vertical load on a hypar is partly carried
by the membrane action in shear and theref!Jre the shear stiff-
ness of the deck is of utmost importance in its structural be-
havior. ~perimental and the theoretical
determination of n, ~was carried out by
workers. The factor a depends upon a number of factors listed
below:
(a) The different shapes (corrugated sine form, N-type,
etc.) of diaphragms (Fi~. 2.2), show different resistances to
the in-plane shear loads. The shearing loads produce bending
and twistinp of the corrugations and also set up memhrane
stresses and shearing strains. On the basis of the assu~ed
displace~ent field of the corrugations, energy stored due to
each of tt~ese above mentioned actions (bending, t',risting, etc.)
is reported in Refs. 43, 44.
(b) The spacing of the connectors, betNeen the deck and
t~c edge members, transverse to the corrugations have a pro-
nounced effect on the value of a, whereas the spacing along
the directions of the corrugations has a very minor effect.
The flat shear tests on a ~6-G. standard corrugated~eck, 6'x6'
l.f\ ~,~ ~~"t~(a..,~ Vn) "'tt..te f'('~('~d .
in plan, ''1ere conducted .1Wo tests"with the con-
nectors between the deck and the edge members at each valley
and one Nith the connectors spaced over every third valley.
The other factors, in the above tests, beinp, the same, the
value of the shear stiffness obtained for the forwer cases was
reported nearly three times as large as that of the latter.
(c) According to Luttrel1 45 , the shear stiffness of a
panel also depends upon the length along the corrugations.
Accordion-like warping results due to the connection of the
diaphragm to the edge meMbers. It '<Jas found 45 that the length
of penetration of this warping is independent of the overall
span of the diaphragm and this \"larping reduces the shear stiff ..
ness, particularly for short spans.
(d) According to Ref. 43, the seum-slip between the ad-
joininr deck panels and the connection of the deck to the edge
members contributes substantially to the shear flexibility.
~ut\cl ~'I\ ~~"pe(\·.,V\.~Cc.~\1\\).)(e) As· for the li~ited range of
thickness of panels studied, the shear rigidity increases
linearly with the effective thickness as given by Eq. 2-11.
However, consideration should be given to the connections be-
tween two or more decks and tQeir connections to the edge wern-
\ 1\ C'-'.~ \1\ \ .
bers. The results are reported 1rhe two layers
of corrugated decks placed perpendicular to each other were
connected to the edge members through the connection of the
lower deck (Pig. 2.6). 111e additional flexibility provided hy
the lower deck corrugations, reduce the effectiveness of the
upper ded:. The position of the screws "lith respect to the
direction of the applied shear also affected the stiffness of
w~s~~..~
the shear panel . It that only 33% increase in
Exyt was noted for two decks connected as sho\ffl in Fig. 2.6,
whereas the value of nt doubled..
1\11 the factors mentioned above are important for
open form decks as shown in Fig. 2. 2a, b.p In the case of ~ _
-,r.// ~v:.~ 1~0 &d:: -
cellular decks~ (Figs. 2.2c,d) the plate of the deck
is directly connected to the edge rnemhers. In view of the low
shear carryinr capacity of the out-of-plane hats, a major por-
JL.;t::
tion of the shear is carried by the plate. Knowinr the
seam-slip characteristics between the adjoining panels, the
shear stiffness for the cellular deck can be estimated conser-




The dependence of the relative shear rigidity co-
efficient a on some other factor such as connecticn with the
h
intermediate purlins, etc., discussed in detail in Pef. 43.
I 1.4. DETER~1INATION OF THE EFFECTIvE SHEAR
- -- -----_...-..- ---'--"";'
p.IGlnITY FOR ORTHOTROPIC HYPARS
The theoretical determination of shear rir,idity co-
efficient a, 'ias done by equating the '''ork done by the applied
shearing force with the strain energy stored in the deck panels
due to deformations. In Ref. 43, an excellent correlation he-
tween the theoretical and experimental resu! ts \'l1as reported.
Since a major contribution to the shear flexibility was from
the connection between the deck panels 43 and the connections of
decys to the ednc ~cmbers, a previous kno'1ledge of the seam-
slip characteristic is required. Based on an experimental in-
vestigation, the method for the determination of the shear
riRidity from flat shear test is given in Pef. 45.
The next question arises as to whether the relative
shear rigidity determined by the flat shear tnst can be di-
rectly used for hypar structures without any modification. To
correlate the shear riridity coefficient a determined by the
flat shear tests and that of the warped deck in the actual
hypar surface, twelve saddle-shaped hypars, uniformly loaded,
'\1i th tubular edge pcmbers of 3" diameter and t'! thickness )
rc.~~ V"(vertically supported all around) 'olere tested The
d b 211: 1" . b . dlo~er corners were connecte y! x 4 tle ars, In or er to
restrict the horizontal spreading. The tests were conducted
-29-
for both single and. double decks with varying rise to span
ratios.
It was found that for the lower values of a «0.12),
the center deflection of all-supported hypars was proportional
to the value of a. Both single and double deck hypars Nere
tested for three different rise to span ratios (1/8, 1/5, 1/3).
The theory developed in Chapter III correctly predicts the
effect of a and rise independently on the central deflection
00 (Key Sketch, Table 11.1, 11.2). The value of a in the
actual hypar surface was interpolated from the structures
analyzeJ"with different assumed a values for the constant Tlse
to span ratio.
The results obtained for the effective value of a
are compared with the results given by Parker19 , who ara1yzed
the same shells on the basis of plate on an elastic foundation
(u=v=O) and did not include the effect of the tie bar. For
both sinrle and double deck, a certain amount of increase in
the value of a "ras noted for the low rise to span ratio (1/8)
hut with the increase of the ratio, the value of effective a
reduces. The results obtained by direct interpolation for
sinrle deck hypars appear quite reasonable (Table 11.1). The
direct interpolation if applied to the double docks, results
in extremely lo~ effective value of a particularly for the
ratio of l/S and 1/3 (Table 11.2). The fallacy in the method
of interpolation can be explained as follows:
All tJ-.e test results marked ,'Ii th an index (I) (821 (I))
were the tests where two transversely placed corrugated decks
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were inter-connected "rhereas in the rest of the tests, the top
deck was connected only along its periphery to the bottom deck
l'lhich in turn was connected to the edge member. The center
deflections obtained for Case (1) is roughly 20-30% less than
that where the decks were not inter-connected. In the mathe-
matical model there is a complete coupling between the in-plane
displacements of u-v and the normal displacement w (see Chapter
I I I) . Secondly h'hen two decks are placed on top of each other
in the analysis, the in-plane stiffnesses of the top deck fo
xt '
Eyt~ Exyt and Elt are asstmed to be fUlly effective in re-
sistin~ the load.
In case of the decks only connected at the edges,
the deviation between the mathematical and physical model is
very drastic, and therefore the deflections given by the anal-
ysis are very lo\\' . '···!i th these considerations in view, a cer-
tain amount of discretion must be used in estimating the values
obtained by the analysis w~of Q. The results compared with
the test results. The resultin~ reduction in values of a
can be attributed to the warping of the surface and the deck
and the edge member connections. These factors are common to
both single and double decks (Figs. 2.7, 2.8).
r~ether the increase in the effective relative shear
rigidi ty for the 10\'1 rise to span ratio of 1/8, is an inherent
behavior of the hypar or whether it is the shortcoming of the
theory in t~e region of transition between flat plate and warped
hypar surface is not very clear. It will be conservative to
neglect any increase in the value of Q obtained from flat shear
test. The importance of the values of ex and the recommended
~
reductions further discussed in Chapters IV and V.
CIIAPTER III
FINITE ELEI~ENT rrETHOD FOR STIFFNESS Ar~D STRESS ANALYSIS
111.1. INTRODUCTION
As discussed in Chapter I, the solution of the shal-
low shell equation for realistic boundary conditions is an
extrewely complicated mathematical proposition. This necessi-
tates the use of numerical methods. The finite element method
lias chosen because of its versatality in handling realistic
boundary conditions, different structural configurations, ortho-
tropic deck materials and any forms of loading, with ease.
The method has also demonstrated good convergence character-
istics.
The finite ele~ent method based on the stiffness
analysis uses the principle of minimum potential energy. The
total potential enerr,y of an elastic system, for a geo~etri­
cally admissible state can he represented by,
cfl = U + V 3-1
l~~re U is the strain energy storerl in the system and V is the
potential energy of the applied loads. Both r and V are ex-
pressed in terms of displacements at the joints of an idealized
structure. lJ is a quadratic function of the nodal displace-
ment. The principle of the mini~um potential energy states
that, "The total potential energy is Jl1inimurn~ when an elastic
body is in equilibrium".
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For the linear clastic analysis, these expressions
can be put in matrix form,
[P] = [K] [ti] 3-4
3-5
The eleMcnts of the stiffness matrix can be obtained by the
second differential of the strain energy,
a2l!K cij (),~ . ali .
1 J
In the case of a framework composed of linear meTllbers such as
beams, struts, etc., the individual ele~ents are connected to
cach other at their nodal points. l~!ell-dcfined boundary con-
ditions at these joints enables one to solve the physical
problem without any difficulty. In this case, there is one to
one correspondence between the mathematical and the physical
model, However, in the case of a two-dimensional structural
medium SlJch as a plate OT a shell surface, the discrete ele-
ment approach does not give a one to one correspondonce between
the element used in the matrix analysis and the forces in the
actual surface. Here the entire structure is idealized into
discrete elements, curved or flat, connected to each other at
the nodal points. The displacements of the nodal points are
interpreted as those occurring at the correspondinr points in
the structure. The state of stress ?no strain inside an ele-
ment is defined completely in terms of its nodal point defor-
mations. The success of determinin~ the elastic properties of
an idealized structuy'al element lies in the equivalence estab-
lished between the actual model and its equivalent discrete
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model.
The linear elastic stiffness analysis consists of
four important steps:
(1) The formulation of the element stiffness matrix.
(2) The formulation of the master stiffness matrix for
the entire structure by assembling individual elements.
(3) The solution of Eq. 3-4 for the given boundary con-
ditions and loading.
(4) The interpretation of the deflected shape and the
computation of stresses and forces.
Two alternative stiffness formulation methods are
studied here:
Method 'a': The use of rectangular curved elements. based on
shallow shell theory.
~
Method fbi: The actual shell surface is approximated by the
A
assemblage of flat rectangular elements.
111.2. ELEMENT STIFFNESS
The elements rectan~ular in plan are selected. These
elements are very simple to formulate and for the structure
under consideration, their limitation of application to the
rectilinear rectangular boundaries, is not considered to be of
any serious consequence.
As shown in Eq. 3-lc, the element stiffness matrix
can be derived from the strain energy U of an element. ex-
pressed in terms of an assumed displacement field.
A. DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS
The displacement fields assumed for the analysis are
-34-
as fol10\\'s:
3-6au = 1an [(x-a) (y-b)u1 - x(y-b)uZ + xyu3 - (x-a) yu 4]





+ b(3ax 2-2x 3) (y3-bYZ)6X3+h(a3+zx3-38X2) (y3_ by2)6
x4
+ abXy(x-a)2(y-b)26XYI+abXy(xl-ax) (Y-b)2 eXYZ
+ abXy(x2-ax)(y2-bY)6XY3+abXy(X-a)Z(YZ-hY)8XY4] 3-6c
The same functions '..,erc used by Gallar,her SO and
Yang SI • but in their studies the x,y cartesian co-ordinates
~erc replaced by the ~ore general curvilinear co-ordinates a l
and aZ' As seen here, the displaceMent field inside an ele-
ment is directly eXpreS5('(1 as the function of its nodal dis-
placer.lents rather than ill terms of undetermined parameters.
An clement, as shol'm in Fir- 3.1, has six degrees of freedom
per nodal point and a total of Z4 degrees ner elel'lent. The
displacements u,v,w,6..,.., and 8y have a phyc;ical rneaninp. at each
node. The terJl1 8xy ""epres€:n"cs the tl·rist curvature ~~~y' Using
the right cork-scre~ notation,
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a c aw . a • - aw . 6
x ay' y ax' xy 3-7
One may also note that the inplane rotation about the z-axis
is being omitted in this formulation.
The function for w, normal bending displacement, is
of the cubic order. The terms corresponding to the degrees of
freedom w, ax and 6y are obtained by the cross product of the
corresponding terms for the beam function in x and y-directions.
In order to represent the constant strain corresponding to the
twisting term ~~iy i.e., the term 'xy', the additional degree
of freedom in the form of exy is added to the displacement.
The displacement functions are geometrically syMmetri-
cal and include the constant strain and rigid body modes for
the flat plate. It is obvious that the assumed displacement
fields for u, v and ware not of the same order. Whereas those
for u and v are linear, as stated before, w displacement is
cubic. If the displacement fields of u and v were of the same
order as that of w, each node would have 12 degrees of freedom
thereby having a total of 48 degrees per element. Besides
this. the linear edge member elements would have to be given
the same order of stiffness matrix. The additional degrees of
freedom would involve wore computational work and this effort
could only be justified if good results, without sacrificing
the required degree of accuracy, could be attained with a fewer
number of elements.
Any combination of displacements which can be acco~p­
lished '·11 thout straining the structure are called rigid body
displacement modes. TIlcse displacement modes can be easily
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recognized in the case of linear members or flat plates whereas
thoir role is not easily recognized in the displace~ent field
for the curved shells. The assumed displace~ent field does not
include rigid body motion for the curved element. Cantin and
CloughS2 used the displacement field for a cylindrical shell
clement and added the appropriate rigid body motion terms in
the form of trignometric functions. It was shown that with the
inclusion of the rigid body motion terms, there was an improve-
ment in the rate of convergence. Haisler and StricklinS3 and
Connor and Brebbia17 , have shown that inspite of omitting the
rigid body motion terms with the refinement of the grid size,
the convergence is still insured.
Pecknold and Schnobrich20 proposed the wost logical
method for the inclusion of the rigid body motion terms. It
'~as suggested that these terms should satisfy the ho~ogeneous
part of the strain displacement relationship used for the
curved ele~ent (Eq. 3-9,3-10). The inclusion of these terms
involves more computational effort but they see~ to have cer-
tain advantages, \1hich are further discussed in Chapter IV.
B. CURVED ELEI~NT
Strain Displacement ~elationship
The strain displacement relationshi~used in the
curved element formulation are simplified according to the
shallow shell theory. The following assumptions are made:
(1) For a given surface defined by the equation, ~=f(x,y),
the slopes of the surface z,x and Z,y are considered negligible
in comparison with unity. In general, the shallow shell theory
3-8
will be quite accurate as long as z'x' t,y ~ 1/8, and often
accurate enough for practical purposes as long as t,x' Z'y
~ 1/2 5 ; though the second limit could be considered as too
liberal.
(2) The sides of a differential shell element, which are
orthogonal in the projected co-ordinate plane, are assumed to
be orthogonal in the plane of the middle surface of the shell.
In other words, the geometry of the surface is approximated by
that of its projection on the co-ordinate plane.
(3) If the equation of the middle surface is of the
second order as is the case for a hypar, the assumption (I),
leads to the approximation that the curvatures of the surface
are constant.
The errors resulting from these assumptions increase
as the depth of the shell increases. For the shallow hypar
surface defined by the equation,
t • irr xy
the linear strain displacement relationships for the thin
shells assume the following form20 ,17:
The membrane strain displace~ent relationships:
= u






The bending strain displ$ce~ent relationships:
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Strain Energy
The strain energy for a typical elewent consists of
two parts: the membrane and the bendinf strain energy.
U :& Ub + Um 3-11
The membrane strain energy for an element is given byS4,
3-12
The stress-strain relationship for an orthotropic material








The method of co~putation for the above mentioned elastic con-
stants is discussed in Chapter II.
Using the strain displacement (Eq. 3-9, 3-10) and the
stress-strain relationship (Eq. 3-13), the membrane strain
energy (Fi~. 3.2) of an element can be expressed as follows:
1 2 3
4 S 6




The same strain energy expression is also reported in nef. 19.
The bending strain energy is given by the expression 54 ,
1 b a
Db a ! :: [~1X(-\'l'XX)+MY{-\"'yy)+2r'xy(-N'xy)]dxdy
The moment strain relationships (Fig. 3.3) are:
r:x Dx D1 0 -l'T 'xx
,.' = D1 Dy 0 -W'yy 3-16.y
r1 0 0 Dxy -2w,xyxy
The bending strain energy is . b 38g1ven Y t
This energy expression assumes that 1" .~, HOl'leVCr ~ as
. xy yx·
pointed out in the Chapter II, for an open orthotropic dec~,
~;xy ; rtyx and therefore the value of ~:xy eiven in Eq. 3-16, is
to be interpreted as the average value. The energy expression
3-17 neglects any energy stored in the deck due to the re ·:-";.l·~
strained warping. As pointed out by Smith 35 , in an open form
deck) the twisting moment H consists of t",o parts:~x
f'yx = -(2DyxW,XY - Erw,xyy) 3-18
The warpinr strain energy is given as,
3-19
The omission of this energy term is not considered to be of any
serious consequence. The stiffness matrix for the curved ele-
ment is obtained by usiny. Eq. 3-5. The complete stiffness
matrix is given in Appendix B.
c. FLAT ELE~~NT
The stiffness matrix for the flat elements can be
obtained directly by putting c • 0 in the curved eleweJ,t stiff-
ness matrix. The strain displacement relationships for the
flat clements are the sa~e as those for the curved elements,
except for the shear strain given by the Eq. 3-Qc. For the
flat plate, the last term in Bq. 3-Qc, due to the twist curva-
ture of the hypar surface disappears. The difference between
the curved and the flat element stiffness matrix can be shm~n
schematically as follows:
[Kl m [K]~w u
v
[K]curved = ------ - ... ----[Y.]bb
T[Kl bm +[K]bbm w
[KJ m 0
[K]f1at = ------- .-------
0 [K]bb
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The Me~brane stiffness matrix [KJ m, is obtained from terms
1 6 of the membrane energy expression Eq. 3-14. This
stiffness matrix is common to both curved and flat elements.
,
The coupling matrix terms [K]bID and [Kl bbm are obtained from
terms 7 I 8 and 9 respectively, of Eq. 3-14. These terms
are zero in the case of the flat elements. The stiffness
matrix [Kl bb , common to both types of elements~ is obtained
from the bending strain energy given by Eq. 3-17.
The stiffness matrix derived for the orthotropic flat
plate was checked term by term, with the stiffness matrix for
an isotropic plate reported in Ref. 51. To establish the
validity of the stiffness matrix further, the results for the
plates shown in Fir,. 3.4a,b,c were ~hecked with available class-
ical solutions. For the isotropic plates shown in Fig. 3.4a
and b, the comparison between the classical solution and the
stiffness analysis for the center deflection 6B was excellent.
The error was less than 1\ in both cases and the geometrical
symmetry in the nodal displacements was satisfied.
The third example (Fig. 3.4c) is of particular in-
terest. The 28-G standard corrugated deck can be considered
as an extre~e case of orthotropy. Pere the bendinr. rigidity
Dy is 1618 times Dx. The bending rigidity constants were used
as given in Ref. 54. It is reported in Ref. 19, that the rec-
tangular elements proportioned in the ratio of their bending
ripidities, in two directions, would give better results than
the square elements. A quadrant of the plate was analyzed by
using square (6x6) elements and elongated rectangular (2xI2)
elements. The results for (lx30) size elements were also com-
puted t~t are not reported since there is practically no dif-
ference betlleen these results and those with a 2x12 element
grid. The deflection profile across the corrugation is plotted
in Fig. 3.5. TheTe is practically no differen~e (see Table
III-I) between the rectangular and the square ele~ent solutions,
a dip in the deflection profile near the support is seen in
both the solutions. Similar deflection profiles are also re-
ported in Ref. 19. The solutions obtained by the stiffness
analysis are compared with the classical solutions given by
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TimoshenkoS 4 in the form of a double sine seri~s, for the uni-
formly loaded, simply supported orthotropic plate.
~ ~ . mnx • n "'z
t. to amnsIn a SIn b











The first fe,,, significant terms in the sine series
were computed. The comparison of the results is shown in Table
III-I. Both the classical and the stiffness analysis solutions
are well within the limits of practical accuracy.
A strongly orthotropic plate such as the one under
consideration, pri~arily behaves as a plate on an elastic
foundation. The stiffer beam strip near the support attracts
more load because of the presence of the plate action. In
other words, the deflected profile of the plate is the func-
tion of the assumed bending rigi.dities and does not appear to
be dependent upon the shape of the element (rectanpular or
square).
The non-monotonic convergence characteristic of this
problem j observed in the Ref. 19, is probably the function of
the deck properties. This analysis indicates that elements
which are square in plan can be used for the single deck hypar
structure.
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(1) The shear center and the centroid coincide, (rir,. 3.6a).
(2) The bending of the section takes place about the axix
of symmetry (Fig. 3.6a).
In the case of a symmetrical channel (Fig. 3.6b), the
shear center (S.C.) and the centroid (C.G.) of the section do
not coincide. ~',rhen the section is subj ected to a vertical load
P (Fir. 3.6c), acting at a distance e from the shear center, it
not only deflects in the plane y-z but also twists through an
angle e about the x-axis, passing through the shear center. In
other words, the bending displacements v and w need to be ex-
pressed at the shear center of the section. This observed fact
was elegantly expressed by Bleich56 and HoffS7 , in the strain
energy of a beam of arbitrary cross-section. The total strain
energy of a beam (Fig. 3.7) is yiven aS t
l~here, w and v are the displacetllents of the shear center (5. C.)
measured alon~ the axes y and z parallel to the principal
centroidal axes of the section and u is the average longitudinal
displacement of the section along the axis x measured at the
centroid (C.G.) of the section. e is the angular rotation of
the section about the x-axis.
Neglecting the warping of the section, the conven-
tional beam stiffness matrix can be obtained by assuming the
following displacement fields:
v = ~ [(a3+2x3-3ax2)vl+(3aXZ-2X3)V2+8x(x-a)2eZl
+ a(x3-ax2)e Z2 )
\01 :z ~ [(a3+2x3-3ax2)l'11+(3ax2-2X3)W2-ax(x-a)2eYI





Using Eqs. 3-25 and 3-5, one can obtain the conventional beam
stiffness matrix.
However 1 the warpine restraint is of practical im-
portance, particularly for thin-walled open sections. To in-
clude the \'larpinr effect, the displaceJTIent field for e is
assumed to be of the same form as that of v and wS8 •
e c 13 [(a3+zx3-3ax2)el+(3ax2-2X3)e2+ax(x-a)2e~1
a
+ a ( x 3- ax2) e' ]Jl2 3-27a
3-27b
The stiffness matrix (14x14) for this member can be
directly obtained from Table 111-3 by substituting Yc = Zc =
Ys • Zs • o. The additional degree of freedom (6xy) intro-
duced, does not present any problem. If the beam shown in Fig.
3.8 is attached to a shell surface or a plate along the line
passing through the shear center, one can easily find the cor-
relation bet,"een the degree of freedom for the plate and the
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bearn.
(h·Ta a e • - andx ay 3-28
Omitting the rotation about tho z-axis (a
z
)' the
plate and the beam element can be connected to each other with
a one to one correspondence in the nodal degree of freedom
E. ECCENTRICALLY C~mNECTED NON -CONPATIBLE
SUPPORTING EDGe PEr!BER
The above mentioned matrices can be used only in the
case of non-eccentric loads or concentric connections of the
edge members to a shell or a plate surface. In practice, con-
centric connections between the supporting edge members and a
shell or a plate are seldom possible (Fig. 3.9). The eccen-
tric connections modify the effective stiffness of the support-
ing members. The modified stiffness for the non-compatible
edge member can be obtained by the use of simple linear con-
gruent transformations similar to the one suggested in Ref. 59.
The difference between the compatible and the non-compatible
eccentric ~embers is discussed in Appendix E and the relevant
stiffness and incremental matrices for the compatible element
are given in Table E-I and E-II. The linear transformation
assumes that the beam bends about its own neutral axis (Fig.
3.10).
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= [[0>"] ~[T]s 3-30
The effective stiffness of the edge member can be given as,
[Kl eh = [T]~ [K] [T]s 3-31
Similar stiffness matrices were independently de-
rived in Ref. 21. The stiffness ~atrices, with the linear
variation and the non-linear variation of the twist angle are
given in Table 111-2 and 111-3 respectively. The convergence
characteristics and the accuracy of the stiffness Matrices, was
checked by solving three cantilever beams (Fir. 3.11). Only
axial (Fig. 3.lla) and bending (Fig. 3.llb) loads were applied
eccentrically to the beam. All displacewents were computed
along the line PQ (Fig. 3.11). The deflections and the twist
angle at the free end Q, were compared with classical solutions.
As it can be seen, the convergence in all cases is insured and
the results for the case of six ele~ents are within 0.2% of the
classical solutions. The loading II was ap~lied to two cases:
lIa) Free torsion with a linear variat~on of twist. lIb) In-
cluding the warping restraints at the fixed end. The classical
so lut ions for the case lIb, ''Iere obta ined from the !'tef. 60.
The convergence in case of the restrained Farping is slightly
slower than in the case of free torsion. The influence of in-
eluding the warping degree of restraint can be seen from Fig.
3.l3a. The free end deflection 0Q in the case lIb, is about
63.5% of the deflection obtained in the case lIa.
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F. ELASTIC SPRING8
In order to simplify the mathematical solution without
undue loss of generality, certain structural elements arc ideal-
ized in the for~ of concentrated spring stiffnesses. For ex-
ample, the central column in the case of an umbrella shell, if
id~alized as a physical member with its end points, will not
only create an additional node point for the master stiffness
matrix but ~ill also disrupt the regularly arranp,ed grid pattern
and will warrant a modification in the entire assembly routine.
In order to avoid this, the stiffness of the column can be
idealized into six discrete springs accounting for its axial,
shear, bending and t\"is t in~ stiffnesses (Fig. 3.14). These
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These spring constants are added alonp the main dia-
gonal elements of the master stiffness matrix. This idealiza-
tion is not alway~ satisfactory. In Fig. 4.1, a tension bar
connectinr; the 10l.,er corners of the saddle shaped hypars are
replaced by four springs in the u and v directions, two at each
corners f and b. This idealization eliminates the interaction
between the nodes f and b. The validity of this approximation
can only be assessed by engineering judge~ent.
I I 1.:5 ~~ASTER STIFF;!ESS ~~ATrIX
The stiffness formulation presented so far is for an
individual clement. The total stiffness of the structure is
developed by the asscmblage of these individual elements. The
two diffcrcnt methods ('a' and fbI), mentioned in Section III.I,
differ in tho formulation of the stiffness matrices.
a) Curved Element
The element stiffness is formulated by using an ele-
IDcnt of the same shape as the shell middle surface (Refs. 17,
19,20). HO\'lcver, the fact that the shallow shell assumptions
are made in this formulation, should not be overlooked (a point
which is discussed at lenfth in Chapter IV). The assumed
shallmmess of the shell does not warrant any form of co-ordin-
ate transformation. The strain displacement relationships
given in Eqs. 3-9 and 3-10 are based upon the displacements u,
v, and w ~mich are measured along the tangent and normal to
the surface.
b) Flat Element
Thc middle surface of the shell is approximated by a
series of flat plat~s. The geometrical approximation of the
actual surface needs three important steps:
(1) Definition of Surface -
As pointed out in Chapter I, different hypar struc-
tures can be built with various combinations of the basic units
(Fi~. 1.2). It is necessary to express the equation of the
generated surface with reference to the chosen global axis.
The general equation of a structure using the hypar units can
he expressed as,
3-33
Figs. 3.15a and 3.15b show two structures and also give the
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values of the constant, defining the surface equati~n for each
quadrant. In Fig. 3.lSb, points P,Q)~,S are the local origins
of the quadrant surface. x' and y', are the local co-ordinate
axes passing through the local origins.
(2) Element Size -
For shallow shells, the size of the element can be
approximated with the size of a rectangle projected on the co-
ordinate plane xy (Fig. 3.16). For example, the size of the
curved element PQRS is approximated by the projected element
P"Q"R"S" •
A better approximation for the size of the element
PQRS can be made by calculating the actual lengths PO, QR, etc.,
and usinr, a rectangle P'Q'R'S', of an equal area. For the low
rise to span ratio (~l/5)~ the error introduced hy using the
projected element. is very small (Z~3%). To take advantage of
this fact, a provision iz mA~e in the computer program to
choose between the above mentioned ap~roaches. The difference
in resplts when u2ing the~e two methods was about 10% for the
structure shown in Fig. 4.3. The computation of the exact
lengths gives different stiffness matrices for each element.
(3) Co-ordinate Transformation -
It is not possible to gener~te a smooth curved sur-
face by using flat elements with rectilinear boundaries. This
results in gaps and non-compatibilities between the adjacent
elements forming an idealized uneven surface (the picture of
the idealized surface is left to the imagination of the readers).
Such gaps and discontinuities occurring at the boundaries of
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adjacent elements, have been known to produce undesirable and
non-existing nodal forces, for shells of revolution61 , which
had significant effects on the solutions. However, no such
noticElbl(\'difficul ty ,"as encoWltered in the solution of shallow
hypar shells. The solutions obtained for these shallow shells
did not shOl,r any necessity of placing local tangential ortho-
gonal axes at each nodal point.
In writing the master stiffness matrix and the overall
equilibrium equations, local nodal axes can be chosen. Instead
of these, a simple and approximate approach is used. ft plane
tangent to the surface is drawn at a point 0 (Fig. 3.17). The
most logical point for the tangential plane is the center of
the clement. In the case of umbrella shells, the flat portion
near the free corner shows a pronounced bending action. To
estimate this bending action conservatively, the tangent planes
were drawn along the horizontal lines PQ and PS instead of at
the center point 0 (Fig. 3.l7a). When using the corner point
transformation, one has to exercise proper care to retain the
symmetry of the solution. For a large number of elements, both
methods should give about the same results but the corner point
transformation is more cumbersome and therefore it is not used
in the analysis.
In Fig. 3.17a, the line OZ' is normal to the surface
\'lhereas OX' and f)Y' are generators of the surface. The direc-
tion cosines for the lines OX', 0Y' and ez' are given as,
OX' • 1 0 Zx
--
Jl+Z1 j1+Z~x
Oy t II: 0 1
2y 3-34Jl+Z; 'R
-z -z 1OZ' II X Y
1+Z2+Z 2 1+Z2+Z 2 }+Z2+ Z2x y x y x y
where
Zx • ~ Yo and Zy m ~B xo '
As discussed in connection with the shallow shell
assumptions, the angle between the fenerators OX' and OY' is
not equal to 90°. Hence a new set of mutually orthogonal axes
OZ, OX, and OY are obtained, where OZ coincides with OZ'. The
procedure for obtaining the direction cosines of OX, OY and OZ
is a simple application of the three dimensional solid geometry
(F i g . 3 . 17b) .













The in-plane rotation e
z
is omitted. From the matrix [~]2 it
can be seen that e
xy the additional degree of freedo~ is trans-
formed fro~ the local to the global axis in the same way as w
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except for the assumption that there is no couPling bet~'/e·'n the
rotation 6xy and the rotation 6x ' 6y . This transformation can
be vicweo as an approximation.
The master stiffness matrix for the shell surface,
using method 'b' (sec Section 111.1) is completed by transform-
ing each and every element stiffness from its local axes (OX,
OY,OZl to the respective global axes (OX,OY,OZ). Depending
upon the direction cosines of the local axes of the individual
elements, every coefficient of the transformed element stiff-
ness matrix can have anon-zero value, i.e., there is a coup!-
in~ between u, v, and w displacements, expressed in terms of
the global co-ordinate.
Beam Element
The co-ordinate transformation given by !\leaverS5 , to
transform the stiffness of the beam element from the local to
the global axis is used. The transformation matrix "lith a minor
modification to suit the problem at hand is given in Table 111-4.
After orienting the axis x of the member, it is also necessary
to define the orientation of the principal axes y and i, since
the stiffness of the beam element is expressed in reference to
its principal axes. The angle S defines the orientation of the
principal axes. The definition of the angle a is given in Ref.
63. (Fig. 3.18).
For the method 'a', using the curved element, the
stiffness of the edge members is added without any co-ordinate
transformation. For method 'b', using the flat elements, the
edge member stiffness is added "lith a proper co-ordinate trans-
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formation as given in the Table 111-4.
111.4 LOADING
A uniformly distributed load acting on a rectangular
clement can be replaced by statically equivalent loads of
equal intensity acting at each nodal point. This procedure is
acceptable if the size of the eleMent is small.
The al ternativa approach know!' as the ,.,ory. equivalent
load is based on the equivalence of energy. The nodal forces
are so assigned that during any virtual displaccMent the work
done by these forces is equal to the corresponding work done
by thc actual distributed load.
The work cquivalent nodal loads for the rectangular

































The nodal loads associated ¥ith 6xy de~ree of freedom
do not have any physical significance. Tr.e JTlornent t 1x is
associated l.,i th ey degree of freedom whereas the moment '~y is
associated with e. For an interior point, the work equivalent
x
load reduces the static load for uniformly sized elements. The
effects of the nodal moments cancel out along the boundaries
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whereas they add up in the direction normal to the boundaries.
All throughout this work. work equivalent loads are used for
uniformly distributed loading.
In the case of a uniform load acting normal to the
surface, statically equivalent projected uniform load is cal-
culated. The work equivalent nodal loads then calculated for
the lY'odified load intensity are directly applied to the struc-
ture, in terms of the global co·ordinate axis without any
trJnSforMation. This is again an approximation. A more
accurate method of determining the nodal load 't'/ould involve a
co-ordinate transformation from the local to the p-lobal axis.
Besides the uniformly distributed load, a concen-
trated force or moment can be applied to the structure by
specifyinp, the magnitude of the load at the corresponding de-
gree of freedOM in the load vector.
111.5 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The boundary conditions for a structure can be
broadly classified into two catepories:
(1) Force boundary conditions.
(2) Displacell1ent hounrlary con{~itions.
In the conventional stiffness analysis, the latter can te
easily satisfied Hhereas the former can be satisfied only in
the variational sense. A detailed discussion of this point is
reported in Ref. 21.
The typical boundary conditions for the edge where
x is constant, are:
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Boundary
exCondi t ions u v w
Hinge 0 0 0 0
Knife-edge 0 f) 0









for the free edge, no displacement boundary con-
ditions are specified. All the boundary conditions are applied
'vi th respect to the global axes. The boundary condi tions for
the member PQ (Fig. 3.19), which was supported vertically but
allowed to slide along its length, should be specified in terms
of the local axes i, y and z but instead they : arc specified
in terms of the axes x) y and z. This is an approximation and
the error due to this will increase with the increase in depth
of the shell. Thp, procedure to express the bo~ndary conditions
- - -in the local axes x, y, z is given in Ref. 62.
The connections of the edge me~bers to the dect
present a proble~ in expressinr the correct boundary conditions.
Two non-compatible boundary conditions are sho'ffl in Fig. 3.2~.
In Fig. 3.20a, the deck bends freely without twisting the edge
member. This moment-free deck to edre ~ember connection is
quite common in practice. The op~n-form decks are discretely
connected to the edge members whereas the close form decks are
connected only along their bottom plates (Fip. 2.2). In both
cases there is no transfer of moments betNeen the edge member
and deck.
The other type of discontinuity can result in the rela-
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tivc displaccment bett'leen the deck and the edge member, normal
to the boundary (Fig. 3.20b). This type of a connection can
result bccause of an oversized hole, loosely connected screws,
or due to tearing of the deck. Depending upon the continuity
achieved between trle deck and the edge members, different
values of fixity coefficients are used. Tr and TH represent
the torsional and the horizontal fixity coefficients, respect-
ively.
In the case of the moment-free deck to edge J1\ember
connection, Tf = O. The edre me~ber stiffness matrix is modi-
fied by multiplying the columns and rows correspondin~ to the
twisting degree of freedoms (ex and e xy) by TF •
The problem is further comvlicated by the eccentric
connections. As shot-m in Fig. 3. 2la, even l'fi th a discon tinui ty
of the rotational degree of freedom, twisting can still be
introduced in the edge member because of eccentrically trans-
ferred vertical or horizontal load. This problerr is not solved
satisfactorily. By the method of fixity coefficients, the
twisting action introduced by these eccentric forces is elimin-
ated. There is no rooment transfer when two elements are inter-
connected by means of hinges and this results in the local re-
lease of the member forces. This for~ulation coes not include
the effects of these releases. The details for the incorpor-
ation of these local wembeT releases are given in Pefs. 62 and
63.
I I 1.6 SOV:'TIONS OF EQt~ATIONS
The equation 3-4, relating the applied nodal loads and
~S7-
th~ ~cneralized nodal displacement can bc solved. To ohtain
the d I ~IP 1'1l",'I'Wfl t V(I(' to 1".
3-39
The inversion of the large ~atrix [k] not only re-
quires a very long time but also needs a large storap,c space
in the computer. The structural matrices are usually well
ban~ed about their main diagonals and are also symmetrical.
B..tJWo1~
"Irote a subroutine wfdch stores only the half band
of the matrix in a vertical fashion (Fig. 3.22). The equations
are solved by the Gauss-elimination scheMe 64 . ~ith the limi-
tation of the available core size and the computational cost?
a total of 486 equations with a maximum half band width of 66,
h'ere solved for a normal proble'fTI (64 square elements). The
rectangular matrix of 486x66 was formed and stored in the
computer.
However, there are problems where the structural con-
fir-uration destroys the close-bandedness of the matrix. For
examplc, the tension-tie connecting the lower corners band f
of the hypar (Fig. 4.1), creates sparse entries in the stiff-
ness matrix (Fig. 3.22c). In 'uch cases, instead of revising
the entire solution procedure, the structural element is ideal-
ized in t~e form of discrete springs (see Section III.2F).
111.7 STRESS ~~ALYSIS
Since the main ai~ of the project is to establish the
behavior of the hypar shells, the physical interpretation of
the cowputer results is very iMportant. The deflections, as
well as the stresses in the different structural components
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such as deck, edge members, etc., represent the physical be-
havior.
In the finite element analysis, the p,eneralized nodal
forces are related to the stresses. But because of an error of
discretization and applied joint loads, the resulting nodal
forces for the adjoining elements show deviations. In order to
obtain some form of average stresses, the element forces are
calculated at the mid-point of an individual element.
A. DECK STRESSES
--
The deck stresses arc calculated at the center point
of an individual element. Depending upon the choice of method
of analysis, method 'a' (curved elements) and method 'b' (flat
elements), corrcspondin~ strain displacement relationships are
used at the center point (see Eqs. 3-9, 3-10). The forces ",T
! 'x'
Ny and Nxy and the moments r'x and j'iy are calculated per un it
lenr,th. For the complete derivation of these forces, see
Appendix c. The maj or difference het1~een the computat ion of
stresses for a curved and a flat element is that in the case of
the former, consistent with the shallow shell assumption (see
Section III.2B) displacements tangential and normal to the sur-
face can be used directly. But in the case of flat elements.
the displacements obtained in the global co-ordinates are trans-
formed into the local co-ordinate axes (see Section 111.3) and
the relevant displacements in the local co-ordinate axes are
used. The difference between the strain-displacement relation-
ships for the curved and the flat elements was already shown
in Section III.2B.
It must be realized that the forces are calculated on
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the basis of orthotropic plate theory which can be considered
as an approximate mathematical idealization. The forces cal-
culated per unit length are multiplied by the lengths of the
basic units (Fig. 2.2). In the case of a uniformly loaded
structure, this method can be considered to be fairly accurate.
For the light gage sections wit}: high width to thickness ratio
of the individual components, the effective led of the section
and the location of the neutral axis need modification in
accordance with the level of the load (Ref. 38).
The stresses calculated do not include the local
bending behavior. For example, the bottom deck plate AB bends
locally between the vertical web plates of the hat (Fig. C2 of
Appendix C). The problem of deviation between the mathematical
and the physical behavior of the orthotropic deck is dis-
cussed in detail in nefs. 46,47.
B. BEM! STRESSES
The nodal forces calculated in the loc~axis of the
beam can be directly used to calculate the beam stresses. The
method of calculation of stresses for the concentrically con-
nected beam Member is well known.
The imaginary forces calculated alonr the line PQ
(Fir. 3.11). are to be transferred to the shear center and
centroid to calculate the relevant stresses. The bea~ forces
[Pl b can be calculated by,
[Pl b = [T]; [Kl [Tl p [A] 3-40
The pre-multiplication of the global displacement
[~], by [Tl r (Table 111-4), transforms the global nodal dis-
placements to the local axes whereas the pre-multiplication of
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T[K] [T]R [6] by [T]5. transforlT's the forces to the shear center
or the centroid of the beam.
Because of the mathematical idealization, certain
difficulties are encountered. A beam with an eccentricity in
the z-direction is shown in Fig. 3.23. The variation of the
axial forces is shown in Fig. 3.23b and 3.23c. Since the forces
are balanced at point 0, the axial force also contributes to
the equilibrium of the moments at point O. This results in the
inequality of the moments along the axis of the beam PQ. The
problem becomes partiCUlarly critical in the case of rapidly
changing axial force and a deck with strong bending rip,idity
(c.g., concrete hypars). No suitable solution is found for
this prohlem as of this moment. In the absence of definite
guidelines, the deflected shape of the structure shoul~ be used
to decide the sign of the mom~nt.
Experience shows that the bigger of the two reoments
(POp or r:oQ) is always in conformity with the correct deflected
shape of the beam. The diffiCUlty experienced in computing the
stresses of an eccentric edge member is one of the shortcomings
of using the nodal points only along the shell surface.
The results obtained by this stiffness analysis are
compared with experimental and the available solutions in the
literature in Chapter IV.
CHAPTrp IV
A GENERAL COflPAPATIVE STUDY
IV. I INTr..onUCTION
As discussed in Chapter III, two methods were used
to analyze hypar shells: method 'a', uses rectanpular curved
clements based on the shallow shell theory; whereas method 'b'
approximates the actual shell surface by using a series of
flat rectangular elements. The solutions of selected problems
are presented here with three purposes:
(1) To substantiate the use of the finite element Method,
hy method 'a' only, by compariny the solutions for probleTT's
for ' ....hich analytical or other numerical solutions are available
in the literature. The comparison for flat plates and linear
beams are already presented in Ch&pter III.
(2) To compare the solutions obtained by IT'ethods 'a' and
'b', for typical hypar structures. The comparison is done pri-
marily 'Nith a vie,,: of assessinrr. their suitability in applica-
tion to the practical problems and also t~) find out their
shortcomings and limitations.
(3) To compare the analytical solutions with the experi-
mental results obtained by earlier wOlkers. The details of
the structures analyzed are given in Table IV-I.
All the analytical results are further used to study,
to a limited dep.ree, the effects of different structural para-
meters on the behavior of hypar shells, such as relative shear
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riridity factor a, rise to span ratio, etc. The effects of
these parameters are further discussed in length in Chapter V.
IV.2 COflPARISON OF rmnlOD 'a I WITH OTHEr Nm'EPICAL SOLUTIONS
Connor and Brebbia l7 presented the centerline deflec-
tion profile for a saddle shaped hypar structure (Struc. 'I',
Table IV-I), wi th clamped boundaries all around. Th\"!'ir results
\W\ ~s s~
were based on exactly the same procedure as used
The only difference is that they used a l2-tcrm polynomial for
~"'s G 'fWO~
the normal displacement w, whereas used the l6-term
displacement function as given in Eq. 3-6c. Fig. 4.6 shows
the results obtained by the author. For the grid size of 8x8,
the deflection profile along the line oa is similar with the
one reported hy Connor anti Brebbia17 . The deflection profile
along the diagonal ob is also plotted to check the symmetry of
the solution.
The conver~cncc characteristics of the solutions are
checked by refinin? the grid size for the above mentioned
structure. As seen in Fip. 4.7, the convergence for the center
deflection at point 0 (Fig. 4.1) is ~onotonic and rapid. By
r~fining the grid size from 6x6 to 8x8, an improvement of only
2.3% is obtained in the result.
Pecknold and SCllnobrich20 presented the centerline de-
flection profile for th~ same type of a structure, with the
perimeter knife-edge supported (Struc. '2'). As pointed out
earlier, they used the Birkhoff and Garabedian interpolation
for~ula for w displaceMents. Besides that, the complete rigid
body woccs of displace~ents were included by solving the homo-
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pcncous part of the strain displace~ent relationships given in
Dq. 3-~. The inclusion of the rigid body motion terms des-
troyed tho interelement compatibility and put additional re-
straints on the in-plane displacement fields of u and v~
u • F(ui ) + FI(w)
v • F{v i ) + F2 (w)
4-la
4-lb
The displacement functions FI(w) and F2 (w) are the
results of the solution of the homogeneous part of the rq.
3-9c. Pecknold and Schnobrich compared their solution l'1i th a
Navier-type (double sine series) solution, for which SO ter~s
in each direction were included20 • The deflection profiles
.:.'" ~I
alonp the center line oa and the diagonal ob, obtained
s+,ul" (grid size 8xS), are shown in Fig. 4.8. The central
~""~, Vfo.~deflection obtained differs l)y ~O. 2% f'rom tha::
obta ined by the .~l1!"ies solut im1 (9 .18x10 - 3 inch.); l'i~~reas it
differs by approx\mately -1\ from the £i~ite element solution
of PecT~Hold and :~~-l. ,1bridL
The ·::hl ti<..mf oh·::a.ined by method '.~' for hath Struc.
'I' and '2' mentioned above, are considered to be quite good.
IV.3 cor ·PJ'.RIS~)N OF r.fETHOD ~ ~ r:r-If10D ~
Both structures solv'?<:; !q ~',:.:hod 'a';. ~,rere solved
aga in by using method 'b;. The defl r),: ,; ions obta.ined by the two
methods usinr the grid size of Sx8, are shol'm i"l Table IV-3.
t'!ethods ~ a' an.d 'b' show simi lar deflecti on profiles along both
t""o"'" c~nter and +.he diagl....HQl lines ("'1 and ob respectively. The
central deflec~ion obtained by method 'b' for both structures
is on the higher side, as compared with the one obtained by
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method 'a'. For Strue. '1', the difference in the central de-
flection is about 0.8% whereas for Struc. '2', the d~ffercnce
is about 1.30\. The central deflection for Struc. '2' is only
0.5' on the higher side of the de£lecti~n obtained by Pecknold
and Schnobrich.
The correlation obtained by methods 'a' and 'b' is
excellent for these two structures. However, it must be
pointed out that both of these structures, taken from refs. 17
and 20, are supported all-around. From the practical point of
view, these structures are only of academic interest. The
boundary conditions such as free edges, encountered in an um-
brella shell (Fig- 4.2), provides a more critical test for the
comparison of the different "'ethods.
It was not practical to compare methods 'a' and 'b'
for all the examples, ther~f~re only a sc1ccted number of struc-
tUi"CS were chcsen for COJT1r~":son (Stru'.:. '6' and ,~' '~ere
used). Struc. :~ is a 5~tll scale concr~te ~odel_ In this
structure, the stiffening : ~ge members are located eccentri-
cally, on top of the shelL The idealized ed~e members are
considered eccentric only in the z !~rection (see Figs. 4.2
and 4.5).
Strue. '9' is also an umbrella shell hypar with 28-G
double layered standard corrugated decks placed perpendicular
to each other. Here the edge member is connected eccentri-
cally to the deek with the deck on top. In the case of Strue.
'6' there is full fixity between the edge member and the shell,
whereas in the case of Struc. '9', the connection between the
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deck and the edge member is moment-free.
T1lC compar ison of the deflected profile obtained hy
methods ' a' and 'b' :lnJ the corresponding deflected shapes are
presented in Firs. 4.13 and 4.23. Comparing the solutions ob-
tained by methods 'a' and 'b' for Struc. '9', it is obvious
that the method 'a' underestimates the free corner deflection
,Sb· !!ethod' a ' gives a good correlation between the theory and
experiment for the deflection 6
a
•
The deflection profile obtained by method 'b' for
the edge member ab, where a major portion of the load is car-
ried by the bendinf action, is very good when compared with the
experimental results. The relative deflection between the
points a and b according to experiments is 1.2 inches, method
'b' Fiving a relative deflection of 1.0 inches; whereas that
predicted by the m~t)od 'n' is 0.13 inche~
A distortion '.1' "~e deflected prof':le fo}" the member
ab and. the underf>stimati~'":ll of the relative deflecticn between
the points a and h, results in the underestimation of the bend-
ing ann the total stresses at the point a. The bending stress
at point a by method 'a' is 8.44 ksi, whereas that by method
'b' is 11.14 ksi. The total stress at the point a by method 'a'
i~ 12.50 ksi, whereas by method 'b' it is 19.90 ksi. The cor-
ner deflection ~b and the stresses at a (Fig. 4.2) are of a
~reat practical significance for a designer, from both the choice
of edge memher sizes and the overall behavior of the hypar
structure.
Another i~portant shortco~ing noted of the method 'a'
is that the statical check fOT the total vertical load is not
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satisfied at the column. Eecause a very flexible deck was used
for the sllcll surface. tIle deck could not transfer a substantial
amount of load near the column and the resultant axial com-
poncnt and the vertical shear in the edge memher oa should sum
up to the total applied vertical load; only 73% of the total
vertical load is accounted for by method 'a' whereas 98\ of the
applied load is accounted for tiY method 'b'. This discrepancy
of the statical check was also noted when working
with th~ computer progra~ for~ulated by Par~er19.
In tIle case of Struc. '6', the deflection profiles
obtained by mctl~ods r 8.' and 'b' along the compression member
arc reasonably close. }{owever, these two methods give entirely
different deflected sllapes along the tension IT'emr,er ab. A.ccord-
ing to method 'a', tJle point b (free corner) instead of deflect-
inf do~~wards relative to pQin~ a, it deflects upwards. The
same difficulty' W,?S also enc·,)\.tnt43TE'd re"'.~Tdi·lg the corner tle-
flee t ion lvhcn us j ng t}-le compu te!' p ~ (),(T ,·am of Ref. 19. Because
a r~rt of the load near the column i~ also carried by the con-
crete shell, tttC thiel.ness of l\'hich is quite comparable to the
depth of the ed~e Mc",l)ers oa and oc , it is difficul t to figure
out the statical check for the total vertical load.
'fhe corner def l.:etion of Strtlc. 8, -which is identica 1
to Struct. '6' except for the fact that the edge members are
downturned. was found to be quite low when analyzed by the
method of !\ef. 19, as compared with the expeetmental results.
Briefly, the shortcomings of method 'a' can be
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sumnla r i ze<\ as:
(1) The method undcresti~atcs the deflection of the free
corner of an umbrella shell where the shell surface degenerates
almost to a flat plate.
(2) TIle prediction of the deflection profile along the
eccentrically connected tension Members ab and be is not con-
sistent and leads to the underestimation of the bending and
total stresses in:rhe edge members, which are of practical
importance.
(3) A discrepancy for the statical check of total verti-
cal load is noted (Struc. '9').
Because of these shortcomings, it was decided to use
method 'b' in the analysis of all structures. It must he
emphasized that method 'b l does have certain shortcomings,
though none as serious as the ones associated ~ith method 'a'.
~'ethod 'b' is discussed later in Chapter v.
IV.4 DISCUSSION Q.E f:TET!IOD ~
The umbrella shells with flexible edge wembers show
a pronounced bendir~ action near ~~a free corner b (Fig. 4.2).
This bending action was ~bserved in tests cnnducted on con-
crete shells (Refs. 31,65) and Struc. '9' (using hypar with a
corrugated deck) tested at Cornclt-. The shell in this region
acts almost like a flat plate. In Ref. 1, this observed bend-
inp behavior of the shell lias termed as secondary bending and,
based on the non-di~ensionalizedparameter of ~, the hending
mo~cnt coefficients for this region were given. r'ethod 'a'
basea on the use of the shallow shell theory fails to predict
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t)lis local izcd bending 1)c}13vior at the free corner.
Before discussing this shortcoming of method fa', it
is necessary to point out that in the formulation of the curved
clement J tJ"e nodal displacements (u, v. w) are measured along the
tangents and normal to tIle surface, rather than along the car-
tesian axes. In other words, the strain displacement relation-
ships given in Eq. 3-9 are all expressed along the lines of
generators of the surface. Tile elcfl'ent stiffness matrix based
on these displacements eliminates the co-ordinate transforma-
tion. In the solution of the master stiffness matrix, method
'a' gives tllC displacements along the generators and normal to
the surface whereas the method 'b
'
usinp flat clements gives
these displace~ents along the 8101,al cartesian co-ordinates.
ftowever, becau~'e of tIle s}lal1o"mess of the shells,
(see Section I I I (/2B) the S'~ rface co-ordinates along the gener-
ators are approximated by :he C2rt~sian co-ordinates defining
the surface. BE, -~use o':'t"lis approxim'~;~~:."n, a constant shear-
· · - 2 \vC. .. d d h h· · f f1Ing straln term -'7T lS a(, e to t e s earlng straln 0, a at
plate (Eq. 3-9c). This t€~m does not reduce to zero near the
flat corner b (Fi~o 4.2). It is believed t~at this term' adds
cxtr~~ sti~fness to the fre~ corne';r' where the structure behaves
almost like a flat plate. This addition is probably the cause
of the undcrestimat ion of tlle corner deflection. The deficiency
of method 'a' in predicting the d~flection of the free corner
needs further investigation. The solution could possibly be
improved by refining the grid size or by the use of higher order
strain terms ll . But this will definitely entail additional
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computational work.
The strain-displacement relationships for the curved
1 t ~ d t 1 h· c..e cmcn arc ~~epen en on y on t c tW1St curvature AB Irrespective
of tIle shape of the actual structure. To explain this further,
consider only tIle quadrant oabc of a structure of Type I t Fig.
4.1. one could build two cantilever hypars from this quadrant.
The first structure ''1ould have edges oa and oc fixed whereas
edges ab and be would be free. In the second structure, the
fixed and the free edges would be interchanged. If both these
structures are subjected to the same loadin~ conditions, method
'a' would rive identical deflections and absolute values of the
stresse s.
The solutions by ~ethod 'a' for Strucs. '1' and '2'
did not sh~~ any advantage of using a l6-term displacement
function for '4/-displace~ent, ''Ihich ensures tl1e slope compati-
bility normal to the boundaries of tIle adjoining element as
agaillst the non-compatible 12-term polynomial used in ~.ef. 19.
TI.e solution obtained for Struc. '2 f la'ith the inclu-
\.~ ~·s
sion of complete rigid body modes 20 and that obtained
~~'-\-
without the inclusion, did not show ~uch of a differ-
ence (Fir. 4.6). To study t~e effects of inclusion of rigid
body modes further and also to evaluate the differences in the
solution usinr 16 or 12-tcrm polynomials for w displacement,
Struc. 'IS' was analyzed. Tl1e results are plotted in Figs. 4.37
and 4.38. It may be worthwhile to note tJ1at in this structure
the rise to span ratio is rather high for it to be cons idered
as a shallow shell (see Section V.2). The deflection profile
that the difference in results is due to refinin~
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across the diarronal ob sho'~!s that t~lere is practically no dif-
ference between the solution obtained by the use of a 12-ter~
polynomial for the normal displaceMent ,~, and the function used
by the author. The maximum difference of 2% is seen in the
.~\~~
corner deflection 6b (0.090 inches by the and 0.092
inclles in Ref. 19). Even tltc u-v displacements allover the
shell, obtained by the two methods were within 0.5% of each
otllcr. The striking similarity in tIle results tends to confirm
the conclusion that botl1 methods give the same resul ts for the
uniformly loaded llypars. This view is also shared by Pecknold
and Schnobrich21 . The comparison may not be as accurate for
unsymmetrically loaded hy~ars Nhere the 16-term displace~ent
functi.on for the nor1'lal displacement \'1 would possibly give
l)ettcr results.
I !owcve i- ~ the compari son \.\T1 t~ resul ts repoTte~ in ~ef.
21 sho\'ls a difj:ert."nce bot!. in tJ1C deflections and stresses (Figs.
4.37, 4.38). Thougll t]-le ,:1(~flection profile and the stress
variation are alike, the added flex~.~ility of ttie curved ele-
ment wi th the inclusion of rigid body Jnodes is apparent in Fig.
4.37, \~here the corner de[.t~~ction is neail.'ly 60% larger than the
.f\~~ ~cA~
one obtainec \. ~ ~:LS well as by the method used in Ref.
19. Thougll the solution obtained in Ref. 21 used a 12x12 grid
~~t i ...,..,~,¥-~oW' J '-~ ~S
size as against a 8x8 grid size used
-~~ _\\~~
of tIle grid 5 ize •
Analysis of the same structure hy method 'b' using
flat clements, results in the corner deflection ~b (0.123 inch)
being nearly 33\ larger t}1an that fiven by the method 'a'. As
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pointed out earlier, the deflections by method 'a' are given
normal to the surface whereas for the ~ethod 'be they are in
the global axes. HO'~lever: this does not affect the corner de-
flection c5 b " Moreover, the deflection profiles along the com-
pression member 08 and the tension member ab, are different for
the two methods. It is quite interesting to note that both of
these methods, which give close results for edge-supported hypars
(see Table IV-3), could differ in the case of this structure
(Fie. 4.37). The inclusion of the rigid body modes in the
solution seems to account for the correct behavior of the flat
corner but since no comparative results - with experiments - are
presented21 , it is not possible to comment on
the validity of the method in Ref. 21.
IV. 5 T~IE COr/3>ARISON OF N1ALYTICAL AJ\lD EXPERlr1EtJTA~ \'lnRK
Because of the shortcoJ1'ings encountered in roetl1od
'a', the analysis reported hereafter is carried out by ~ethod
'b'. The experimental results used for the co~parison can be
basically categorized into three types:
(1) Hypars supported vertically along the line of gener-
ators all around the perimeters. Strucs. '3', '4' and'S' come
under th.is category (see Table IV-I).
(2) Small scale concrete models of umhrella shells65
(Strucs. '6', '7' and'S').
(3) fJmbrella shells havinp standard corrugated open decks
for the shell surface (Strucs. '9' - '13').
All tl'ie above mentioned experimental tests \-Iere con-
ductedatCornel1, except Struc. '5' (~ef. 33). The testing of
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the concrete hypars was conducted as a part of a research pro-
ject currently in progress at the Cornell University6S.
The comparison between the analytical and experimental
results for the deflections, edge me~ber stresses and the deck
stresses is given in Figs. 4.9-4.36. In all the analytical
solutions, the surface of the hypar is approximated by the tan-
gent planes drawn at the center of the element except in Strucs.
'6' and '8' where these planes are dr~~ at points along the
free boundaries ab and be (Fie. 4.5). However, these two
structures were not reanalyzed because of minor differences
«10\)
both
in the results of other similar cases using
roethods of transformation.
A. EDGE -SUPPORTED HYPft.RS
The saddle shaped hypars (Strucs. '3' and '4') were
analyzed mainly to find the effect of rise on the value of
shear rigidity factor 'a'. The values of the central deflec-
tions are given in Tables II-I, II-2~ In the experiments, only
the central deflection 6 (Key sketch Table II-I, 11-2.) was
o
measured. The results obtained in the analysis of these
structures are used in Chapter V, to study the effects of the
variation in the structural parameters.
Struc. '5' was a large scale model with the plan
dimensions of SO'x~o,33. A single layer of a cellular deck
(see Table IV-2) was welded to the edge ~embers usinp a warped
plate connection. The hat section was welded to the base plate
with spot ,,'elds I" o.c. The adjoining deck panels were butt
~'..T-
welded so as to develop the full strength of the plate.
The edge members were free to move in the plane tangential to
the shell boundaries but were supported vertically. A 3f" dia-
I
meter, high-strength steel tie bar connected the points a and
b (Fig. 4.3). A uniform load normal to the surface was applied
by vacuuming the enclosed chamber. A predeterMined tension
force was applied to the tie by means of a 500 ton jack which
prevented the relative displacement between the points a and c.
How~vcr, the details of the connections of members oa and oc
were such that there was no force on the member at the ends a
and c. The members ba and be were free to move at the end b.
The stresses and the deflections were measured at various 10-
cations. The complete details of this test with the instru~en­
I
tatlon are given in Ref. 33.
In calculatin~ the membrane constants for the deck,
the stiffening effect of the hat is neglected. The meMbrane
stiffness calculated only on the basis of the properties of the
base plate, is on the conservative side. Since no seam-slip
was noticed during the tests, the shear rigidity factor a is
taken equal to unity. The deck is hi~hly orthotropic as is
apparent from the bending rigidities (Dy • 29,300 Dx). The
bending constants calculated on the basis of the geometrical
shape are used in the analysis without modifications. As given
in Ref. 33, the equivalent projected load is calculated on the
basis of equating the shear force at the point 0 on the actual
surface and that given by the membrane theory for an equivalent
projected load. The load intensity used in this analysis is
5\ on the conservative side of the criteria given in Chapter
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III, Section 111.4.
TIle experimental deflection profile along the lines
de and fg (Fig. 4.3) are corrected by subtracting the vertical
displacements at points d, e, f, and g. The center deflection
c,'lculated analytically is 5% on the higher' side of th.e exper-
imental deflection 2.30 inches (Fig. 4.9). As sho~m in Fig.
4.10, the axial stresses in the edge members are very close to
half the values given by the mewbrane stresses. The rcported 33
strain measurements on the edge members tend to confirm this
observation. It is quite logical to expect the forces in the
edge members to be lo',\rer than those given by the wemhrane tJ1eory
I
because a part of the load is carried by the flexural action of
the deck.
As ShOlffl in Fig. 4.11, the difference between tJle
analytical and experimental results for the shear stresses mea-
sured by the rosettes 1 and 2, is even less than 5%./ The var-
iation of the si.ear force allover the hypar surface is shown
in Fir. 4.12. As expected, the value of the shear force over
a major portion of the shell surface is less than that given
by t]1e membrane theory. The increase in the s}1,earing force
noted at the corners a and c is due to the restraint offered by
tlle tie; l-lhereas the value of the shearing force in the fixed
corner 0 is almost twice as that given by the membrane theory.
The connection between the edge members and the deck
s]lould be adequate enougt1 to carry ,this high value of shear.
Tile bending stresses calculated at the center of the span on
the top of the hat, do not show good correlation with the exper-
imental results. The bendinp stresses calculated using the
effective inertia led (Chapter II, Section II.2.B) is 6.70 ksi,
wh~reas the measured total stress in the y-direction at the
same location is 12.50 ksi. One reason for this underestima-
tion is that the measured stress is total whereas the calcu-
lated stress is only due to bending. Since in calculation of
~'fl+the membrane stiffness only the plate was considered, it
is not known as to what extent the hat portion participated at
the center of the deck in resisting the membrane stresses.
The reduction in the moment of inertia calculated on
the basis of the full cross-section, is not affected by the
calculated compression stress in the top hat plate (the vari-
ation is less than 5%). The change in the bending rigidity Dy
does not warrant a new analysis.
B. CONCRETE Ur:~BRELLA SHELLS
--
The concrete hypars differ from the hypars using
corrugated orthotropic decks mainly in two aspects. For the
cria ~s ~~
loads used in the elastic analysis , the shell can
be considered as made of an isotropic Jrl8terial. Secondly the
bending and axial stiffness of the shell is quite comparable
with that of the edge member.
The experimental work on Strucs. '6', '7' and '8' was
conducted at Cornell6S • Strucs. '6' and '7' were identical
except for different eccentricity of the edge members (Fig.
4.5). In Struc. '6' the beams were located on the top of the
shell surface whereas they were located below the deck in Struc.
'7'. These structures were loaded uniformly using concentrated
loads applied discretely over the surface, lihereas only half
of the structure was loaded in the case of Struc. '8'.
The clastic properties of the concrete used in the
model were determined experimentally. In calculating the prop-
erties of the shell only the concrete section is considered.
The classical beam theory which assumes the linear variation of
the angle of twist is used in the analysis. The beams are con-
sidered eccentric only in the z-direction. The bea~ properties
calculated are based only on the ribs projecting above the deck.
For Strucs. '6' and '7', the comparison between the
experimental and the analytical results are shown in Figs. 4.13-
4.19. As shown in Fig. 4.13, ior Struc. '6' the co~pression rib
deflection ~a is about 10\ smaller than the experimental re-
sults whereas the free corner deflection db is about 5\ larger
than the ~experimental value. For Struc. '7' (Fir- 4.17), the
deflecti~n 6b is about 60\ and 6a is about 80\ of the experi-
mental values. Though percentage-wise the error in ~a' in
Struc. '7' is about 40t, the magnitudes of the deflections are
very small. Except for t~e deflection profile along the dia-
gonal ob near the tolumn support, the general shapes of the
profile agree fairly well with the experimental values. The
deflection profiles of the tension members ab in both the
structures, where the bending action in the shell d01T'inates
over the membrane action, is very good and almost parallel to
the one observed experimentally.
To verify the idealization of the edge member, Struc.
'6' was reanalyzed, but a certain portion of the deck was in-
corner deflection ~b for Struc. '6 ' is
Struc. t 7 ' \4her'eas the compression rib
, 6 ' is larger than that for Struc. • 7 t •
further discussed in Chapter v.
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eluded as the effective width in recalculating the beam prop-
erties. The modified eccentricity of the beam with respect to
the deck and properties were recalculated. It is obvious that
in doing so a certain portion of the deck is duplicated, with
the result that the properties of the edge members are over-
estimated. For the same structure it was found that the free
corner deflection ~b remained almost unaltered (0.022 instead
of 0.023) whereas the deflection ~a reduced from 0.016 to 0.012
inches. This observation shows that important deflections are
insensitive to the edge member properties for this particular
structure. However. there is a redistribution of the bending
and axial stresses in the shell» tmich are of a relatively
small magnitude. The upturned beams used in Struc. '6' seem
to have a pronounced effect in reducinR the corner deflection
6b as seen from the analysis as well as experiments. The free
nearly half that of
deflection 6a for Struc.
These points are
Because of the varying size of the edge members, the
axial forces are plotted instead of axial stresses. The ratio
of the calculated axial forces to that given by the membrane
theory is 70-80\ for the compression me~bers 08 and oc and
50-60' for the tension members ab and be. The analytical and
experimental values of the stresses for the tension member are
in close agreement, whereas the analytically calculated results
for the compression members are on the conservative side.
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Even tllOUgh part of the vertical load near the column is car-
ried by the concrete shell, in order to satisfy the static
equilibrium for the vertical load it appears that the experi-
mentally measured forces in the compression rib are quite low.
The axial and the bending stresses are ~easured along
the diagonal ob at an angle of 45° with the x and y axes (Fig.
4.15). The measured axial stresses show excellent agreement
with the analytically calculated value of 72 psi. An important
point to note is that the calculated and the experimental values
are about 34% higher than those given by the ~embrane theory at
a load of 40.9 psi, the reasons for which are not readily
apparent. The values of bending stresses are very low and are
not compared here. The variation of the shearing force is
plotted allover the shell for both tlle structures. Though
there are minor differences in the shape of variation of shear-
ing forces, two important observations can be made. The values
of the shearing forces over a substantial portion of the shell,
are larger than those given by the membrane theory. The shear-
ing force near the colu~ is nearly twice as large as that
given by the membrane theory. This sudden increase in the
shearing force clearly indicates that the shell participates
in tr~nsmitting a certain portion of the vertical load. The
same behavior is also noted in Struc. '5'.
Struc. '8' is the same as Struc. '6' but it is sub-
jected to an unsymmetrical load (Fig. 4.20), where half of the
structure is loaded uniformly. Only half the structure along
the line cf (Fir. 4.20) is analyzed using 16 elements in each
quadrant. The statically equivalent load is used in one
quadrant. The central column is idealized by means of con-
centrated elastic springs as given in Chapter III, Section
III.2.F. The comparison between the theoretical and the ex·
perimental results is shown in Fig. 4.20. The deflection pro-
files appear to be quite reasonable though the magnitudes of
the deflections &b and &e are 30-40% on the lower side of the
values obtained experimentally. A static chec~ for the ver-
tical load is satisfied at the center column though a dis-
crepancy in the overturninp moment is noted.
A highly irregular pattern of axial forces and moments
is obtained which unfortunately could not be verified properly
because of the difficulties encountered during the experiment.
A better solution can be obtained by using a finer grid (64
elements in a quadrant) and also by using work equivalent loads.
It was not possible to check the impl.ovement in the solution
because of a limited computer core capacity. The exa~ple how-
ever, clearly showed that the theory can solve unsymmetrical
loading conditions such as wind load, etc., and can satisfac-
torily predict the overall behavior of the shell.
The corner deflection ~b in Struc. '8' is nearly
three times as large as that obtained for the uniformly loaded
Struc. '6'. The increase in deflections in the loaded quadrant
is mainly due to the twistinp of the shell about the line ah.
c. mffiF.ELLA SHELLS '\lITH STMJDARD CORRUGATED DECKS
Four medium scale umbrella shell models (Strucs. '9',
'11') '12' and '13'; Table IV-I). 12~12' in plan and with a
•R(l ..
rise of 14.4 inches, were tested at Cornell Struc. '10'
is a hypothetical structure analyzed to study the effects of
change of shape in Struc. '9' duc to the excessive deformations.
Self-tapping screws were used to connect the adjoin~
ing deck panels and also to connect the deck panels to the edge
members. The main supporting edge member frame consisted of
circular pipes (for sizes see Table IV·l) connected eccentri-
cally belo"l the deck.
For the structure havin~ two dec~s placed in a wu-
tually perpendicular manner, the decks were not only connected
along the peripheral edges but were also connected intermit·
tently allover the surface. In/the case of the two deck 5yS-
ten j the bottom deck lvas directly connected to the edge memher
whereas the top deck was connected to the bottom deck (Fig.
2.6). All structures were supported at the center column and
a uniforro load was applied using pressurized canvas rubber hags
with one bag placed under each quadran't -C~~~,~ un).
The properties of tlle decks used in the analyses are
given in Table I,r-l. The gage thickness of the deck was
checked by tl\e mic:roll'.eter screw and the properties correspond-
ing to the uncoated decks are used in the analyses. To account
foi the effect of rise, the shear rigidity factors used in the
analyses are modified from the values obtained by the flat
shear tests (Figs. 2.7 and 2.8). TIle reduction in these values
of a is roughly 25% for the single deck whereas it is about 15%
for the double dec1::s. Zero torsional fixity bet'"een the deck
and tIle edge members is assUJl'ed for all the structures analyzed.
The difference
-RI ..
In order to have a better understanding of the he-
havi.or of tht'se structures, t]·~ey are classified into t1-10 cate-
gories. This cldssification is based on the ratio of the rel-
ative stiffnesses of the deck and the supporting edge ~embers.
Strucs. '9' and '10' are considered to have flexible edge ~em­
hers whereas Strucs. '11', '12 t and '13' are considered to have
very stiff edge members. The edge ~embers used in Strucs. '11',
'12' and '13' are 4.37 times stiffer axially and 236 times
stiffer flexurally as compared with the edge members used in
Strucs. '9' and '10'. This large difference particularly in
the bending stiffness alters the behavior of the umbrella
shells.
C.l. INVER.TED UMBRELLA SHE'lL l'JITH FLEXIBLE
EL'GE T!E~'BERS
Strucs. '9' and '10' were analyzed using the boundary
condition V (Table IV-2) which assumes full horizontal fixity
between the edge ~emhers and the deck. The convergence char-
acteristics for the comer deflection ~b for Struc. '9' are
1h'C. t-rc. c: Cr:;-r 'r\~
shQ"m in Fir.. 4.22. B.,y refining the grid size, _~ (
de-He cJi,,~ ~C"1"f." 4lf£~" ,lki~ ;, hc.c~e ~ ..L.-c~~~:c.~r•. (L~
-CD-n-n ~ c...t;-;' e.j'\<:. ~~, (f._~ 3-J2)
in the corner deflection ~b between 6x6 grid size and that of
8x8 grid size is less than 2%.
The deflections and the edge member stre~ses obtained
fOT Struc. '9' are compared with the experimental results in
Figs. 4.24·4.28. The analysis underestimates the deflection 6a
by ~2t whereas the deflection 6e is overestimated by 40\. The
difference between the analytical and experimental results for
the corner deflection 6b is 10%. Comparinr the relative magni-
tudes of these deflections (6a , Bb and 6e). it is apparent that
in .the case of a flexible edge member the free corner deflec-
tion 6b is of utmost importance. The shape of the deflected
profile for t~e member ab and the relative deflections between
points a and h, by theory and experiments are in close agree-
ment (error ~ 1%). The reasons for tlle underestimation of th.e
compression rib deflections are discussed later in this section.
The corner deflection 6b is greater than 10% of the
rise of the hypar shell, \'/hich is 14. 4 inches. In other '''ords,
the change in the shape of the structure is quite important.
To estimate the effect of the change of shape, a very approx-
imate method was used whereby the same structure (Struc. '9')
was reanalyzed by only modifying its rise from 14.4 inches to
13.8 inches. The reduction of 0.6 inches in the rise was cal·
culated by taking half the difference bet,,'een the relative de·
flections of the points a and b. The analysis of Struc. '10'
using the modified rise, sho~'s an increase in deflections. The
error in the deflection 6b in particular is reduced further to
4%.
A comparison between the experimental and the analy-
tical results for the axial and bending streSses, and the abso-
lute value of the total stresses for the edge mem~ers is given
in the Figs. 4.25 and 4.26. The bending and the total stresses
show very good correlation with a maximum error of -1St for
the tension members. Comparing the analytical and experimental
results for the axial stresses, it is noted that the calculated
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compression stresses for members oa and oc are on the high side
whereas in case of the tension ~embers ab and be are on the low
side. The measured axial stresses are only about }th in magni-
tude of the total stresses and therefore the deviation (-55% for
the member ab) between the theory and experiment is not consid-
ered to be a serious handicap.
To examine the validity of the solution and also to
help to understand the behavior of hypars, the variation of
the bending moment tfy and the in-plane shearing force Nxy are
plotted over the shell surface (Figs. 4.27 and 4.28). Along
the column line 1 (Fif. 4.27), the deck bends with the tension
member like a cantilever (negative moment) whereas in the in-
terior of the span, it acts as a simply supported span between
the opposite edge members. Along the column line 8, the deck
has a rerion of negative bending moments neaT the supporting
column. The variation in the shearing force (Fig. 4.28) is
similar to that indicated for the concrete hypars (Strucs. '6'
and "'). Near the center of the quadrant, the shearing force
NXY is larger (by lot) than the values given by the membrane
stresses. However, one major difference noted between the con-
crete and corrugated deck hypars is that near the column the
deck does not carry a substantial portion of the vertical load
as is seen in the case of Figs. 4.16 and 4.19. The comparison
of the axial, bending and total stresses calculated by theory
and measured experimentally at point e is given in Table IV-4.
The calculated stresses are compared with the aver-
age measured values obtained for the top and bottom deck. Be-
cauSe of tlle very small magni tude of the stresses, the varia-
ti~n in their measured value was extreme. The variation in
th~ measured axial stress ranges from 210 psi to 1780 psi
wh~teas that in the bending stresses ranges from 140 psi to 2840
psil Though the calculated values appear to be in the vicinity
of fhese measured values, a direct comparison would not be
£ru~tful.
In the analytical solution of Struc. '9', it is noted
thBt the deflection ~a is underestimated. Fif. 4.29 shows a
tYPi~al connection between the tension member ab and the com-
pression Member 08. Because of the eccentric connection be-
tween the deck and edge members, all the node points are along
the top of the edge ~embers ab and oa. The in-plane forces on
the ~ember ab are transferred eccentrically to the member oa
at the node 8, resulting in its upward deflection as shown in
Fig, 4.29. In order to illustrate the effect of this eccentric
transfer of the in-plane forces, Strucs. '9' and '11' are
analyzed for the two boundary conditions V and VI (see Table
1"-2) .,
For Struc. '9', inspite of certain redistribution of
forces due to the change in the boundary conditions, there is
practically no change in the deflections ~e and ~b. The re·
lease of the in-plane shear of 328 Ibs. acting eccentrically
at potnt at results in an increase in the deflection ~a by
0.11 tnches (Fit- 4.30). This shear, if resisted entirely by
tIle c()mpression ",.ember 08 acting as a cantilever supported at
point 0. produces a deflection of 0.22 inches. Except for the
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bending stresses in the tension ~emhers ab and he, the changes
in the stresses for both tIle edge members and shells are in-
significant. As Sh01'ln in Fig. 4.31, the decrease in the verti-
cal shearing force due to the release of the in-plane forces
results in the reduction of bending stress at point a in me~­
her abe
From the consideration of the mapnitude of the in-
plane shear and its eccentric transfer, Struc. '11' represents
an extreme case. As shown in Fig. 4.32, the deflection pro-
file along the diagonal ob re~ains practically unaltered for
botll hOtmdary conditions for Struc. t 11'. Because of the very
high in-plane rigidi ty of the 3" diameteT pipe, the value' of
the in-plane shear developed at the junction a (Fir- 4.29) is
quite large (742 Ibs.). ThouFh small in Magnitude, the in-
crease in the compression rib deflection ~c and 6a is almost
200t. The increase in deflection exceeded that which would
have been obtained by considering the edge members oa and oc as
cantilevers, acted upon by the eccentric shears at points a
and c respectively. A small increase in the deflection 6b is
noted and it ~ust be pointed out that the transfer of the
eccentric force also exists at the junction of the tension mem-
bers but it is of minor importance.
In tl:e case of concrete hypars ,·.rhere full fixi ty be-
tween the ed~e nember and the shell exists, this transfer of
ec~entric forces in two ~utually perpendicular directions does
not present a problem. To get an exact solution for the dis·
continuities between the edge member and the steel deck, equa-
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tions of compatibility \viII have to l,c satisfied at the addi-
tional nodal points thereby increasing the complexity and the
storage requi remen t for tIle computer program. Both case 5 pre-
5ented here, particularly Stnlc. '11', represents an extreme
class of problems '''hich will be hardly encountered in practice.
Besides the eccentric connection, the in-plane stiffness of
circular pipes is equal to the vertical bending rigidity. On
the assumption of full horizontal fixity between the edre mem-
bers and the deck) the horizontAl stiffness attracts high in-
plane shears, the magnitudes of l\Thich raise the question of
its validity.
In practice t tl1e rolled sections such as channels
and I-sections have very small in-plane stiffnesscs as compared
with their bending stiffnesses. Secondly, these members will
be usually connected along their shear centers by ~eans of
warped plate connections (Fig. 3.10). One way to correct the
deflection ~a is by applying the moroents, equal in magnitudes
but opposite in directions, to those produced by the eccentric
shears at the junction of two eccentric me~bers (Fig. 4.29)
and recalculate the deflections of only the supporting frame.
Since the exact amount of 11orizon tal fixi ty is not
knO\in, tllC otller alternative is to rEanalyze the structure "'ith
a complete release of the in-plane forces (boundary condition
"I) and use the conservative results for the design.
C.2. I?,TVEPTED ill1BPELLA Sf-'ELL '~ITH
STIFF EDGE r·E7 'BERS
Strucs. '11 t and '12' used single corrugated decks
'~hereas Struc. '13' used two perpendicularly placed intercon-
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nccted decks. The structures are analyzed using the boundary
condition VI. This boundary condition is on the conservative
side as far as the computntion of deflections are concerned.
Fig. 4.33 shows the comparison of t~e experimental
and analytical deflection profiles along the diagonal ob, for
all the three structures. Besides this, the comparison bct,~een
the measured and calculated deflections at points a, b, c and
e is piven in Table IV-S. nurin~ the expeTi~ent~t difficulty
was encountered in obtaining the symmetry of deflections. The
unequal rate of leaka~e frow each canvas bag, placed under the
quadrant resulted in an unequal pressure loading being applied
to different quadrants In order to show this resulting un-
symmetry in the solution t Table IV-S shows the average, maxi-
mum and minimum measured values for the deflections. A co~­
parison between the results is based on the average value. In
general, the ~hape of the deflection profile along the diagonal
ob shows a reascll&~ly good correlation between theory and ex-
periment. The deflection 6e at the center of the quadrant for
a sinrle deck hypar (Strucs. '11' and '12') is overestimated
by the theory whereas the deflection for a double deck (Struc.
'13') shows a difference of only lOt from the measured value.
Except for the minor scatter of the deflections 6a , 6b and ~c'
the analytical results are within 15\ of the averaRe experi-
Aental values.
The axial and bending stresses are measured at five
locations (Table IV-6). For the bendin~ stresses greater than
2000 psi, the experimental and analytical values show a devia-
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tion of less than 20~. For very sMall mapnitudes of stresses
(such as less than 2000 psi) the calculation of the error hased
on tIle measured stresses ,,,rill be misleading. The accuracy of
measurement for the small magnitudes of stresses is always
less. The measured total stresses also show a fair amount of
agreement with the analytical solutions.
The major discrepancy arises in the comparison be-
tween tIle measured and the calculated axial stresses. Based
purely on the ~embrane theory. the maximum axial stress should
be 1570 psi; as against tllis, the measur,~d value of stresses
reaches as lligh as 2440 psi (Struc. 'II') which is nearly 55%
larFer than that given by the membrane theory. TIlis appears
inconsistent with the expected behavior, since a part of the
load is also carried by the bending action.
In order to understand the di.fference in behavior be-
tween the single layer and double layer decks, FiRS. 4.34 and
4.35 show the variation of the axial stresses and the verti-
cal shearing forces carried by the edfe me~bers. For Struc.
'11' (whicll has a 28-G single layer deck), both the compression
member oa and. the tension member be placed across the corruga-
tions (along the weak axis), carry high axial loads as co~pared
to the members ab and OC, placed perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the corrugations. This trend is also observed experi-
mentally. Because of very 10",1 in-plane stiffness across the
corrugations, the effective area of the deck resisting the in-
plane shear along with the ed~e members oa and be is very s~all
and therefore the entire s11earing forces are resisted by the
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edge members alone. As against this, in a direction along the
corrugations a part of the deck shares the in-plane shear and
subsequently results in the reduction of the axial stresses
in the edge me~bers.
Fir. 4.35 shows the transfer of the vertical load
to the edge rnewbers. ~ith the strong axis of bending placed
parallel to the lines oa and be (Fie- 4.2) the deck basically
bends between the supporting lines oa and be. "'ith Dy = 1845
DXJ practically no load is transferred directly to the edge
me~bers oc and abe However, fro~ the. conditions of compatibility
at points band c, the me~ber be is supported at its end by
members ab and oc. The nepative shearine force at the point
b on the wember be and the constant shearing forces along the
~cmbers oc and ab confirm this expected behavior! This manner
of transfer of load for a sinr1e deck is also reflected in the
bending stresses at points a and e (Table IV-6) ~hich are
higher than t~ose for double decKs (Struc. '13 1).
Tho measured axial and bending stresses at the center
of the quadrant were highly erratic and did not show any con-
sistent behavior. The minimum measured bending stress was
hal f the valuc of the maximum JYleas1.Jred va lue at th.e same 10-
cation. This wide range of scatter is due to two reasons, first
the magnitudes of stresses arc too s~al1 to be reasured re-
liably and secondly there was an unsymmetry due to unequal
pressure loading. For completeness) the comparisons between
analytical and experimental values for the dec}:: stresses is
given in Table IV-4. The bending stresses for Strucs. '11' and
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• 12 I arc overcs t ima ted by tlic aJlal y tical method whereas they
arc underestimated for Struc. '13'.
Fig. 4.36 shows the variation of the in-plane shear
force fl over the entire shell surface for Struc. '11' Anxy
almost identical variation in the in-plane shearing force is
also obtained in Struc. 'lZ' (24-C sinrle deck) which has 61~
larger shear and bending rigidities than those of Struc. 'II'
(28-G single deck). For Struc. '13' with a 28-G dou~le layered
deck, the shear force distribution is very similar to that ob-
tained for Struc. '9' with 1\ diameter f1exitle edge ~e~hcrs.
Jlo,\'ever, tl\e rnaxim~Jl'!' values of the shear force arc ahO\lt 5-10\
lower for Struc. '13'. The only noticable difference for the
variation of tIle shear force for s inr1e and double deck s truc-
tures is that, in the case of the former structure, the maxi-
mum value of the s11earing force does not exceed the shearin~
force given by the membrane theory w}lereas it exceeds the ",em-
brane shear force in the latter case. It may be of inter~st
to note that the results for the deflections of the deck are
~.\I\\ •
qu i te c lose to t 110S e reported in ~"i th the s tiff lY'em-
bers, as those usee in Strucs. 'lIt, '12' and '13', the deflec-
tions alon~ the free boundaries are small and therefore the
behavior of the shell is quite close to that of an edge-sup-
ported hypar for \\'"11icll, as poin ted out earl ier, IT'ethods t a' and
'b' give the same results.
Tlle salient features differentiatin~ the be~avior of
the hypar \/i th very stiff edge me~bers (Strucs. '11', •12' and
'13') and the be)18vior of t~c hypars \-li th very flexible edge
_ en _
m~mbers (Strucs. 101 and '10') are further discussed in
dptail in Chapter V. The effect of the ~dge member weight
also
on the behavior of hypars is discussed in Chapter V.
The validit] and the accuracy of the:-finite element
methods were assessed. Both approaches were found to converge
satisfactorily. A grid of 6 by 6 gave essentially the same
results as a grid of 8 by 8.
For hypars with fully supported edges, both the flat-
element and the ct1rved-el~ment methods yip.lded deflected shapes
that are identical with those given in the literature.
Satisfactory agrepment was also found with experimental results
even when the eff~cts of ~ccentric edge members were included.
However, the deflections of flat corners, such as those
at the outside corners of umbrella-type hypars, ~re
underestimated by the curved-element method. The flat element
approach predicts the experimental deflections and stresses
of various types of hypar structures with satisfactory
accuracy.
QUALITATI'T~ EF~EC'rS OF pnll~CIPAL VArIABLES
or~ B?lIA\iIOR OF IiYPARS
V.l INTRODUCTION
Based on the analysis of some selected structures
(1'able IV-I) it is possible to show qualitatively the effects
of different parameters on the behavior of a hypar shell.
Since the number of parameters affecting the behavior of the
shell is qui te lal'ge and their interaction is very complex,
attempts to shov their effects on the structural behavior by
means of formulae would involve extensive computational work.
During the following discussion sowe of the parameters which
were not investieated are ~entioned.
The structural variables affecting the behavior of
the shell can be broadly classified into four cateeories:
(1) Geometric shape of the hypar shell.
(2) Properties of tIle deck used as a hypar surface.
(3) Boundary conditions.
(4) Loadin·r 0
V. 2 GEOl·1ETRI CAL SHAPE
cQ.
All hypar surfaces have a constant twist curvature
The effect of rise to span ratio on the central deflec-
tions of the saddle shaped hypars (Strucs. '3', '4', Table IV.I)
is illustrated by plottinr the deflections arainst the non-




rise to span ratio, the curvature of the surface increases.
This increase in curvature reduces the bending action of the
shell whereas the membrane action is increased and this even-
tually leads to the decrease in the central deflection.
The effect of the rise can be shown by comparing the
central deflections of a simply supported 2R-G square plate
(60"x60" in plan) ~lith those of a hypar having a rise of 7.5
inches (rise to span ratio = 1/8) (Fig. 5.1). The deflections
in the latter case are nearly 40% of those obtained in the
former case.
The sensitivity of the structural behavior to the
change of rise is well de~onstrated by comparing the deflec-
tions and the stresses for Strucs. '9' and '10' (Table V.I)
\"here the rise of ~truc. t 10 t is only 4.3% sJI'aller than that
of Struc. '9'. The increase in the bending action with the
reduction in rise is evidenced by the increase in the deflec-
tions 6
a
, 6b , 6c ' and 6e and also in the hending stresses.
The bending stress in the center of the deck increases
from 1870 psi to 2130 psi. According to the ~embrane theory,
the in-plane shear force is inversely proportional to the rise
~to span ratio (N
xy • C). The same trend is also observed
in tIle increase of the in-plane shear and the axial edge mel'l-
ber stresses (Table V-I).
For larger values of ~ (f < tl , the membrane action
C
is reduced to a minimum and the entire load is practically
carried by bending action. The calculation of the in-plane
shear on the basis of the membrane theory, as C approaches zero,
is meaningless. The theory given here is primarily good for
rise to span ratio of ~ } (AB/C 2 : 15) but it can be used for
greater rise with loss of accuracy. From the construction
point of view, the choice of rise to span ratio will be also
governed by the warping of the deck.
V.3 DECK PROPERTIES
In the case of an open form deck, the membrane elastic
constants Ext' E1t and the bending constants Dx ' D1 and Dxy
(Fig. 2.1) are very small and their influence on the behavior
of the shell is insignificant (for the stiffness coefficients
see Appendix B). However, in the case of the closed cellular
decks. though the magnitudes of Dx and D1 are small and insigni-
ficant. Ext' Eit and Dxy are comparable in magnitudes to the
properties Eyt • Dy a~d Exyt and therefore their influence on
the structural behavior cannot be overlooked. Since only one
structure was analyzed for the cellular deck (Struc. '5'), the
discussion given below primarily concerns the open form (stan-
dard sinusoidal) decks.
A. SHEAR RIGIDITY
According to the membrane theory, the normal loads
on the hypars are carried by the in-plane shearing force Nxy •
In reality, though a part of the load is carried by bending,
the magnitude of the in-plane shear Nxy is quite co~parable to
that given by the membrane theory (Figs. 4.12, 4.16, 4.19, 4.28,
and 4.36) and even exceeds it in certain regions of the shell.
Therefore the in-plane shear resistance Exyt • Geff.nt. is very
important in the behavior of hypars. As discussed in Chapter
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II, the effective shear modulus (Geff ) is ohtained by reducing
the shear modulus of the material by tIle factor Q. In the
s~lddle shaped hypars (Strucs. '3' and ' 4') for a rise to span
ratio of lIS (AB/C 2 = 25) (Fig. 5.1), the reduction in the
shear rigidity a from 0.06 to 0.04, shm~s an increase of nearly
30% in the central deflection. The behavior of the hypar shell
is very sensitive to the values of a < 0.10.
To il1u~trate the effects of a on tp.e bcllavioT of
the shell, the results for Strucs. '13' and '13a' are compared
in Table V-I. ~'/itll tIle increase in the value of Q, the deflec-
tions ({;e' 0b) and the edge memher and deck bending stresses
are reduced \-1hereas tlle axial stresses in the edge members and
the in-plane shear force tl
xy are increased. Except for the
axial forces in the edge me~bers and the in-plane shear N ,
xy
the response of tIle structure to the variat ion in a is siynilar
to tllat of the variation in the rise to span ratio. The
optimum value of a in orthotropic hypar structures is a ~ 0.1
since larger a does not improve the behavior much. Factors
which improve the value of a ~ere already discussed in Chapter
I I .
B. THICKNESS OF THE CORRUGATED DECK
In the case of an open deck t]le important mem~rane
properties such as Eyt ' Exyt and the bending riridity Dy are
directly proportional to the thickness of the deck. However,
it must be pointed out that the bendinp rigidity of the deck
is small compared wi th the membrane stiffness. T~orcover it is
the cllange in the sllear stiffness that influences the behavior
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of the hypar shells and therefore the effect of increasing the
thickness is analogous to that of increasing the value of Q.
To substantiate this observation the comparison between the de-
flection and stresses for Struc. '11' (28-G single deck) and
Struc. '12' (24-G single deck) is given in Table V-I.
The variation of the in-plane shear rigidity, which
is directly proportional to the thictness and the shear
rigidity factor a, also affects the manner in which the verti-
cal load is transferred to the supports by the membrane action.
Because of the high sh.ear rigidities for tIle concrete struc-
tures ('6' and '7') and Struc. '5' using the cellular deck with
the full effectiveness of the bottom plate. the values of the
in -plane shearing forces sho,,, a substantial increase near the
supports (Firs. 4.12, 4.16, 4.19). The increase in the shear-
ing force indicates the participation of the deck in carrying
a part of the vertical load. As against this~ Strucs. '9'-'13'
wi th 10''1 sllear rigidity do not show any inCTf'aSe in the in~plane
shearing force (N
xy) near the supporting columns (Figs. 4.28,
4.36). In other words, in these structures the entire vertical
load is primarily carried by the edge members.
c. f·JUr·1BEf{ OF DECKS
As far as deflections and stresses in a hypar are con-
cerned increasing the number of decks has the same effect on
the behavior of the shells as that of increasing the shear
rigidity factor a and the thickness. However, this observation
docs not apply for buckling (see Chapter "I). As discussed in
Chapter II, the effectiveness of the deck in resisting the
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loads depends upon the JTlanne,,- i.n 'A!hiel. two or JTl.ore decks are
interconnected and connected to the supporting edge members.
HO'ATever, it must be pOitlted out that in order to avoid chatter
and get a better structural performance, it is desirable to
interconnect the decks allover the surface of the shell.
'~Jhen two decks are used, they are placed in a mut-
ually perpendicular manner and this gives an equal bending
rigidity to the structure in both directions, thereby distri-
buting the applied loads more evenly to the supporting edge
members. TIle comparison of the results for Struc. '11' using
a single deck (28-G) and those for Struc. '13a' using the
double declt, all other constants being the same, sho,,,"s that the
unifor~ity of the stiffness in Struc. '13a' has more even
distribution in the edge member axial stresses (Table V-I).
TIlough the corner deflection shows practically no change, the
center deflection 0 for Struc. '13a' is nearly half that of
e
Struc. '11'. The change in the bending stresses of the edge
member is very small but because of the increased membrane
action the bending stresses in the center of the quadrant are
reduced by nearly three times.
In practice» the use of a double deck with two decks
placed mutually perpendicular is more desirable than a single
orthotropic deck.
V. 4. BOU~IDARY CONDITIn;~s
From the practical point of view, boundaries such as
simply supported, knife-edfe supported or fixed all around, are
not realistic. Boundary conditions which consider the proper-
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ties of edge JTlcmllers and the &:L',i1ner in \1hich they arc connected
to the deck are realistic from the practical point of view.
A. EDGE rOf! :BEP. pr~OPERT IES
The edge rne~ber properties Ab , Iy ' I z ' J and rb for
avai lable rolled sections ShOl'" variat ions over a l-1ide ranFe.
A sufficient nUJi1rer of analyses could not be carried 01Jt to
formulate any definite rules by which the effect of the varia-
tion of these individual properties on the behavior of the
shell can be assessed. Except for the concrete hypars J the
analysis was carried out for zero torsional fixity and there-
fore the influence of the torsional constants J and r is not
clearly l<nown.
To get the general idea of the effect of the stiff-
ness of the edge members, one can compare the results of Struc.
'13' with very stiff edge members and Struc. '9' with very
flexible edre rne~bers. The difference in the behavior of these
two extreme structures is obvious from the deflection profile
along the diagonal ob (Figs. 4.24 and 4.33). In the case of
Struc. '13' because of very high bending rigidity of the edge
members, the deflections along the periphery are quite sMall
and the deck bends freely between the opposite supportin~
edges. The si~ply supported plate bending action is quite
do~inant in t~is case. Because of the small bendinp rigidities
of the edge members in Struc. '9', it appears from the deflec-
tion profile along the diagonal ob that it is the deck that
supports tIle edge IT'embers near tIle free corner and therefore
the deck stiffnesses (both bending and membrane) are quite
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important for this structure.
The fact that the co~ner deflection ~b for Struc.
'13' is not very different than that of Strucs. '11' and '12',
lv-here single la~cr decks ,,,i th different shear riridities and
thicknesses are used, clearly indicates that the deflections
along the periphery of these structures primarily depend upon
tIle properties of the edge ",embers. In order to optimize the
interaction betweon the deck and the edge members to give a
satisfactory structural performance, the ratio of the bend.ing
rigidities of the deck and the edge members would have an
optimum value bet\veen the tl'.~O extreme cases (StTt~C. '9 t and
Strucs. '11'-'13').
B. EDGE riE~~BEP AND DECK CONNECTION
-------
ft~s shO't-ln for Strucs. ' 6' anc. •7' (Table IV-I), the
eccentric location of the edge me~bers affects the deflection
of the st ructures (Figs. 4. 13 and 4. 17) . Th.e difference in
behavior of the edge members is shown in Fip- 5.2. For umbrella
shells to reduc'e tIle vertical deflection for tl"~e compres-
sion member, it is beneficial to connect the deck on top of the
edge member \ihereas in the case of the tension members, it is
beneficial to connect the edge meMber on the top of the deck.
The experimental as well as the analytical results for Strucs.
, 6 ' and ' 7 ' seem to confirm this concltision.
No comparative results are presented for the zero
and full torsional fixity, though results are presented for
the full and zero in-plane fixity (TH) between the edge members
and the deck (Figs. 4.30-4.32). Though the results are very
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limited, it is helicveo that providing fixity along the peri-
pheral edge ~embers tends to attract ~ore vertical load on the
edge F.cmbers (Fig. 4.31).
In the case of saddle shaped hypars, the increase in
area of the tension tie bar connectinr the lower corners (Key
sketch, Table II-I) of the shell and the in-plane bending
rigidity of the peripheral edge members have beneficial effects
in reducing tJle bending action of the shell19 • The effects
of these variables May need further investigation.
v. S. LOADI:.JG
All the conclusions given above on the behavior of
the hypars are based on the analysis for the tmiformly distri-
buted vertical loading. In reality t~e structures are also
subjected to unsymJr.etrical loads such as wind or drifting
snOtL The strength of the structure under these kinds of loads
is tested more severely than under the conditions of uniform
loads. The unsymmetrically loaded Struc. '8' shows the cor-
ner deflection &1 nearly three times as large as that obtained
D
for the uniform loading condition.
A. EDGE !1E!:BER V!EIGHT
In case of some shells, such as umbrella shells, the
edge member weight is distributed along the periphery of the
s!lell. The customary procedure of sl"caring this load uniforJr!ly
over the whole surface and analyzing the structure can lead to
a gross underestimation of both the deflections and the
stresses. To demonstrate this, an umbrella shell with each
quadrant of 20'x20' in plan having a Tise of 4', (Table IV-I)
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is an:11lyzed. 1l he edge lJlcmbcr sizes an(~ the d~flection toler-
ances used for thi~ structure represent the values ~hich are
encountered in practice. The deflection profiles and the bend-
inp stresses for the edge ~enbers, with and Mithout the inclu-
sion of edge ~ernher weights, are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.
The weight of the edge memher is 20% of the total uniform load
of 40 psf over the whole surface. A simple frame analysis
considering only the edge me~ber weight and edge ~embers, ,~ould
have given an increase of 0.74 inches in the deflection of
point a (as against 0.33 inches) and 0.202 inches in the deflec-
tion of point b relative to point a (as against 0.15 inch).
This S}10l'rs tIle effectiveness of the shell in carrying the
weight of the edge me~bers. The cable and the arch action along
the diagonals ac and ob is evident in Fi~s. 5.3 and 5.4. The
increase in the· deflections 6a and ~ produces an up'\fard de-c
flection at the center of the span.
The axial stresses for both the tension and the com-
pression members ShOl ..Y an increase of nearly 20%. This is equal
to the increas e in the total load of the s tT\lC ture by the in-
elusion of t11e ed.ge member weight. The bending stresses for
both the tension and the compression edge members show an in-
crease of nearly sot in the maxiJ/um stresses (Points 0 and a,
Fi~. 5.4). The increase in the bending stresses clearly in-
dicates the unconservative assur~lption of sr:'earing the edge
me~ber weight over the whole surface.
The effectiveness of the shell in carrying the weiRrts
of the edge me~bers raises an important question as to the
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metllod of construction. Tlt.c situation is analogous to that
encountered in a composite construction usinp steel beams and
concrete slab. There are three alternatives for the construc-
tion. Depending upon the size and. shape of the shell, ~~ith the
decks in position, a hypar can be built on the ground and erected
in position; or it can be built in place by using an adequate
shoring for the edge me~ry~rs. In these methods of construction,
the effectiveness of the shell in carrying the weight of the
edge member will be utilizcd~ The third way of construction
will eliminate the shoring and depend entirely upon the strengths
of the 'edEe members. The economics will obviously decide the
method of construction.
From the an~lysis of the different structures, it is
found that t}!e axic.l stresses in the edfc members derived on
the basis of the ~embrane theory are always overesti~ated
(Table 'l-2). BecatlSe of the relatively small Jna~nitttde of tIle
edge member stresses in comparison with the bending stresses
and with the uncprtainty in the calculation of the exact bend-
ing stresses, t11e design of the edge members for the axial
stresses based on the me~hrane theory cannot be considered to
be on a very conservative side.
From the analysis of different structures it appears
· · 1 aen t · d d · dthat the non-dlrnenslona parameter~ provl es a goo In ex
for the behavior of' tIle sllel1s. The higher tl1C value of this
constant, the more dominant is the membrane action. As dis-
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cusse~ earlier, the beneficial membrane action reduces both
the bending stresses and the deflections of the shell. A
second good non-dimensional parameter would be the relative
stiffness of the deck and the edge members. This however
would need further study.
CI L\PTEr '.'!
.!l:!§.'fABILITY AI~JJ-\LYSIS flP HYPAns
VI • 1. INTRODUCTIOr~
The linear stiffness analysis given in Chapter III does
not include the effects of middle·surface forces N
x
' Ny and
NXY on the behavior of hypar shells. The omission of these
effects precludes the possibility of the analysis of insta-
bility of the individual finite ele~ents. The accumulation of
the instabilities of the individual elements eventually leads
to the general instability of the structure.
In the case of a hypar ~'rith light gage steel dec}'
used as a shell surface, the effect of the in-plane forces is
manifested in tj1ree different types of instabili ties:
(1) Local Bu~kling .. In the case of a ~~ .. tY'Pe open deck
or a cellular deck (Fig. Z.2b and c) the deck is composed of
flat plates. These individual plate components, depending
upon the thickness to width ratio and the boundary restraint
offered by the adjoining plates, may buckle locally when suh-
jected to in-plane compressive and shearing forces. In spite
of the uncertainty in the degree of restraint offered by the
adjoining plates, this local buckling can be approximated on
the basis of the stress level in each component plate36 . The
effect of t~e local bucklin~ on the behavior of light gage
beam section is discussed in detail in refs. 38, 39.
The local buckling of the individual plate components
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results in tl"lC reJistrit'utioll of the total stiffness of the
shell. The theory used in this chapter does not account for
the local buck! ing and tllerefore the effect of local buckling
on t)le s11e 11 stiffness cannot be predicted. The local buck1inf!
can be prevented by c}loosing proper thickness to width ratio
for eacll individual plate elemtnt.
(2) Deck Buckline - In this mode of buckling t the edge
beams re~ain stable whereas tho deck. used as a shell, buckles
as a unit. To understand the deck buckling) consider the
umbrella shell in -Pig. 4. 2. Tl1c deck acts primari ly as a com-
press ion arch bet1'lCCn the points 0 and b, and therefore it can
buckle along the diagonal ob; but tIle shell edge members re-
main stable.
(3) Qveral!. Buckling - Tl,e 51-leI! and tIle edge members
buckle as a ~"lJlo1e lJni t. One cln iJl1agine an umbrella shell,
£oldinr down as an umbrella turned inside out. Overall
buckling could occur either simulataneously with the deck
buckling or it can happen after the deck has huckled.
According to a si~plified analysis by Parkerl9 , the
possibility of overall bucklin~ for the practical size of edge
memhers 'is very remote. Very high values of deflections and
stresses for both edge meu,hers and tIle deck 'I/ill indicate the
possibility of overall buckling- T~e conclu~ion that overall
bucklin~ is very unlil~~ely is further verified by Struc. '9'
(Table IV-I) tested at Cornell , ,\there I 1t diameter standard
pipes Nerc used as edge me~ber_. The resulting structure was
too flexible to be used in practice. In spite of excessive
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deformations (nearly one l\alf the rise of 14.4':), the struc-
ture did not show any tendency of overall buckline tlwugh the
decl, buckled.
The present study was primarily concerned ,~i th deck
bucrling. However, the overall instability due to the buckling
of the edge members can also be predicted from the load deflec-
tion curve. The assumptions used during the analysis and the
li~itations of the theory are as follows:
(1) A linearized stability analysis was carried out to
predict the bifurcation point of buckling Sl ,66. The prebuck-
ling deformations ~~erc witllin the limits of small deflection
theory.
(2) No attempt was Made to predict nost-buckling behavior
or the post-buc~ling stren~th. To be able to predict the
post-bucklin~ behavior, one needs to retain the higher order
strain terms in the strain displacemen.t relationships and ]lave
higher order matrices67 . It is extrel'1ely difficult to formu-
late these watrices explicitly and one has to resort to
numerical integration. The non-linear equations can be solved
by the use of methods such as Newton-Raphson scheme ZS , ener~y
J h · 67 tsearCl tee nlque ,c c.
(3) The possibility of local buckling was totally
neglected.
(4) The material was assu~ed to be linearly elastic.
(5) Bucklinr ~~as assumed to be conservative 36 •
Both curved and flat ele~ent approaches l~ere used.
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VI. 2. II'JCREr·1ENTAL !\tc\TRIX FOP, l'J-IE DECK A~JD EriGE I"!ErrBERl~
_._-------
In order to represent the instability effect in the
finite clement analysis, the change in the potential energy
due to the middle-surface forces N ,N and N ,which occursx y xy
durinr the flexural action is to be includcd66 . For the con-
stant values of Nx ' Ny and Nxy at any prescribed load level,
thp potential energy due to in-plane forces assumes the form of,
b a 2 2
V I J I [N Cal") +"1 (31'1) +2~T (al,,)(a~'!)]d d 6-1U = 2" 0 0 x ax 1 y lY j.xy ax ay x y -
\Ali th the inclus ion of the l ....ork done by the in -nlane
forces, the total potential energy can be written as,
~ • l~j [K]{~} + ~ [N]{~} - [~]{P} 6-2
For stable equilibrium, the first variation of the total po-
tential energy is zero.






The matrix [N] is called the incTe~ental matrix and.itis ob-
tained by the second differential of the potential energy (Eq.




Tl,e coefficients of tIle increlJlental matrix [~1], depend only
upon the geometrical parameters of an element, such as its
length. The incremental matrix is identical for both ortho-
tropic and isotropic cases.
For constant values of Nx ' Ny and Hxy the increJTIental
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matrix for a s]lallo,,, shell hypa.r element and that for flat
plate elements are identical. The only difference is the ~anner
in which tIle in-plane forces are deterl~ined (sec Chapter I II) .
The incremental matrix [N] for the deck is given in .~ppendix
D, Tables D-I to D-IV.
Due to the presence of the axial force H
x
' the effec-
tive stiffness of a beam element is also modified. Neglecting
the torsional mode of buckling, the potential energy due to the
axial force i'lx can be obtained by putting the values of Ny anc'l
~~xy equal to zero, in fq. 6-1. The procedure for determining
the increwental matrix for the ~eam is identical with that for
the deck. The incremental matrix for a beam element is given
in Appendix E. The increwental matrix for the whole structure
is obtained by the same procedure as described for the formula-
tion of the master stiff~ess ~atrix in Chapter III.
VI. 3. CHECKIi~G CF rrl-fE INc~rt~E~~TAL r~A.TRICES
------
Before analyzing hypar structures, it is necessary
to establish the validity of the incremental matrix ~iven in




xy) for flat plates provides a ~ood c:;eck. At a
critical loau, absolute magnitudes of the deformations are
illdetcTJl"inate and the determinant of the effective stiffness
matrix [Kl
eff must vanish.
I [ [IC] + ~ [N]] I = 0 6-6
where A is the eigenvalue which depends upon the applied state
of me~brane stress e.g. for an uniaxially co~presscd plate,
along tIle x-direction it ''iill give eirenvalues corresponding
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to the in-plane force Nx (see Table VI-I). From the structural
point of view, one is only interested in the minimum critical
load. To achieve thi s, it is Ilecessary to rearrange fq. 6 - 6
to ~ct the first eigenvalue corresponding to the critical load68 •
6-7
The nepative reciporcal of the first eigenvalue of the matrix
[Q], where,
[Q) a [[K)-I[N]] 6-8
lJi 11 give tIle cri tical value of tIle wembrane force. A sub-
routine named "NftOOT" available in the IBf·· system/360 Scientific
(j9Su~routine Package ,calculates eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of a real, square, non-symmetric matrix given in Fq. 6-8,
where both [K] and [N] are real symmetric matrices and [K] is
real positive definite. In order to avoid underflow and over-
flow in the computer program, it is necessary to divide~both
[tIl and [K] matrices by some large number, like 1000.
The first three problems solved were uniaxially com-
l,resscd simply-su~portedplates with or without stiffrners (Table
VI-I). In general, the bucklinr. in-plane force Nx (lbs/inch)
is given by,
6-9
where K is a constant depending upon the aspect ratio alb and
also on the relative stiffness of the plate and the stiffener.
The ratio of the stiffnesses of the plate and the stiffener are
given by non-dimensional parameters y and ~36.
EY.y :II ~
v·b
A~ • bt 6-10
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I is the moment of inertia of the eccentrically connected
stiffener calculated about the junction of the stiffener and
the plate. For these problems, the torsional mode of buckling
of the stiffener is neglected. The error for th.e values of K
for tllese t}lree cases is less than 0.2 % as compared to the
classical solutions. One of the interesting observation for
these problems was that the plate with the aspect ratio of
alb = 2, buckles in a double sine wave with zero deflection at
t~1C center line. However, with the attached stiffener it
buckles in a single sine wave. ~~ile analyzing only a quad-
rant of a plate, proper boundary conditions are to be applied
to account for this behavior.
Since tIle shearing action is of priJT1ary importance
in the case of hypars, the shear buckling loads for a square
isotropic and for a 24-G standard corrugated flat deck were
also calculated. The values obtained for the critical shear-
ing force I! in the isotropic square is compared ,..,i th TiJllo-
xy
shenko 36 and that obtained for the corrugated deck is com-
pared with T·'cFarland48 . The error betl.reen the class ical solu-
~1\ ~s ~~
tions and. that obtained . - for th.e sh ear buckling
(N ) is more than that for the uniaxial compression (~.l ).
xy x
One reas~n for the greater error is that the assumed displace-
~ent field for the displacement w (Herwitian Interpolation)
closely approximates the buckled surface for an axial compres-
sion. To approximate the buckled wave form due to shearing
load, a greater number of elements is required to achieve equal
accuracy. The error for the critical shearing force for the
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orthotropic deck is 7.46% on the high side compared with a
simplified formula 48 . However, according to the authors 48
their formula underestimates the critical load by as much as
by 5%. Therefore the actual error may be considerably less
than 7.46%. The error for the isotropic plate with only 6
clements is 4.65% (Table VI-I).
The correlation bet,~een the classical solutions and.
the solutions obtained here is considered adequate to sub-
stantiate the incremental matrices for the beam and the plate .
./\ furtller clleck lsi 11 be presen ted in the Sect ion "1 - 6, for
the case of an isotropic hypar for which a classical solution
is available S.
VI.4. I~JSTABILITY OF JiYPAR.S
TllC incremental matrix [tJ] is a function of tlle in-
plane forces N
x
' Ny and Nxy ' In the case of plate bucklin~
problems t}lere is a complete uncoltplinp between the flexural
and membrane action. This enables one to formulate the [N]
matrix from a riven distribution of the in-plane forces which
are predetermined, independent of the flexural action. In the
case of a hypar, or for ttat matter any curved shell surface,
the values of N
x
' Ny and Nxy arc dependent on the deflections.
l~ith the change in the applied loadinp, the magnitudes of the
in-plane forces also change. In other 1Alords, t}lere is a
coupling betl'leen the Jt1emhrane and flexural behavior. TIle in-
crease in the in-plane forces resulting from the corresponding
increase in the load causes some of the elements to undergo a
marked decrease in the effective stiffness. This reduction in
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the effective stiffness of an element will adjust the incre-
mental force distribution. The accu~ulation of these local
element instabilities will eventually lead to buckling. The
discussion of this membrane and flexural behavior for the shell
structures is given in detail in ~efs. 51, 66.
The incre~ental [N] matrix used for both curved and





The only difference is that u, v, and w for the ~lat
clements are ~easured along local axes whereas those in the case
of the curved ele~cnts are measured along the tangent and nor-
I'lal to the surface. As pointed out in Chapter I I I·, the transfor-
mation froll' the local to tIle global system for the flat ele-
m.ents can result in non-zero entries in all elelncnts of the
(t:] matrix and the watrix assumes a general form of,
[Nlglobal = 6-12
wllereas i.ts bas ic form remains unal tered in the case of the
curvell clement.
VI.S. DE·TEP.~·fINATIO~! OF TI-IE BL'"Cl\LI~JG LOAD
------- - - - -----
The linear eigenvalue for~ulation for the determin-
ation of the eigenvalue and thereby the lowest buckling load
is well documented in the ~efs. 51 1 66 and therefore it is not
repeated here. Because of the lack of a reliable eieenvalue
subroutine for the large-order systems and sufficient computer
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storage, the author could not use the direct eigenvalue approach.
Instead, a linearized load incrementation method had to be 11sed.
In the load incrcmentation ~ethod, as used by the
author, the assumption is made that the in-plane forces N
x
' Ny
and j~xy are constant during an incremental step and are equal
in magnitude to tIle value at the end of each step. The proce-
dure of the solution can be demonstrated by the use of Fig. 6.1.
In the incremental step I, only linear analysis is
carried out by solving the linear part of the equation assu~­
inr [N] as a null matrix.
[11] = [Kl- 1 [P] (l-13
From the kno~m values of displacement vector (~]J corresponding
in-plane forces N
x
' tJy and NXY are calculated and. the incre-
mental matrix [N] is formed. The effective stiffness matrix
[Kl
eff is used in iterative cycle II.
The iterative cycles are continued till convergence
is obtained for the nodal displacements and consequently the
incremental matrix [N] is consistent with the defor~ations.
It is found that for s~al1 incremental loads, convergence of
displacements is obtained within three or four cycles. An
incremental load ~p is applied on the ~odified effective stiff-
ness matrix and the increase in the displaceJTlents ~ and IJ. is
calculated by finding new values of the in-plane forces at the
end of the step II by the iteration as ~escribed before. The
analysis is continued by applying the increment of the load ~p
on the previously determined effective stiffness matrix.
Any sudden change in the load deflection curve be-
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tween any two load levels indicates the occurrence of buckling.
In this method it is possible to predict only the range within
which the buckling occurs. Since the solution ncar the un-
stable configuration is very sensitive, it is not possible to
determine the exact point of buckling.
VI.6. ;~UMERICAL RESULTS AND TI-IEIR DISCUSSIO~J
ReissnerS analyzed the case of a simply supported
isotropic hypar with edge wembers having infinite ri~idity
along their axes but having zero stiffness in a plane tangent
to the shell surface. The saddle-shaped hypar, Struc. 'I'
(Table IV-I) was analyzed for these boundary conditions. The
deflection profiles at three points along the compression dia-
gonal bf are plotted for the load level of 0.20-0.50 kg~s/cm2
2increased by the interval of 0.1 kgm/cm. The deflection pro-
files along the tension and the compression diagonals are sh?wn
in Figs. 6.2, 6.3. The sudden change of deflection profiles
(Fies. 6.2, 6.3) between the loads 0.40 and 0.50 kg~s/cm2
clearly indicates that the bucklinrr occurs between these two
limits of loads and moreover close to 0.40 kgms/cm2• The
analysis based on the curved element for tIle sa~e structure,
also predicts the load between the same range though some dif-
ferences in the deflection profiles are note~.
The load thus predicted is slightly higher than that
given by Reissner (0.38 kgms/cm2) but this is because of the
fact tllat Reissner used lineari zed membrane analysis. To ver-
ify this fact, analysis was carried out ,,'here predetermined
membrane shearing force Nxy • ~ was used to establish the
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incremental matrix. From the deflection profiles not shown
l1erein, tlle bucl:ling of tI1c shell occurred. between uniform
loads of 0.35-0.4 kems/cm2 which is in the range of the loads
predicted by Reissner. One of the interesting points is that
for tl!c linear elastic analysis J the normal deflections W l-Iere
symmetrical about the lines bf, dh, ce and ag (Fig. 4.1).
Si~ilar observations were also made by Deakl8 . However, after
the inclusion of the instability effects tIle symmetry of the
normal displacement is still retained about the diagonals bf
and dl1 but there is no symnJetry about the lines ce and age This
is because of the readjustment of the effective stiffness due
to the in-plane tension and compression forces.
In order to assess the effect of edge. deflection and
the stiffness of the edge J11.embers on the bucl(ling of the hypar
deck, an umbrella shell with k ratio equivalent to that of
Struc. '1' (Table IV-I) was analyzed for two different sizes
of edge members. For all edge ~embers of size 6x3 ems. (18
sq.cm. cross·section area), it appears (Fig. 6.4) that buckling
occurred between the loads 0.20 to 0.30 kgms/cM2 , which is
nearly ~ne half that of the all-supported case discussed before.
According to Leet 28 , the buckling of the hypar shell primarily
depends upon the axial stiffness of the edge me~bers and not
on the edFe deflections. The boundary conditions used in
Reissner's solution correspond to the infinite axial stiffness
of the edee member. To verify Leet's conclusions, the same
hyp~r was analyzed with the edge beaws having the sa~e proper-
ties as those of the 6x3 size beam except for the cross-sec-
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tional arf.a, \"ilich \-las increased fro~. 18 sq.cm. to 108 sq.cm.
Though the deflection profiles did not show the buckling very
clearly up to 0.50 kgms/cm2• there was a small deviation in
the deflection profile at about 0.40 kgms/cm2 (Fig. 6.S). It
appears that the buckling depends upon the cross-sectional area
of the edge member and not so wuch on the edge deflection. It
is believed that for the stiff edge members used in Strucs. '11'-
'13' the deck buckling load can be predicted by calculating the
bucklin~ of a single quadrant of the umbrella shell with all-
supported ed~es.
Tl'10 hypars, Struc. '13' ",ith double 28-(; corrugated
decks and Struc. '12' with a single 24-G corrugated deck were
analyzed to determine the buckling load. In the case of a
double deck structure, the deck buckling load is between the
ranrc 200 to 243 psf. (Fig. 6.6). Experimentally the struc-
ture was tested up to. 145 psf and no deck bucl<ling \-ras obser-
ved t though deck tearing along tIle lines of connection was
noticed.
Struc. '12' with a 24-G single deck was analyzed
usinf both curved and flat elements. The experimentally ob-
served deck buckling load for this structure l1as in the vicinity
of 7S psf, but from Figs. 6.1-6.9 both curved and flat ele-
ments analyses predict a lower buckling load. One of the pos-
sible reasons for this is that the pressurized canvas bags
used as loading devices, tend to offer some restraint to the
buckling of the shell. It is known that even a small external
restraint to the shell surface is adequate enough to raise·the
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buckling load Sllbstantially. Comparing the deflection pro-
files in Firs. 6.7-6.9 it appears that the flat ele~ents pre-
dict the load in the vicinity of about 46 psf whereas the curved
clements predict the load in the vicinity of 60 psf. fts
pointed out in Chapter IV, the curved and fla,t elements t for
hypars with all ed~es supported give very close results for
the linear elastic analysis. It appears that the flat ele-
ments give very conserv,ttive results for the bucklinp of single
decks. As pointed out in connection with Eq. 6-12 for the flat
elements J tlle transformation of the incremental matrix from
local to the rlobal axes results in the modification of the
flexural as well as membrane stiffnesscs. Since the in-plane
membrane stiffness for a corrugated deck is very small in the
weak direction, a premature buckling could possibly be trig-
gered by the reduction in the membrane stiffness. As against
this, in the curved element formulation because of the
assumptions used in the analysis, the me~brane stiffness is not
modified.
For a double deck or an isotropic deck, because of
hirh in-plane rigidity in both directions, hoth ~ethods pre-
dict the buckling loads in the same range. As pointed out in
Chapter IV, the bending action is very dominant in t~e flat
portion of tIle s}lell. But in the buclcling analysis, the curva-
ture of the hypar in the center of the quadrant may be more
critical. This fact occurs even more in the case of a single
deck and therefore the curved element, which accounts better
for this curvature effect, probably predicts a hi~her load.
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~Reissner~ in his analysis of buckling of isotropic
hypar shell, has indicated that except for a difference in
numerical coefficients, the critical in-plane shearing force
for the shell differs from that of a flat plate by the fact
that a thickness square factor is replaced by the product of
shell thickness and shell rise. However, in the case of an
orthotropic shell, tIle increase in the cri tical shearing force
does not appear to be as high as in the case of an isotropic
shell. Because of equal bending rigidities in both d.irections,
the buckling load for a double deck hypar shell appears to be
t11ree o~ four times larger than that of a single declr. This
is'also observed in the case of the critical shearing stress
for a flat plate.
Struc. '12' was also analyzed using the identical
boundary conditions as the structure analyzed in Fig. 6.7, but
allowing the edges to deflecte As pointed out previously,
though the exact point of deck buckling is not known, the deck
buckling occurs between t]le loads of 43.0· SO. 0 psf. TIle in-
teresting point to note here is that even though the deck
buckled (Fifs. 6.10, 6.11), the deflection of the edge ~embers
~as still quite linear. The same trend "!as also observed dur-
ing tJle experiJ1'ent. The bucr.ling also showed a similar trend.
as vbserved in the case of an all-supported hypar. The deflec-
tion profile alon~ the tension diagonal did not show any
huckling (Fig. 6.10).
It may not be convenient to analyze every structure
in practice by this load incrementation method. According to
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Reissner S, the buckling load for au isotropic hypar shell is
given as,
qCT :: 4 (C/AB)2jO" Bt 6 .. 14
where D is the bending rigidity and Et is the membrane stiff-
ness. In the case of a double deck, the bending rigidities of
the shell are equal in both the directions, however, the mem-
brane stiffness is affected by the shear rigidity factor Q. If
the equivalent thickness in the formula 6-14 is replaced by
at, the estimated buckling load will be very conservative be-
cause of the fact that it will also underestimate the in-plane
axial stiffness. In order to eliminate this underestimation
of the axial stiffness the shear rigidity factor a is arbi-
trarily mUltiplied by 2(1+v) (the ratio of E/G for the parent
material).
qcr Double Deck • 4{iw)2 ~2 Dy E{l+v)at 6-15
This formula is a conservative approximation of the buckling
load of hypars with double decks.
-,~o --
V \.,. DECK B~JCKLING BY THE ENERGY METHOD
The buckling of isotropic hyperbolic parabmloid shells
waS inves~igated in ~ classical paper by Reissner5 • He
developed the general shallow shell theory
and reduced it to two differential equations in the dis.placement
wand a stress flInctiDn F. From these pquations he stlIdied
i~ot('O()(~
the bllckling of simplV-Stlpported hypars tInder
. ,..
~lniform loadinp. The assttmed displacement was a d01.Ible
sine s~ries and the form for the stress ftlnction F "as ass"med
to be a dOl1ble sine series with an additional term containing!
xv. The substitlltion of these series into the two etl',ltions
res'11t in homogeneso',ls algebraic equations beca11se the sinp




This solution was posiible because"the tcro differentia 1
nne ~~ eAt. '" QI" " ... r·\: l ~ ""
eql1ations contained only elastic constant. t F
in one equation and D in the other. Thus the sine terms could
drop Ollt.
In the case of orhhotropic shells these eq11ations
contain several elastic constants and therefore
the sine t~rms W01Jld not drop out. This means that
~~
one cannot use ~ shallow shell equations to obtain reasonable
buckling load. It may be possible to find - very simple
-\11--
assumed functions for wand F but the accuracy of StIch a solution
would probably be very poor.
Another alternateve approach tlSes energy
principles. The potential Bn~gv of an orthotoopic hypar
shell is 19 :
~ IA..
V=-~ fJ[D~.w-: T 2 D 1,Lr~ ~~~ + t)~ ~~-t-4D.,.~.w~
o 0 ' ..11
* 4- &~(f ~ (7f1~1.).f1.. + '2 ~~o ~)'.}Jf'U~ d ~~
Furthermore, the direction of the buckles is at an angle
with the coordinate axes in the case of orthotDcpic shells
and the deflection function must contain a factor which accounts
for this fact. Several types of deflected shapes were tried.
By far the best restllts were obtained \,lsingi the folb7ing
shape:
where the factor s represenas the tangent of the angle of
OJM ~ ~s. \W m.~\.u c~ ~t.~~~S •
the buckles measured from the, aXi~ This function
36
was used by Timoshen~o and Gere
and by Easley and McFarland48 for the buckling of
shear diaphragms.
This deflection assumption corresponds to a simply
supported shell (or diaphragm) where 1a(and the y axis) is
~easured along 'the deformations (corrugations). Actually
this expression does not satisfy w ~ 0 along the y axis, but
comparlions weth more exact analyses for the buckling of diaphragms
showed48 that this diecrepancy is not serioBs.
S\lbsti tution
of the aSStl'ne~ ~'into the potential energy expression and
integration yields: ~
.~-tab ~
V :'$1(Q1 + Q2 + Q3)
where C\ \-=-~~+2. D. a\....-r '2..D, a~s?"+- D'i \t1- D'"a&.4~
+ 2\\:)~ a~ .1.s "1.. 1" 4- en)'''a ca<L. s 'l.. + c'
Q \.. -: 4- D "a Cl""'-\t~S 1. T 4- D 'i-.'0 Q"'"- \l~
Q 1 ::; - '2 \-J~ ~2. S 8 :: t\.'" ~: "la c'::+~~~ r
Since V represents the change of pot'ntial ene~gy under B




Q \ -\- Q'L "\- Q J ~ 0
From the membrane theory N ~
xy
pA8/(2e), thus
\J~ ~ ~~(-j;)~[1)~L\z.+ 2C t (\ +l4~Sl.)+~ (Y4~tU~+-~'~~)
+4D~"a (\+\.(1..) + CVl.('-~
where
and t: ~ c' /~ ., 4G h(SQ. ,2 /rr4
eff rv
This expression has to be minimized with respect to
the direction of the buckles (8) and the number of bukkles (n).
This can ea~ilt done by trial and error, using a computer.
---\&.s-
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The analysis of the single-layer ~ge structure (~c.~
gave 61 psf for bee buckling load as compared with the
I
experimental value of about 75 psf and the finite element
analysis of about 60 psf using curved eiements. Minimum
s
occur" for n~ 6 and the buckles formaB at an angle of 11.3
(h'~'~ ~.'Z)
dggrees with the y aXi~ The buckling load was not very
sensitive -\00_ n anJ. therefore the prediction
I
of the numbe~of buckles may not be accurate.
For structur~ No.~ (double-layers, 28 Gage) the above
analysis reslJlted in a btlcklin~ load of 176 psf at n ~ 2
and at an angle of 36'.5 degrees. The finite eltement analysis
gave about 200 psf and the test structure did not buckle
up to a load of It5 psf when loading was discontinued.
The main advantage of this e8rgy analysis of the
buckling load is that it is very fast as compared with the
finite element analysis. Simple-supports are assumed and
therefore the actual buckling load may be somewhat higher
if some fiKity is present. The ,def lection of the edge
members is not considered, but the fi1ni te element analysis
~.c.~"","'-~_
showed that edge member deflections do not
affect the deck buckling load appreciably. The deck
buckleng load is influenced by the area of the edge members.
If the edge members are very slender then deflections will
control, on the other hand, the above analysis shoudd give
conservative relults for structures with heavy edge members.
\~+-
v\·1 STABILITY OF ISOLATED EDGE MEMBERS
The edge members of a hypar structure
axial
receive unifomm loads along their lengttefrom the
deck. Some or all the edge members are in compression.
The loading remains axial during
the deformation of the edge members and therefore
it constitutes a non-conservative foree field.
To obtain an approximate value
of the buckling of the compression edge members,
the membrane shear for.ce was applied to isolated
edge members with various idealized boundary
conditions. The buckling loads
this manner are conservati~e
effect of the deck is neglected.
determined in
sinee the stiffening
The marginal member was analyzed both as a fixed free
and a fixed pinned member. The equation used to solve the
non-conservative force field problem was: ~~~
EI IV + S(L-x)y" + My == 0y
where S • the shear force, L • the column length, M • mass
per unit length, y • deflection J and (I) means differentia-
tion with respect to time.
The solution of the differential equation was obta1ned
by using Galerkln's Method for solving differential equations
with non-constant coefficients. The numerical solution tor
the fixed free case was found in an article by V. H. Lelpholzj
"Die Knlcklast des Elnse1t1g E1ngespannten Stabes mit
Gle1chmasslg Vertielter, Tangent1a1er Llngsbelastung", pub-
lished in ZAMP, 13, 6, 1962.
The solution for the fixed pinned case was determined
using the same method as described above, but a computer
program was written to facilitate the trigonometric integra-
tions and the mathematical solution.
The numerical solutions are:
(q1)cr • 40.7 EI/12 for the fixed free case
(q1)cr • 122.6 EI/12 for the fixed pinned case




These values and some comparison values
~a ,~ •
The results show that the possibility of buckling of
members
~(~
loaded by tangential shear forces the buckling 1s very
much smaller than in members under gravity load of constant
direction parallel to the original, undeflected axis of the
member.
Thus, if case IV 1s compared with V, with loading and
end conditions the same except for the direction or the load,
it 1s seen that in the elastic range the edge member of a
hypar will buckle at a load (1.12/0.49)2 • 5.2 times that
which the same member would carry under uniform gravity load.
Similarly, comparing cases VI and VII, it 1s seen that the
2
corresponding ratio is (0.436/0.284) a 2.4.
It the total load which will make the edge member of a
hypar buckle, is compared with that which the same member,
loaded as a hinged-hinged Euler column (basic case) would
carry, it 1s seen that the edge member in the fixed-free
condition (case V) will carry (1/0.49)2 • 4.1 times the
buckling load of the basic Euler column, or, for the f1xed-
hinged condition (case VII) (1/0.284)2 • 12.4 times the
basic Euler load.
The above results do not represent a complete analysis
of the problem, which 1s really one of buckling interaction
between the edge member and the shell. However, it the
shell act10n 1s close to that of a membrane, as in the case
or light-gage steel hypars J the approx~t1on should be
- \1;7 -
reasonably good. This approximation shows that, while a
buckling possibility exists, these edge members are very much
more stable than they would be if they were part of lord1nary




An extensive experimental investigation was carried out. The
purpose of the testing program was twofold. (1) to study the
behavior of light gage steel hypar roofs sUbjected to vertical
loads and (2) to provide a comparison with analytical approaches.
The folloWing tests were carried out.
a) Sixteen flat shear tests .. Properties and dimensions of allVI'..-
the specimens are presented In Table and a picture of one Is
-ll
shown in Fig ~ It was necessary to carry out these tests to
determine the shear rigidity G' of the decking used for the hypar
models. Twelve specimens were 6' x 6' In plan, three were 5' x 5'
in plan (all referred to as ''medium scale tests"), and one vas
I' x l' in plan ("small scale test").
b) Twelve saddle shaped hyper specimens .. All of them werel-rA .l. V\\·"t -,,1\ -3\ ·
5' x 5' in plan with various ri es" A picture of one 11 shown in
1.1.
FigW*e • The specimens are designated by three numbers: the
first one Indicating the rise/span ratio, the secOnd the number of
layers of decking, and the third whether it is an original or
duplicate. For example, for test no. 512, "5" indicates a 1/5
rise/span ratio, "1" Indicates one layer of decking, and "2"
indicates that It Is a duplicate test (each specimen was duplicated).
c) Three Inverted umbrellas with very stiff edge beams-- All were~
12' x 12' In plan with a 14.4" rise, A picture of one Is shown In




Flgu~ • They are referred to as '~edium scale inverted umbrellas
with very stiff edge beams".
d) Bne small-scale inverted umbrella with very flexible edge me,ms
The model was 2' by 2' in plan with a 3" rise. The edge
members were maae of 3/16" O.D. and 0.014 " thick brass tubes,
two were used for the interior compression beams. Two la~ers
of corrtlgated decking of 2 mil thicksess formed the shell.
The deck lA'8S soldered at every valley to the edge members.
~I ..odt.-\
lpicture of is shown
,.~
In Figure 314.
e) One medium scale inverted umbrella with very flexible edge
beams - The model was 12' x 12' in plan with a 14.4" rise} c:.~r\J<--\o("4
V\\J~\)t.r e" T".»\c. \\1 -1. ~
" picture
of it is shown in Figure iJ.S.
The tests are described in the follqwlng sections.
'1,1.
M=I.2 FLAT SHEAR TESTS
1) INTRODUCTION
A series of flat shear tests were conducted in order to de-
termlne the shear rigidity G' of corrugated steel decking. Luttrel.
investigated the shear behavior of light gage steel diaphragms.
Based on the results of numerous tests he concluded that the
primary variables influencing the shear rigidity are length of
diaphragm parallel to the corrugations and spacing of connectors
to the edge members in the direction perpendicular to the corru-
4S
gatlons. It was also determined by Luttrell that the only reliable
means of determining the shear rigidity of a given diaphragm with
frame was by experiment.
The formula for G' developed by Luttrell accounts for the de-
flection due to shear alone by subtracting from the measured de-
flection the bending deflection of the cantilevered structure due
to axial deformation of the edge members. The value of G' obtained
from a given test can be applied to the following case: Any set~up
with exactly the same spacing of diaphragm to edge member connections
perpendicular to the corrugations, and the same diaphragm. The size
of the edge members should have little or no effect.
It may be applied with simple modifications to the following
cases I (1) everything the same exc~pt diaphragm has different
thickness - C' is (approximately) directly proportional to the
thickness; (2) everything the same except length of frame parallel
to the corrugations is different - new G' may be obtained from
4S-
Figures 4~23 and 4-24 in Reference for box-rib and standard
corrugated diaphragms, respectively.
l2 EDGE !-E~JBER FRAME
For all test~ except two the edge members were light gage
channels. Two different size channels were used. One, designated
as ''h.avy frame", consisted of 6" x 1%" x .1046" channels and the
other, d.slgnated "light frame", consisted of 6" x 3/4" x .1046"
channel-. For the other two tests, the frame was made up of tubing.
35 DECKING
All the medium scale tests employed standard corrug~ted
decking; including 24, 26, and 28 gage. Either one layer or two
layers, with the second layer placed with the corrugations perpen-
dicular to those of the first layer, were used.
The small scale test had 2 mil corrugated steel foil. This
material was produced by United States Steel Corp. as a reinforcing
center for cardboard cartons. Two layers, running transverse to
each other, were used.
4 CONNE CTIONS
For the medium scale tests, lIB x %" self-tapping screws were
used to connect adjacent sheets to each other along the seams.
114 self-tapping screws with alumin~backed neoprene washers were
used to connect the decking to the edge members. For double layered
decking, the second layer was attached to the first layer around
the perimeter only wi th /18 x lz': self-tapping screws. The spacing\/".,
of connections for each test Is given in Table •
In test no. 14, the effect of the relative positions of the
screws connecting the top layer to the bottom layer and the screws
connecting the bottom layer to the edge members was noted. Re~
1.'
ferrlng to Figure , one possibility Is shown In (a) where the
shear flow causes a region of compression between.screws 1 and 2
and the bottom layer distorts considerably between screws 2 and 3.
The other possibility Is shown In (b) where the shear flow now
cause. a region of tension between screws 1 and 2 and very little
distortion of the bottom layer occurs. However, In this case,
-\~Z-
because of the tendency of the tensile region between screws 1 and
2 to flatten out, eventually screw #1 tears out of the ~ottom
layer.
For the small scale test, the top layer was soldered to the
bottom layer at every point of contact around the perimeter and
the bottom layer was soldered to the edge members at every point
of contact. One full panel was used for each layer.
S) LOADING APPARATUS
The medium scale frames were placed in a horizontal plane
and load was applied by means of a 50 ton hydraulic jack. Vertical
support along the loaded edge was provided by rollers on beams.
Reactions were prOVided by a fixed wall beam to which the frame
was pinned. Steel bricks were placed on the loaded edge to prevent
out-of-plane warping.
The small scale frame was attached to a wooden frame with
metal guides to prevent the specimen from warping out~of~plane.
The entire set-up was placed in the vertical position in a Tinlus-
Olsen hydraulic testing machine and load was applied by the machine.
6) DEFLECTION ~JEASUREl£NT
For each test, deflections were measured by .001" dial gages.
At first, .0001" gages were tried but It was discovered that they
are too sensitive because the readings obtained from them were
erratic. Sufficient accuracy was obtained with the .001" gages.
If possible the stem of the gage was placed in contact with the
specimen, otherwise a thread was used to attach the stem of the
gage to the specimen.
17 DETER~IINATION OF SHEAR RIGIDI1Y G'
G' was dete~ined by the use of the expression given in
Appendix C. The initial linear portion of the load-deflection
, curve was used to obtain the slope. The customary testing procedure
was to initially load the specimen to a predetermined value so as
to seat all connections and then to conduct as many loading cycles
as necessary to get good agreement between the load-deflection
curves of successive cycles. Usually, only ~o or three cycles
were required. The dimensions, properties, and t~e values of G'\1'1.,
and of a a G'/Gnt for each test are presented in Table - t. The
load-deflection curve for test #14 Is shown in Figure' '.
SADDLE SHAPED HYPAR TESTS
.1 INTRODUCTION
A series of light gage steel hypar models,S' x 5' In plan,
with various curvatures were tested in an effort to determine if
the shear rigidity as dete~ined by a flat shear test Is valid for
the plate on elastic foundation approach. If an exact analysis of
light gage steel hypars were possible, then it would appear that
the experimental s~ear rigidity could be used with validity In
the analysis. However, the assumptions which were introduced into
the approximate plate on elastic foundation approach may lead to
errors in the results if the shear rigidity as dete~ined by a flat
shear test is used In the analysis. Better results may be obtained
if a "fictitious" shear rigidity were calculated backwards from
-\~~
experimental deflections. Thus, it might be possible to determine
the fictitious shear rigidity as a function of the curvature.
For the above reasons, the only variable in this series of
tests was the rise, I.e. curvature. Three different rise/span ratios
were employed, 1/8, 1/5, and 1/3; one set for single layer decking
and the other for double layer. Two tests, one a duplicate of the
other, were carried out for each rise/span ratio and number of
layers of decking. The tests were designated according to the rise/
span ratio, number of layers, and first test or duplicate as ex-
",,- \
plalned in Section I.. .
2.: DETAILS OF TEST SPECIlvJENS
"
The edge beam frames with supports were the same for all the
tests. They consisted of 3" 0.0. x ~" wall thickness cold rolled
steel tubular members welded together to give the correct rise/span
ratio for each specimen. The diagonally opposite corners, two low
and two high, along with the midpoints of each side were rigidly
".2
supported in the vertical direction by steel bricks (Figure ).
This support system together with the fact that the tubes have a
large bending rigidity was considered to offer continuous rigid
support in the vertical direction.
A tie bar, 2," x ~., in cross-section, was used to limit the
spreading of the two low corners due to the vertical load.
The decking was made up of 28 gage standard corrugated steel
sheets with 2' cover. Three sheets were used for each layer, with
the middle sheet cut to fit the S' width. Single layered decking
was connected to the edge beams by 114 self-tapping screws with
- \ ~5" -
aluminum-backed neoprene washers @ 8" spacing while the two seams
were fastened together with f~8 x ,17 self-tapping screws @ 2_2/3"
spacing. For the double layered decks, the top layer was fastened
to the bottom layer, around the perimeter only, wi th li8 x Iz" self-
tapping screws @ 8" spacing. The two seams of the top layer were
fastened together exactly the same as those of the bottom layer.
uniform vertical loading was achieved with sand held in place
by wooden sides and screeded to a uniform depth for each 400 lb.
(about 15 psf) load increment.
For each one of the models, subsequent to the uniform load
test, a partial load covering an 8" x 12" area was applied at the
center of the same decking, These tests were designated with a nC".
In addition, for each one of the two duplicate models with double
layered decking and subsequent to the tests with unconnected decks,
the two layers were fastened together with #8 x ~t1 self-tapping
screws on an 8" square grid and sUbjected to uniform loading first
and then the partial loading on an 812 x 12" area. These tests were
designated with an "I".
Deflections were measured with .001" dial gages. Strains were
measured at the center of the decking with SR-4 strain gages with
1" gage length. The strain gages were placed in a valley on the
top side and on the adjacent crest on the bottom side, and in the
direction parallel to the corrugations. They were also located at
mid-length of the tie bar, top and bottom, on some of the models.
The purpose of the gages on the decking was to dete~lne the axial
and bending stresses at the center of the deck and on the tie bar
was to determine the axial force in it.
The experimental deflections and stresses at 40 psf for the
\I \\12. VI' .. ~
saddle shaped hypar tests are presented in Tables and - • The
method of determining the shear rigidity versus curvature (or risel
span ratio) by using the experimental deflections in the plate on
c;.c. \-\~o ~
elastic foundation approximation is presented in
l·IEDlml SCAlE INVERTED lJl.1BRELLAS WITH VERY STIFF EDGE BEA~
INTRODUCTION1 (~(.~t \\)\tJ'~J T~~~ 'V~/)
Three medium scale modelsjlwere designed and tested with the
main purpose being to check the theory for the buckling of ortho-
tropic hypar shells. Therefore, edge beams with a large bending
rigidity were chosen so as to remain stable when the decking
buckled. Vertical deflections as well as strains were measured
for the decking and the edge beams.
The same edge beam frame was used for all three tests. It
consisted of 3" 0.0. x ~" wall thickness cold rolled steel tubular
members welded together. The dimensions of the full Inverted um-
brella were 12' x 12' in plan, centerline to centerline of the edge
beams, with a 14.4" rise (1/5 rise/span ratio). Each interior edge
beam consisted ot two tubular members side by side (spot welded to-
gether at l~' intervals) so that decking could be fastened to one
of the nembers In a given quadrant and decking In an adjacent
quadrant could be fastened to the adjacent member. Therefore, the
plan dimensions of each quadrant were 70.5" x 70.5", centerline to
centerline of the edge beams.
- \ ~., -
2) DETAILS OF TEST SPECI~JENS Ai'JD PROCEDURE
Two of the models had one layer of standard corrugated steel
~oeleJ
decking, 28 gage for one and 24 gage for the other.
The third model had two layers of 28 gage standard corrugated steel
decking.
For both of the models with one layer of decking, #14 self-
tapping screws @ 8'i spacing fastened the decking to the edge beams
and li8 x 5/8" self-tapping screws @ 2-2/3" spacing fastened the
seams together. Three panels, each with 2' cover, were used per
quadrant. For the model with two layers of decking, the bottom
layer was attached to the edge beams exactly as described above.
The top layer was fastened to the bottom layer, around the perimeter
only, with /18 x %" self-tapping screws @ 8" spacing. The seams for
the top layer were fastened together exactly the same as those in
the bottom layer as described above.
For all three models, uniform normal air pressure vas applied
to the inverted umbrella shape by four rubberized canvas bags
placed between the floor and the hypar in the inverted position.
A water manometer was used to measure the pressure.
Vertical deflections were measured by level slghtlngs on
meter sticks held at each location. Strains in the decking were
measured wi th SR..4 gages vi th I" gage length and those on the edge
beams with SR-4 gages with %" gage length. The vertical deflections,
experimental axial stresses, and experimental bending stresses at
~. ! -- -,. I 0
40 psf normal pressure are presented in Figure!
INVERTED mJBRELLAS \tIlTH VERY FlEXIBLE EDGE BEA~IS
1 .J INTRODUCTION
Two models were tested with extremely flexible edge beams.
The purpose of these tests vas to determine the mode of failure as
well as to check how closely the failure could be predicted by
theory.
k .,
2 . 51·fALL SCALE ~IODEL
One of the Inverted umbrellas with very flexible edge beams
, •. 0,.-
(Figure ) had over-all plan dimensions of 2' x 2', centerline
to centerline of the perimeter edge beams, with a 3" rise (1/4
rise/span ratio).
The edge beam frame was made up of 3/16" O.D. x .014" wall
thickness brass tubes brazed together. The decking consisted of
two layers ot 2 mil corrugated steel sheets soldered together at
each point of contact around the perimeter. The decking was soldered
to the brass tubes at each point of contact.
Unlfo~ vertical loading was simulated by 64 discrete weights
(16 per quadrant) hung from strings passing through very small
holes In the decking and attached to 1" square pads.
Vertical deflections were measured with .001" dial gages.
The dial gages were positioned such that the stems did not touch
the shell. To take a deflection reading, the ste~ of the gage was
pressed until contact with the deck was made; avoiding the
application of any force by the stem as much as possible.
Experimental deflections at 40 psf load are presented in
Figure ., . '\
Collapse of this model occurred at 73 psf. It was initiated
by splitting of the decking along a row of holes through which the
weights were suspended. This splitting caused the brass tubes to
fail in bending very close to the central supporting column.
3) NEDIUl'f SCAlE MODEL
The test set-up and procedure for this model were almost the
same as for the 12' x 12' inverted umbrella with two layers of 28
.... VII.•
gage decking described in Section
except for the size of the edge beams.
The edge beams were I" nominal diameter standard weight black
steel pipe with a SO ksl yield point.
The vertical deflections were measured wi th .001" dial gages.
The stems of the gages were attached to the shell by means of thread
which was glued to the structure.







411) SHEAR RIGIDI1Y G' OF STANDARD CORRUGATED DECKS
Comparison of the results for the flat shear tests, which are
\1\\--,
presented in Table , reveals that the variable haVing the
largest effect on~is the spacing of the connections to the edge
members. In particular, the spacing transverse to the corrugations
has the predominant effect whereas the spacing along the corru-
gations has little or no effect on G'. For example, screws at
every third valley as In test no. 3 produce a G' approximately
one-third that for screws at every valley (one-third the spacing)
as in tests no. I and 2.
According to Luttrell. another variable which affects the
shear rigidity is the dimension along the corrugations; the larger
this dimension the larger the shear rigidity. From the results
presented in Table 3.1, it is not possible to verify Luttrell's
finding conclusively. For test no. 8, with plan dimensions of
5' X 5', G' Is less than that for 6' x 6' test no. 5 but slightly
more than that for 6' x 6' test no. 6. Thus, it appears that
scatter in the test results masks any effect of the small
variation in size.
The spacing of seam connections and number of seams have no
dlscernable effect on G' based on the results presented in Table
'Jl\--i
• Also, it appears, at least for a limited range of thicknesses
of panels, that the shear rigidity increases linearly with the
l~'
thickness. For example, compare the results for tests no. 5 and 7.
Tests numbered 10 - 16 had two layers of decking ru~ning
transverse to each other. In each case the top layer was connected
to the bottom layer along the edges, rather than being connected
directly to the edge members. The effect of this arrangement of
connections is to make the top layer less effective in shear than
the bottom layer, which Is attached directly to the edge members.
The reason for this is that any shear deformation which occurs in
the bottom layer along the edge members occurs also in connections
for the top layer which in turn reduces the effective shear stiff-
ness of the top layer below that obtained by connecting the top
'1'1-1
layer directly to the edge beams. From Table _ tests no. 10 and
11 versus I and 2; 12 and 13 versus 4, 5, and 6; and 15 versus 8
and 9 show that the shear rigidity for the double layer tests Is
less than twice that for the corresponding single layer tests. It
appears that connecting the second layer in this manner results in
only a 33% Increase in G' over that of the single layer. although
as mentioned previously the relative positions of the screws appear
to affect the shear rigidity. If all the connections between the
two layers were such as to create the condition shown In Figure
,.. ~(")
) then the shear rigidity should be larger than for the case
1,,(~)
shown in Figure •
-r:1
Figure shows the load-deflection curve for test no. 14.
The linear portion extends to about 1800 1bs. load which corre-
sponds to a shear Nxy • 25 lbs. per inch. Beyond this point~ the
curve indicates that the shear rigidity decreases with increasing
load.
'.8 1.~
Figures 'and indicate that the shear rigidity of
standard corrugated steel decked hypars with a rise/span ratio
~ 1/5 is somewhat (20 - 30%) less than that of the same flat deck.
\Jl'.~
However, as mentioned briefly in Section- , this information
may be misleading because of the approximate plate on elastic
foundation approach used in conjunction with the experimental
deflections to obtain these curves. I
,-8
Two factors were omitted in the theory used to obtain Figures
-y.~
and , the inclusion of which indicate that the shear rigidity
obtained from a flat shear test may be valid for the hypar shell.
One of the factors omitted was the middle-surface deformations
u and v. The other vas the spreading of the low corners of the
saddle shaped models. Even though a tie bar connected the low
corners, tension in the tie bar caused by the shear forces resulted
in its elongation. Duplicate tests no. 521 and 522 were chosen to
illustrate the effect of these two factors. If the u, v displace-
ments are Included then the resulting a is .046 instead of .042
,.~
as shown in Figure for the 12" rise. If, in addition, the
spreading of the low corners is Included by introducing the stiff-
ness of the tie bar into the analysis then the resulting a is
approximately .05 which is the same as that obtained from the flat
shear test. These results for only one example are not meant to
be conclusive but the indication Is that the shear rigidity in a
hypar is substantially the same as that determined from a flat shear
test.
2 HY PAR DEFlECTIONS
\( .' SADDLE SHAPE SUPPORTED ALL AROUND
U- .. ~
Table presents the maximum deflections at 40 pSf for the
models tested by the author. The results reveal the decrease in
maximum deflection with increasing rise as well as the fact that
the maximum deflection of a given model with two layers of decking
Is more than half that of the corresponding model with one layer
of decking; the reason being, as mentioned previously, that since
the top layer is connected only to the bottom layer it Is not as
effective in shear as the bottom layer and thus the rigidity of
the single layered deck Is more than half that of the double
layered deck.
\J\' ~ z,.l ~):
Table shows the effect of interconnecting ~o layers
allover and not just around the perimeter. Test numbers with an
"I" indicate interconnected layers. The reduction in maximum de..
flection due to interconnecting Is seen to be only 10 .. 20%. How-
ever, it appears that interconnecting would be necessary in
practice to prevent chatter.
V" .. J
Table presents the maximum deflection due to a partial
load covering an 8" x 12 tt area in the center. A comparison of the
maximum deflection due to a 100 lb. load on a single layered deck
with that due to a 200 lb. load on a double layered deck reveals
that a double layered deck Is more than twice as rigid as a single
layered deck for carrying a concentrated load, the reason being
that a concentrated load on a single layer is carried mainly by a
few beam strips whereas on the double layer it is spread out and
thus carried by more beam strips In each layer. For all the models
tested, the maximum deflection due to a 100 lb. load on a double
layered deck Is approximately one-third that for a single layered
deck.
INVERTED mmRELLAS \-lITH VERY STIFF EDGE BEAl-1S
j. ~~~).1·IH~) J ' ••\l.(-"Figures ~ and show the measured vertical
deflections at 40 psf normal pressure for three inverted umbrellas
tested at Cornell. It Is seen that difficulty in obtaining symmetry
was experienced. The lack of symmetry was probably due to unequal
air pressures in the rubberized canvas bags. The bags were not
entirely air tight so that unequal rates of leakage from the bags
could have caused relatively large percentage variations in the
pressures.
6) Inverted Jmbrellas with Very Flexible t::dge Beams
Figures 7.13 and 7.14(a) show the measured deflections
at 40 psf for the 2 ft by 2 ft small-scale test and test
No.9, respectively. Figure
l4-s -
INVERTED m-mRELLAS 'lITH VERY STIFF EDGE BEMIS
,~~~. 1.ll~~P} , .• l (~)
Figures I and show the axial and bending
stresses obtained from strain measurements at 40 psf load for the
three models tested at Cornell. The axial stresses in the strong
direction of the corrugated decking are seen to be quite erratic
and do not indicate any consistent behavior. It appears that their
magnitudes are too small to give reliable results.
The bending stresses in the decking at the quadrant centers
vary from 6200 to 10200 psi for the 28 gage single layer, from
4800 to 5700 psi tor the 24 gage single layer, and from 5100 to
10200 psi in the bottom layer of the 28 gage double layer decking.
The wide range of these values for each model Indicates a con-
siderable departure from symmetry which was probably caused by
unequal pressures applied to each quadrant.
,. \~
reveals that rotation about one diagonal apparently occurred
1.\4(a)
during testing of the small scale model. Figure - shows that
a reasonably good condition of symmetry was obtained for the medium
scale model. For both models, it Is apparent that the deflection at
the free corners Is much larger than that at the center of each
quadrant.
3 . HYPAR STRESSES
0.)
SADDLE SHAPE SUPPORTED ALL AROUND
\J\\ ... L
The experimental stresses presented In Table - reveal the
difference In structural action between a very flat hypar (rise/span
• 1/8) and one with a much larger curvature (rise/span. 1/3).
The bending stresses in the models with a 1/8 rise/span ratio are
much greater than those in the models with a 1/3 rise/span ratio.
The decrease in bending with increasing rise/span ratio Is accom-
panted by an Increase In membrane action as seen in the last column
\J ".JZ
of Table The experimental force In the tie bar for the models
with a 1/8 rise/span ratio Is much less than that given by membrane
theory whereas the force in the tie bar for the models with a 1/3
rise/span ratio 18 almost as large as that given by the membrane
theory. Thus, It Is demonstrated experimentally that for very flat
hypers, shear stresses are much smeller than predicted by the me~
bran. theory and that bending constitutes the major part of the
structural action whereas for deep hypars (rise/span ~ 1/3) me~
bran. stre8se. predominate with values close to those given by
membrane theory and bending stresses are insignificant. The axial
stres••• in the deck, for all models, are seen to be insignificant.
vv..3
Table - - shovs that a concentrated load produces significant
bending stre••••, ••peclally in the flat hyper_, but very little
_brane action.
Experimental edge beam axial and bending stresses as well as edge
beam aXial stresses fram the membrane theory are also shown in
,. 10(") ),. II(~) .,. 11 (.)
Figures , , and • It Is difficult to observe con-
sistent trends in the experimental axial stresses in the edge beams.
In some locations they are very close to those values given by the
membrane theory while at other locationS the difference Is quite
,
large. It Is to be expected that the experimental axial stresses
would be less than those given by the membrane theory because of
the fact that part of the load Is carried by bending. However,
the results tor the three models do not give any indication as to
whether or not this Is the case.
1.,o(~)11.n(~1 ""\1(,~)
Again, referring to Figures • , and , the
bending stresses at the mid-lengths of the perimeter beams for the
two mode Is wi th one layer of decking are larger in the beams para-
11e1 to the weak direction of the decking. This is to be expected
because the bending which occurs In the decking transmits a vert-
leal shear loadins to these edge beams. The bending stresses in the
interior edge beams for all three models are small although the




3U.~&t1A~lY, CONCLlJSIONS AND ~lSC()i"ll1=NDATIONS
I
The behavior of thin steil hypars was studied
experimentally and analytically to determine the stresses,
def lections, and buckling loads of StJch structures \Inder
v~rious conditions.
Thp Axperimental pro~ram consisted of tests onl a) Five
inverted tlmb~ella typ~ hypar struct1 res, b) Sixteen flat
shear tests which were made to determine the shear rigidity
of corr\.lgated steel decks used on the hypar models, c) T~"elve
saddle-shaped hypacs with different rises and with rigid edge
supports which were tested in order to evaluate the effect
of rise or warping on the shear rigidity of decks.
Several small-scale and single-quadrant exploratory tests
preceded the above tests, th~ results are not included in
this report because of experimental difficulties or
uncertainties experienced with those models.
Two different approaches
based on the finite cleMent method ":cre used in the analysis
of hypars. These approaches basically differ in the stiff-
ness formulation for individual elements. In the first, a
curved element rectanru1ar in plan \~TaS developed on the basis
of shallo,·' stte11 tJ".eory. The d isp lacements u, v, and l" used
in the formulation of t~\is eleJrcnt are measured along tl~.e
tangerts and normal to the surface. In the second approach,
tIle actual shell surface \-las approximated by a series of flat
plates asscnblcd in the global co~ordinate syste~. The stiff-
ness matrices for tIle eccentrically connected edrc memb~rs
were developed. TllC effect of a tension tie rod and a coluJ'1n
w~~
support incorporated in the analysis by replacing the phys-
ical structural members by idealized equivalent springs (see
Section 1II-2F),. Co~~.( ~ct<(1A4-J)~ dJ~F ~\\.~ cc..--..A't~s cS ~~,- s~A ~ ~~'j\A,~~.
'. The· linear elastic analysis is apIllicable for various
types of 11ypar structures (e.g. umbrella shell, saddle-shape,
etc.) and also for different loading conditions such as uni-
formly distributed load. unsy~metrical load and the load due
to edge member weight, Deflections and stresses for both deck
and edge members ~~calculated.
-120"
The linear clastic analysis was further extended to
include the instability effect introducerl due to the in-plane
forces i'~ ,1'J and i'f Tl1e load incrementation method ~!asx y xy
used to predict the deck buckling and the overall (edge member)
buckling of the structure.
The solutions available in tIle literature for both ~~
linear elastic analysis (Refs. 17,19,20,21) and for the in-
stability analysis 5 were co~pared with the
\~~, s~·
solutions obtained by (Figs. 4.6, 4.A and 6.2).
TIle analyt ical resul ts '\Tere furtller compared wi th the experi-
--r~
mental \'1ork conducted a t Corne 11 and also tori th
lt
re sui ts avai 1-
able in the literature else\\'hcre33 ,65.
Based on the finite element analysis of several
structur(:~s and the comparison of analyses ~1ith available ex-
perimental and analytical results, the following ohservations
evolved:
In the case of 11ypars l'li th all edges fully supported,
and for hypars '\fitll very stiff edge members (Figs. 4.6,4.8 and
4.33) the results of curved and flat elements show excellent
corre 1a t ion. lIowever, in the case of hypars "Ii th flexib Ie
edges (Fir- 4.23), the curved element formulation tends to
unclerestimate the bending in the flat portion of the shell
(e.g. free corner of an umbrella shell). In the case of a
uniformly loaded hypar, the fully co~patible 16-terM Hermi-
tian polynol'1ial used for t~le normal displacement w, does not
show any improve~ent over a 12-term non-compatible polyno~ial
displacement field.
-\$\--
The relative stiffness of the edge members to the
decks is quite important from the point of view of behavior of
shells. In the case of moment-free connections between the
deck and the edge members, the type primarily investigated in
this work, for very stiff edge members the deck tends to bend
freely betlY'een the opposite sides. In the case of umbrella
shells with flexible edge members, the deck supports the edge
Me~ber at the free corner. The change in behavior of shells
with stiff and flexible edge members is quite noticable from
tIle deflection profiles for Strucs. '9 t and. '13' (Table 1""1).
'1,'.''-; .<..' 1"'~.
Tlle in-plane sheari.ng of a hypar shell is
of utmost importance in its behavior. The effective value of
the shear modulus of the corrugated decks is given by Goff C
aGe Depending upon the rise to span ratio of the hypar sur-
face. the value of a, deter~ined by the flat shear test needs
~ ri-t'&A~~ 'twI\#--- -... I·t.f~ ~e.,r~
modification. It is recommended that a be reduced by 25% forj...
single deck 5tructltreS \-lhereas it should be reduced by 20%
· (fl~\. '2.1-'2.· g)
for a double deck. Since the deflections and the stresses of
A..
the hypar shell primarily depend upon the value of at the
conservative estimation of its value ,,,ill provide a significant
factor of safety for the structure.
Since a part of the vertical load is carried by
bending action, tt··~ value of the mewbrane shearing force given
by the membrane theory is on the conservative side. However,
the analysis of several structures (Chapter IV) tends to in-
dicate that over a major portion of the s~~~value of the
in-plane shear is very close to and at placcs,hirher than the
... \st....
Membrane shear (Fi~s. 4.19, 4.28). ~nnections between
the adjoining panels designed on the basis of the membrane
shear, are considered adequate.
The axial forces calculated in the edge ~ember on
the basis of the membrane theory are on the conservative side
(see Table V-2). The axial stresses form a relatively small
portion of tile tl)tal stresses (axial + bending) in the edge
members. Therefore the computation of the axial stresses in
~'-1 tL- Jc-L-;J /~,
the edge member on the tiasis of the ~ernbrane theorYA cannot be
considered as conservative.
The eccentric connections of the edge ~embers to
the deck have a pronounced effect on the deflections of the
shell (Firs. 4.13.4.17). l\'ith a proper clloice of the
eccentrici ty. tJ~e influence of the eccentric connection can be
used to advantage (see Chapter V).x t. (~ tb(i..cJ'...r-'>.
As indicated in the analysis of Struc. '8 t (Table
produces considerably larger de-IV-I)
flections and stresses in an umbrella roof (Fig. 4.20) than
uniform loading. The unsymmetrical load due to wind or
drifting of snow should be given due consideration in selec-
tion of decks and edge member sizes.
The weight of tIle edge members is partly carried by
the shell nction. To average it over the whole surface of the
shell will underestimate the bending stresses in the edge mem-
bers (Firs. 5.3, 5.4). The effect of the edge me~ber weight
on the behavioT of the shell will depend upon the construction
procedure.
INseRT
The effect of the amount of restraint against
spreading of the low cornwrs of .addle-shaped hypars
on the deflection of the center of the shell wa. studied
by means of num_ri••l ex.m~le8. It was found that ..
tie bar connecting the points of support 18 very
effective in restraining the outward movement of the
supports and thus in reducing the center deflections.
Edge members with large bedding rigidity in a horizontal
plane a1•• r~8train the spreading of the supports
effectively.
Partial loading on hypar. wa. studied to • very
limited extent experimentally. Loads were applied on a~·
8 in. by 12 In. area in the center of the .addle-shaped
models wath rigid supports around the perimeter. It was
found that such a loading on a single layter of corrugated
decking produces a maximum deflection three times that for
two layers of corrugated decking. Therefore, two layers
cu\·v
of deeking reeommeded for hypar. whihe will be subjected
to signifieant loade on small areas.
The linear elastic analysis adequately represents
the behavior of the shell for low levels of loads. However, as
the load level increases it is necessary to incorporate the
effects of instability in the analysis.
The buckling in hypar shells using a light gage
corrugated open deck is manifested in three different forms.
The individual plate elements composing the deck may show
local buckling t~herl subj ected to in-plane shearing or axial
forces. This however, can be prevented by a proper choice of
thickness to width ratio for each, plate element. jtecl<
buckling takes place l,,'1en the deck actinp as a unit buckles
*~~along the compression arch (Cllapter VI) the edge mem-
bers are still stable. ~erall bucklin~ of the shell is
defined as the one when the edge members along '·Ii th the deck
buckle simultaneously. For practical sizes of edge mc~bers
there is only a very re~ote possibility of overall bucl<ling l9 .
Though the ~agnitude of the deck stresses is quite
low, the possibility of the deck buckling must not be over-
looked. Two decks placed perpendicular to each other for the
same geometric configuration of the shell ~il1 increase the
deck buckling load roughly three to four times compared with
that for a single deck. From the analysis it appears that the
axial stiffness of the edge members is more important than the
u.s ~~ ~s ~OA. 0\l()A..\.\.~~ ~~ Q::),,~
deflections of the edges. It also appears that the deck buck-
"-
ling load is roughly proportional to the area of the edge
, members. --.J fl... I,.-l.=-;r w"I;'~
The membrane action in the shell increases with in-
A
crease in the rise to span ratio, thickness t, and shear
rigidity factor a. A~non~dinensionalized parameter axle can be
used as a good index for the behavior of the shell. A higher
value of this non-dimensionalized parameter indicates reduc-
tion in tl'c vertical deflection as ,·,ell as in the bending
stresses for both the decJ~and the edge members. Furthermore,
it will increase the buckling load.
Though this investigation resulted in acceptable and
reliable methods of analysis, the following recommendations
~,.~
can be made for futureAwork:
The computer program using flat elements for the stiff-
ness analysis gave consistent results. It is not clearly es-
tablished as to whether tIle deficiency of the curved elements
in predictinf deflections and bending stresses near the flat
free corner of an umbrella shell is due to ele~ent stiffness
formulation or whether its due to the use of stiffening
eccentric edge members.
As for the response of the structure, for the variations of
different parameters (rise to span ratio, a, etc.) both curved
and flat elements in general give the same pattern.
The assumption of shallowness of the shell surface
is used in applying boundary conditions. This limitation can
be eliminated by a sui table choice of local co-ordin'ate axes
along the boundaries. This will need additional computer
programming.
The computer program can in-
corporate the beams built along the lines of generators. How-
ever, their influence on improving the shear rigidity and re-
-ISS--
ducing the deflection of the shell is not studied. The local
release of forces such as hinge connection (moment-free) was
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APPENDIX .A.
IJECK pnOP~RTIES
The elastic properties along principal directions of
orthotropyare given for both close and o~en decks. A. detailed
computation of the elastic constants for an orthotropic deck
are reported in Refs. 34 t 35, 36, 37, 40, ·41, 46, 47, 48.
1\ .. I CORJ?UGATED OPEN DECK
- --
Fig. Al(a) shows an arbitrary cross-section of unit
length, in y-direction, for an open deck.
A- la ,.te11lbrane Constants
'; Ex • The extensi~al clastic constant for the equi-
~
valent orthotropic plate, is obtained by equating the extension
I!.x betl/een the physical and the idealized system.
From Fig. "l(a),
t 3~, • PZ·, m • z· I •s s' 0 ~
For cnnstant thickness t of the dec}-.,
PI. s Z2 t ds
Ax • ~ : --r
s 2




where Iy ' is the moment of inertia of the cross-section, per
unit length, about the line of action of load P, which coin-
cides with the x-axis.
For the equivalent flat plate, (Pie· AI(b»,
A-6
~x • ~ A··4
ext
Equatin~ equations A-2, A-3 and A-4, we yet
10
E • v-r E ·A-Sx J. y '
The other membrane constants are given in Table A-I.
A-Ib Bending Rigidities
Bendinr rigidities for the x and y-directions are
given in Table A- I. The method of determining the constants is
given in ~ef. 35. For the orthotropic plate, the twisting con-
stants Dxy and ~x are not equal and hence the average values
of these constants are used in the analysis 35 • "inor devia-
tions in the properties of Dx and DXY are noted in Refs. 48,54,
however. the small deviations in t~ese relatively uni~portant
properties are considered of no consequence at all.
A-II CELLULAR CLOSE~ DECK
The Fig. A3 shows a typical c(·llular deck where a
trapezoidal hat section is connected to the base plate.
A-IIa t'~mbrane Constants
The principle for the computation of membrane con·
stants for the closed decks is the same as that for the open
decl~. However, because of the continuous base plate, certain
~odifications in the constants. such as Exy and vyx ' are re-
quired. E - Assuming full fixity between the base plate and
x
-
the bat (Fir. A3). for BC,
PI + Pz • P
Fro~ Eq. A-S, [xh' the elastic extensional constant. for the
bat only,
A-7
Elot2EXh IS I I
Y
Iy' is the 1l'oment of inertia of the hat portion about the base
plate. By compatibility.
A-8
The equivalent orthotropic plate is assumed to be of the thick-
EE
•'x a( , + ~)





For all practical purposes, the deno~inator of the above equa-
tion (A-g) is equal to unity.
Ex • E .. A-IO
~nd vyX • If the full cross-section in Fie· A3 is effective
in resistiny the axial force along the y-axis then,
SA
Ey = ?x
where Ay is the cross-sectional area of the section sh:·wn in
Fig. A
3
• ny the rlax\'lcll-Betti reciprocal theorem,
vLX • vyx Ey
Ax
Vyx • vA: A-13y
The shear rigidity for the closed deck can be considered equal
to that of the base plate which is usually directly connected
to the edge me~bers. Even a thin plate interconnecting the





the section. However, the cost of construction will have to be
taken into consideration in this approach.
ANIIb Bending Properties
These properties are given in the Table A-I.
A-lIe Torsional Risidity
Here again the values of Dxy and Dyx are not equal.
As shown in Fig. AS' the value of Dxy is negligibly small as
compared to that of Dyx • The value of Dyx can be obtained by
using Brendt's formula46 •
where A
c
is equal to the area enclosed by the cellular hat
portion.
However, the magnitude of Dyx tacitly assumes that
the shape of the deck does not deform (dotted lines in Fig. A4)47.
The in-plane shear forces set up due to the twisting. produce
secondary bending ~oments in the individual plates. Besides,
the bending of the overhangi~g plate, outside the cellular
portion, further adds flexibility to the cellular section.
In order to account for this reduction in torsional
stiffness, an effective torsional rigidity of the cellular deck
is defined as the torsional rigidity of the ideal system (shown
by the dotted lines in Pig. A4), free from individual plate
flexural deformations. The work of the deformations due to the
torsion of an idealized .yatem is equated with the work due
to torsion and secondary flexure. The modified twisting
rigidity can be given as,
:Jyx A-l·5
The author checked the reduction factors given in Ref.
47. The metllod of calculating tile reduction factors is given
in the Ref. 46. As pointed out in Chapter II, the warping49
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Fig. A4 (Ref. 47)
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APPENDIX B
STIFFNESS r~TRICES
The stiffness of the curved elerent is given in three
parts: I : r-~ernbrane Sti ffness (u, v, disp lacernents); I I : Bend-
ing Stiffness (w, 8x ' 8y • 8xy); III: The coupled terms of
U, v and w.
I: f...1EPBPMYE STIFFNESS r'ATRIX [KJ
rn
TABLE B-1









b a~4 - 3a 6b
-_. b a
4>s - 6a - 60
--0 a~6 6i - 3D
b --a
4>7 Jf) Ji
_ . .-a ~--
a b
'8 6J) - ja
a ""--'-..,,--
4>9 - 00 6a
_._.~
~10 a b. ~ Oi
b E + a E
e.g. '1 · Ji xt 3b ~xyt
_" I ..
I I :
All terms multiplied by CI are resulted because
s}lear strain depends upon the \'1 terws as well (see Eq. 3-~c).
These terms follow the same pattern as the bending stiffness
terms derived from the Eq. 3-17.
TABLE B-II
Coeff. n ny Dxy 1)1 C1x
r 1
156 " 156 a ---144 1 72 I 676 ab3! a3 3S b3 --rs aD Rib
62
22 b 2 78 a 12 1 3l' 1 286 ab2
n;J J!b! na- ITa- --r
B3
78 b 22 ai' 12 1 3-6 1
- f¥ a 2b
- n -:-! - n -~ fin -ITo
a b
B4
11 b2 11 a2 1 11 1~1 a2h2~~ n17 IT !O156 b- __ .-n__ 54 a r44 1 72 1 234 abBs --n ~ n- i? • ~ aD nil)
e:""""""'-" •
22 b2 27 a 12 1 36 1 33 at. 2~~
- n- ~ !)b! - !Ia -Ra\. ' a
-,.._,,-
13 a218 b 12 1 6 1 169 a2b81 - -,- ffb! ITo -ITo -r3S a
11 b2 13 a2 1 3 143 a2b268 E;I - 'fOb! is IT 18
54 15 54 a 14~ 1 72 169 - 3S a 3 3S"b3 2S ib 25 ab 81 a1)
13"b2
.
27 a 12 1 6 1 217 ahZ
alO n~· :ffb! ITi -ni -ra
13 a 227 b 12 1 6 1 217 a2bBll - 'J! ,.
.






Coeff. D Dy D D1 C1x ~xy
13 b2 13 a213 12
1 1 169 2h 270 ;I - rob! 2S SO ~a
54 b . 1st) a 144 1813 72 13S a3 - 353 - 2S ib - 2S ao 234 abb
6 14
13 b2 18 a 12 1 6 1 169 ab2
- --3S a3 3S b2 2Si !Sa 3
22 a2615
27 1) 12 1 36 1 33 a2b
- 3S a 2 3S b3 fib ITb
616
13T- 11 a2 1 3 _ 143 a2h2
- 70 ;I JS b2 25 IT 18
--r 52 a 16 b 8 b817
4 b S2 ab3
35 ;J 3To 25 a- ITa 3
B18
11 h2 11 a2 1 61 _ 121 a2b2
- 35 ;I - iSh! - IT so 9
2 b 3 22 a2 4 4 II a 2b3B19 35 a2 lOS D 'fSb rr h 9
620
4T 18 a 16 b 8 b 6 ab 3
- 35 ;J 3S fi - ITa - 2S i
2 b 3
----:-z-
4 2 13 a2b313 a
621 35~ - IDS b fSb 7"Sb - 9
B22
3 b3 9 a 4 b 2 b 9 ab3
35 a 3 !Sf ITi iSi 2
823
3 b 3 1:5-82 b b II a2b 3
- 70 ;Z - m.·D· .. 75 - ISO 12
824
3 b 3 26 a
-
4 b 2 b 13 ab 3
- 3S;J !Sf> fla -ITi
- ----
625
3 b 3 11 a2 b b 11 a2b3
- 175 ,. mD - 15 -25a 6
826
S2 b 4 a3 16 a 8 a g a 3b
~i ffb! 251> ntl 3
22 b2 2 a3 4 4 Z~ a 3b2627 -ma - n;2 fS8 - - a 92S
-- Continued
Continued
Cocff. D Dy D D1 C1x xy
3 a3628
26 b 4 a 2 a
. 13 ,'3,
3S i "!SbJ !So is b '. ,l.J
---
II b2 3 a3829
a a !! 8 3b Z
-!OS a 10 b2 ff IT 6
(330 9 b 3 a
3 4 a 2 a 9 a3bni 3Sb3 ITb !So 2
--.~.
13 "b2 ~--'-631
3 a a a 13 a3b2
210 a fOb! 7S ISO 12 ~
a32
18 b 4 a3 16 a 8 a 6 a3b~'. 3S a ISh! fio - BD
633
13 b 2 2 a3 4 2 13 a3b2
rosa- ... 3Sb! ff 8. 1!a 9
634
4 b 3 4 a.3 16 ab R 4 a3b3ma mf> m m- ab ~
~3S 2b
j 1 a3 4 2 a3b3
rna - "ITo - ITS ab - "2""rr ab 3
636
1 b 3 1 a3 1 ab 1 ! .3b3
- 70 a - roo 4S(f abm 4 i
837
1 b3 2 a3 4 2 a3b3
- II a IlfSt> - m ab - !!5 ab - --r
III: COUPLING r~RIX [Kl bm
These terms are formed due to the coupling of u, v
and w displacements (see Eq. 3-9c)
C2 = Exyt (~BB)
The stiffness matrix for the curved element can be
reduced to that of a flat plate by putting c·o; whereby (1=0
and C2-0. The schematic representation of these two matrices
is shown in Eqs. 3-20 and 3-21.
-- \,4- ..
TABLE B-III
Coeff. C2 Coeff. Cz Coeff. C2 Coeff. C2
81 7 a as
3 89 7 b 8 13




1 1 b2 8 14
1 2
n1f 40 ab 810 20 IP.O ab
83
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ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATkI! [K]CURVED
+~T~; 8-,--8~ e~ ~ ~-:'-T(p~J~I!~_~_.,~, -f~'P.l1 ~_{~T=-61l c?61- ~~6, 1-~~J-eq-'14,
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A typical deck element 1-2-3-4 rectan~ular in plan is
shotm in FiB. Cl - The deck forces and the deck moments with
notations s)10ltm in Figs. 3. 2 and 3. 3 are calculated at the center
point o. The deck in-plane forces and moments are calculated
for a curved clement using the strain displacement relationships
given in Eqs. 3-9 and 3-10. The forces for the flat elements
can be deduced fro~n the expressions given belo,.,. The t,,'o major
differences are: (a) c·o; (b) The local nodal displacements
in the local axes for each element are to be used.
2
CHxy • (u , y + 'f ~ X - 2 A1r w) Extt
• EXyt {( -u l -u2+u3+u4) /2b+ ("v1+v2+ v 3-v4) /2a
~ [(wl+w2+w3+w4)/2+(9x +8x -ax -ex ) ~1\1." 1 2 3 4
+ (- 8 +8 - 8 - 8 ) l + (8xy - exy + exy - 8xy ) ~J}3Yl Y2 Y3 Y4 1 2 3 4
b
w'xx • [(8Yl-ey2-oY3+ey4)/2a+{-eXYl+8XY2-eXY3+8XY4)wa] 4
W'yy + [(-8Xl-OXZ+&X3+8X4)/2b+(-eXY1+6Xy2-eXY3+GXY4)ms] 5
The moments peT uni t lengtll can be obtained
i'lX • - [D w + D1,,, 'yy] 6x 'xx
~·ty III
-(D1w,xx + Dy'.' fyy] 7
Fig. C2 shows the bending stresses 1fhich could be
intrcdueed due to the local bending of each individual plate










Fig. C, Deck Forces at Point '0' .
. ~
p
Fig. Cz Local Bending of Plate AD
APPENDIX D
INCREt13~JTAL f'·~ATRIX FOR THE DECK
For si~plicity, the ~atrix is split up into two
parts. [N]l Hhich contains the terms corresponding to the in-
plane forces iJx and Ny '''hereas the matrix [N]Z contains the







N N Coeff. N Nx y x y
· 7rt) 78 i 2' b 78 a
175 a m b ~13 ITS a - m 0
11 b2 13 a ~ 13 h 2 13
m a no ~14 ill a 350 a
13 11 a Z 9 b 11 a 2
- ill b - m b ~lS - '100 I7S D
-......-t----------------
11 2 11 2 13 2 11 2~4 Z100 b Z100 a cfl 16 - 4200 b 2100 a
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STIFFNESS AND INCREt!E~JTAL T1ATRICES FOR A
FULLY CO~1PATIBLE ECCBNTRIC STIFFENEr.
ItlTRODUCTIor~
In the case of light ga~e hypars the orthotropic deck
is connected at discrete points to the supportinp edge member.
Because of tllis discrete connection J there is a certain amount
of non-compatibility between the edge members and the deck. The
stiffness matrix used in Chapter III was developed by the usc
of direct co-ordinate transformation. The co-ordinate trans-
formation assumes that the neutral plane of bending for the
original beam cross· section reJY1ains unaltered.. l'T'i th the type
of connections used for the light-gage hypars, the assumption
made above represents the true behavior.
Jlowever, in the case of s ti ffeners '''h ieh are rig idly
connected to a plate or a shell or a monolithically cast con-
crete beam, there is full co~patibility between the strains at
the junction of the deck and tIle beam. In this compatible case,
a part of the deck also acts along with the stiffener (effective
width concept). The interaction of the deck and the stiffener
results in the adjustment of the neutral axis of the section.
To account for this change of neutral axis, the bending property
of the stiffener will have to be ~odified by arbitrarily assum-
ing the effective width of the deck actin~ along with the beam
(see discussion on Struc. '6', Section IV-SF). Depending upon
the relative stiffness of the lJlate, tllis kind of arbitrary
adjustment in the stiffener property will present a problem.
This arbitrariness is removed by formulatinr the compatible
stiffener element.
srI FrNESS r!ATRIX
A typical eccentric member is shrn~n in Fig. 3.10.
It is assumed that the mey,ber is uniform i.n size and its local
axes i, ~ and i, through the shear center and the centroid, are
parallel to t~e global axes x, y and z. Let Uc be the average
axial deformation of the section measured at the centroid of
the section (C.G.) and Vs and ~',rs be the bendinp; deformations
measured at the shear center (S.C.).
Assuming a rieid connection between the stiffener and
tile reference structural node points J the displacements at the
shear center and the centroid can be expressed as follows:
,~
= U fL ?1 (~) - y Cav) E-laore ~c ax c ax
"
= v - zsS E-lbs
rl == w + Ys 8 E-lcs
h e aw The total strain energy of the beam element can\'1 ere • aye
be given as
BAh a auc 2 ~ a a2ws 2u • z I (ax) dx + -r I (71') dx
boo dX
2EI z a a Vs 2 1 a ~ 1 a 2+ .,- f (--::-z) c.x + 2" GJ I a dx + '2 Er J 0" dx E-2
~ 6 ax 0 0
4&\11 tIle member properties are expressed ,,,ith refer-
ence to their local principal axes. The displacement fields
-\Ir ....
for u, v. wand e are given by equations 3-26, 3-27. The
stiffness matrix (neglecting the in·plane rotation e ) is given
~
in Table E-I. Though not tested on the hypar structure, the
element when checked for simple cases such as simple and canti-
lever beams. ~onverged to the correct results. The element can
be used for a rigidly connected eccentric member and correctly
locates its own neutral axis under different types of loading.
It may be worthwhile to note that because of the
coupling of the u, v and w displacements, the resulting displace-
ments for u are no lonper linear·. The use of a !fermitian
polynomial of tl~e same order as used for the v and w displace-
ments will give more rapid convergence characteristic than with
\~ \eI&S ~ ~l~"\~.-
a linear u displacement field. -- - - - use u as
..i ~\4t \.,'c. -,
non-linear because a corresponding degree of
freedom in ~ formulation for a plate or a shell element.
Similar stiffness matrices are reportee in Refs. 70, 71, l-,hereas
the theory of the element is developed in detail in ~efs. 72.
73.
INCREj.rE:~TAL ~'TATRIX ~t)R UNIFOPJiLY COr-·1PPESSED
ECCENTRIC §TIFFDNER
The load acting on a fiber whose cross-sectional
area is ciA, is a(~..A and the cllange in the distance bet\\'een the
end point of a fiber is given by ~u. The increase in the po-
tential energy due to t)le change of fiber is given by
~v -= - I a6udA
A
E-3
For the section which ShOl~S both 1'!lodes of buckling (flexural
E-4
as well as twisting), the change in the length of a fiber is
given byS7, (Fig. EI )
~u • I i {(~ + Y8.)2 + (av _ Z8.)2}dX! 0 ax ax
For the uniformly loaded section, a is the constant
quantity and oA • P. Therefore the change in the potential
energy
'a 2~V III ! P f {(~)2 0 ax
2
+ (~) + 2Y (3W-) 8 'ax c ax
E-S
where Zc and Yc are the distances of the centroid of the sec-
tion (Fir. 3.10) and p is the radius of gyration for the polar
moment of inertia of the cross section about the point o.
[-6
The incremental matrix can be obtained by inte~rating
the expression E.. S and tJlen obtaining the second derivative of
the total cllange in the potential energy. The incremental
matrix (ax8) is given in Table ~-II~
The stiffness and the incremental matrices for the
eccentric stiffe~ers can be used to predict the buc~ling load
for the stiffened plate. Because of the non-availability of a
large-order eigenvalue solution routine. the formulation could
not be checked with other available solutions. However a
simple case of twist-buckling of column section about the
forced shear center for a T-section and I -section ~"as compared
with the classical solution for hinged end condition given by
-- \ 11 ...
E-7(1 •c
2
.2E Zs Iy + rb G a2J
, [, 1- - + --z: T:"":"]
a pc ~ E pc
I • Polar moment of inertia about the forced shear center O.pc
The only difference for both the cases is that the T-section
has rb = 0 whereas rb for the I-section is 1590 inch{. In
both tJ,e cases, for simply supported ends, the twist buckling
load was within «1% in error, from the values given by the
classical solutions. A negligible error is observed in one
element solution. The buc~ling stress predicted with
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Computer programs were written for linear stiffness
and instability analysis using bot], curved and flat eletnents
Cfletllod 'a f and ~rethod tb'). Since the input data for both
curved and flat ele~ents is nearly the same, a general des-
cription of both stiffness and instability programs is given
here. All informati.on gi,ren in this appendix, is pertinent to
IBr 1 360/65 H'odcl available at the Cornell University. Double
precision is used in all programs.
STIFFNESS ~~LAYSIS
flypars have mostly been analyzed for a uniform grid
size 8x8 (64 elements). Dependin? upon the nvailable core
storage and required accura~y of the solution, the grid size
can be varied. For the flat~ plate eleJT'ents, the program re-
quires 3 core size 36SK and hA.~ a compilin~ time roughly of 5S
secso ~fhe co",r~Jtation. time fc"r one problefT' 1S l·oughly 70
sees. The time "requ i remen t f~r the curved element program is
some14fhat less.
The i~put information can be categorizecl as follows:
1. EI..Qperties of tl.!~_'peck
Properties of deck~ ~ho,m in FiR. 2.2a, band c can
be calculated by a subroutine "PDECU in which the geometrical
properties such as thickness and other physical parameters can
be specified. For decks other than those mentioned above,
elastic constants E , E , '... etc., are to be calculated andx y
read in as input data. Besides the type of deck, the orien-
tation and number of decks also need to be specified. The
geometrical properties calculated on the basis of shape can
be further modified by the use of coefficients determined ex·
perimentally.
2 • Georne~,!L.Q.~.,!Jle Surface
The geometry of the surface is defined by specifying
the numher of hypaT quadrants and the property of each quadrant
in terms of its rise, spans, local origin (Ale, Be, C., i. and
1 1 1,
Yi' Chapter III). The grouping of the elements in each quadrant
also needs to be specified. Structural shapes other than
umbrella sJlell, can be handled wi th ease.
3. Spr~ng Cata
.i~,S pointed out :',,1 Chapter III, in nrder to retain
the close·bandedness of t~1e stifint~s~ ~fRatrix, J11eJTlbers suel1 as
a supporting column and ~en~ion tie rod are idealized by
springs having equiv,\} ,,;nt stiffnesses," Ih.e number of such
stiffness c()ns-t:e,fits 'i.15 to be specifi~;l...
4. Beam Data
- -
Beams can l~\~ 8~dded alo1i~ any 1 int:s of generators.
The beam data is given in the usual way with its location
specified by the start and end points and their co-ordinates.
Beam properties such as area, moment of inertia, warping con-
stant, eccentricities and distance of extreme fibers for the
calculation of stresses is required.
s. Loading
The solution can be obtained for three different
loading cases or arlY combination of the three. The three
cases of loading are: a. uniformly distributed load over the
w)lole surface; b. weight of the edge member; c. discret~)
applied forces at any nodal points.
OlJTPUT
The output is given in the following order:
(i) Six components of displacements at each node point
( U tV, w, ext ey t exy) •
(ii) Axial bending and total stresses for beam.
(iii) Deck forces per unit length (Nxt Ny) Hxy ' r~xt and
~ry) •
(Iv) Reaction forces in each idealized spring.
INSTABILITY ANALYSIS
Instability analyJis is done only for uniformly dis-
tributed loading for tIle grid size of 6x6 wi th 36 elements
though results can be obtained for any general type of loading.
As pointed out in the stiffness analysis, the grid size can be
varied to meet tIle requirements. The compiling tiJ!'e is roughly
SO secs, whereas tIle time for individual iterative cycle
ranges a!ong 20 to SO sees.
Tl~ input stream is basically the same as that for
the stiffness analysis, the addi.tional information needed here
is the starting load point (I St- increment, see Chapter VI)
subsequent increlY'ental loads and the number of iteration
cycles required at each step.
The output gives only the load level and the corres-
ponding displacements at all node points.
The program using the flat plates can be easily
modified to solve any shallow shell problems by defining the





TEST 60 INCH 60 INCH a ~o INCH aint~.rpolatedNo.
811 1.14 1.14 0.07 1.23812 1.14 O.OS 1.45 0.077
511 0.80 0.78 0.06 0.68 0.050512 0.77 0.04 0.81





TEST EXPT. AVERAGE THEORETICAL
No. 60 INCH 60 INCH a ao INCH Qinterpolated
821 0.86 0.15 0.01 0.71 0.080822 0.65 0.06 0.770.05 0.84
821(1) 0.65 O. o&~ 0.93
521 0.59 0.58 O. Cl 6 0.38 0.040
522 0.58 0.04 0.48
521(1) ·0.48
321 0.24 0.26 0.06 0.14 0.037322 0.32 0.040 0.20
321(1) 0.21
Test No. 521(1) ~£ans:
5 • The curVt~ture of the hypar, same as that of a.
quadrant having rise/span, ratio of 1/5.
2 • Two decks.
1 • Test No.1 .
(I) • Both top and bottom. deeks,. were.;. In'terconnected.
TABLE III-}
CO',11PARISOI~ OF CLASSICAL MlD FINITE
ELE~,1ENT SOLUTIONS FOP. SIr~PLY-SlTPPOP.TED




LOCATION GRID SIZE SERIES SOLUTION
6x6 12x-;2
~ INCH t5 INClI ~ INCH
A 0 0 0
1/6 6.111 6.106 6.31
1/3 7.397 7.397 7.36
1/2 '7 .137 7.139 7.09
2/3 6.961 6.962 6.96
5/6 6.944 6.944 6.98
B 6.952 6.952 6.97
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STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR NON-
COMPATIBLE ECCENTRIC BEAM
ELEMENT (LINEAR VARIATION OF
ANGLE OF TWIST e)
SY~~1ETnIC




NON -COMP ..~T IBLI~ ECCENTRIC
~ ~
BEAlttf ~ LEMENT (CUB I C-~----~-
VARIATION OF ANCJ!-OF TWIST, ~l
o
,tABLE 111-4
ROTATIONAL TP.AllSFOP!',!ATI0N f 4ATPIX
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TRY DECK EDGE r-'EffBERS BOUNDARY LO.~·COrlDITIONS IN,
""J;C NO. OF TIIICKNESS I d ExlO'
INCH TYPE DECKS INCH INept/INOI a LBS/INCH 2 v B1 B2 TYPE PSF
x lO
x
2S.!I 1 0.80 - 1.0 0.40 - - I 10.
6 1.304 t. t. 0.25 . ,; 0.5 0.39 - - iI 144
var- II 1 28-G 0.00047 var- 29.5 0.30 3 t·O.D. 3"O.D. III 40
ies 0.0149 ies I:£t:Thk ~" Thk
i pipe pipe
,. II 2 'i 11 tl .; I' " n f! U
I 100. IV 1 See 1.532"-. 1.0 ' ~ It 14 l~F 14 WF fi 80
69 Fig. 43 68
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EO~·~TRY DECK EDGE f ~Er, ~BERS CONDITIOf~5 ItJI
.~CB C NO. OF THICKNESS I d ExlO'Ir~OI lfYPE DECKS I~lCII INCHt/INOI ex LBS/INCH 2 v B1 B2 TYPE PSF
72 14. II 1 28(; 0.00047 0.06 29.5 0.3 3"C.D.2-3'!O.D. V 40
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x Dimensions are in ems
+ gm/cm2
* Only talf the structure was loaded
• Two leading conditions are analyzed:
1 With 40 psf only 2 40 psf + weight of the edge ~embers.
For types of structures see Figs. 4.1 - 4.5.
TABLE IV .. 2
DECKS
I • Isotropic deck of uniform thickness
II • Corrugated sine-form. Fig. 2-2a.
III • Corrugated trapezoidal. Fig. 2-2b.
IV • Cellular trapezoidal deck. Fig. 2-2c.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
I • Edges x • + A and y • + B are fixed.
II • Edges x·: A and y • ~ B Inife-edge supported.
III • Tp • 0 for edge members along x·: A and y • ~ B.
(i) w· 0 along x • + A and y • + B
(il) a tension bar connects low corners. (f and b -
Structure I and a and c • Structure IV).
IV • Tp • 1 and TH • 1. Por all 'edge members. For the
eccentric locations of edge member with respec~ to the
deck, see Pig. 4-5.
(1) x· y • 0 Lines of symmetry.
(ii) x· + A and y • : B Free edges.
(iii) ·x· Y • 0 rigid support.
V • Tp • 0 TH • 1 for all edge members. Por the eccentric





x • 0 u· o.
y • 0 v· o.
8ya • axya • ayb • 8xyh • axe • 8xyc • axf •
9xyf • o.
x • y • 0 rigid support~
VI • Boundary conditions identical with V except TH • 0
fOT all edge members.
VII s Tp • 0 TH • 1 for all edge members. Edge m~bers are
connected concentrically. Boundary conditions (i),
(ii) and (iii) arc same as in the case V.
VIII • Boundary and fixity conditions. Same as given in IV.
The line Cf (yao, Fig. 4.2) is the only line of symmetry.
Also see Fig. 4.20.
cor·{PARISON OF DEl.,LECTIOf\IS BY
LA .... ..........----.
r ETHOD§__' a' and t b t i FOP\. STPUCTURES 1 and 2
STRUCTl!RE 1 STRUCT'URE 2
LOCATION t'!ethod
.
'a' Method 'b ," l~eth·od ' a ' rl/'1ethod 'b '
1()~2cms lO-2 cms 10 - 3jrich lO·3 inch
C 1.228 1.235 5,50 5.552
2.352 2.384 8.398 8.466
2.514 2.602 9.149 9.262
0 2.531 2.551 9.196 9.322
8
0.742 0.750 3.271 3.251
2.218 2.248 7.526 7.561
2.613 2.647 9.081 9.184
0 2.531 2.551 9.196 9.322
NOTE: See Figs. 4-6 and 4-8.
TABLE IV-4
DECK STRESSES IN PSI AT THE CENTER
OF A QIJADRANT (Point e in Fig. 4. ~)
AXIAL STRESSES BENDING TOTAL STRESSESSTRESSES
STRUCTURE EXPERI-ICALCU- EXPT I CALCU .. EXPT CALCU-NO. DBSCRIPTION MENTAL LATED LATED LATED
9 28-G
Double Deck 832 848 1460 1810 2292 2718
11 28-G
Single Dec;k 890 62 6820 10700 7710 10762
12 24-G
Single Deck 69 5600 6200 6269
13 28-G
Double Deck 2780 22 6505 4510 9385 4532
For the Structure numbers, refer to Table IV-I.
TABLE IV- 5
DEFLECTIONS IN INCHES OF I~VE~TED L~fBRELLA
SH~!.L l~.'ITH STIFF _.EDGE r!E~'JBERS
EXPE RI l!EN TAL
LOCATION ANALYTICAL AVEPAGE I~·AXIr rm,f Ir'fINUmt'
STRIJCTURE 11
~a 0.133 0.20 0.26 0.15
6b 0.29 0.29 0.48 0.18
t5
c
0.16 0.15 0.15 0.15
~c 0.91 0.70 0.92 0.59
STPIJCTURE 12
c5 a 0.12 0.11 0.180 0.04
~b 0.26 0.23 0.26 0.32
°c 0.13 0.095 0.150 0.040
t5 e
0.51 0.42 0.62 0.26
--
STRUCTtrJtE 13
t5 0.18 O.lS 0.26 0.040
a
&b 0.31 0.31 0.55 0.15
6c 0.18 0.15 0.26 0.040
~e 0.56 0.54 0.92 0.26
See Fig. 4.2.
TABLE IV-6
EDGE BEAt' STPESSES FOR I~J,rER.TED lJl·1BPELLA SHELL
~"ITH srI FF EDGE ~4J]tTBERS (9 • 40 PSF)
-----_.-------------------
AXIAL BENDING TOTAL (Absolute)
LOCATION EXPT. ANALYTICAL EXPT. ANALYTICAL EXPT. ANALYTICAL
1 STRUCTURE 11 28-G Single Deck a=O.06
a 2440 1070 4850 4481 7290 5551
b 1400 456 3120 3990 4520 4446
c - 580 - 586 1660 1167 2240 1753
d
- 900 2320 2496 3396
e 1620 856 3020 3050 4640 390i
---
2 STRtJCTUPE 12 24-G Single Deck a-O.06
a 1740 1093 4140 4385 5880 5478
b 530 420 3500 3801 4030 4221
c -1060 · 609 540 955 1600 1564
d -1070 -1075 1100 2165 2170 3240
e 1100 874 2300 2668 3400 3542
3 STRUCTIJRE 13 Z8-G DOU1) Ie Deck a-O.OS
a 22S0 435 4110 4228 6360 4663
b 930 435 5260 4228 6190 4663
c - 900 .. 518 2040 1650 2940 216~
d - 560 - 734 2020 2106 2580 2840
e 1110 3S7 2320 2561 3430 2918









SELECTED EXAMPLES SHOWING THE EFFECTS OF CHANGE OF STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS
DEFLECTIONS EDGE MEMBER STRESSES PSI
VARIABLE IN INCHES MAX. AXIAL
*Structure
Type Value 6 tS t5 o.e oa oc ab bea b c
9 f\ 10 Rise Ie' 14. 40" 0.38 1.57 0.38 0.69 -5329 -5329 2747 274713 • 801• 0.41 1.69 0.41 0.75 -5518 -5518 2752 2752
13 It 13a Shear 0.05 0.18 0.31 0.18 0.56 - 856 - 856 43~ 43"Rigidity -0-:1)6-- 0'-15- 0.28 0.15 0.48 - 881 - 881 481 481
factor a
2aG
11 &12 Thick- 0.0149 0.13 0.29 0.16 0.91 -1129 - 802 456 1070ness Z4G
O. 0239 0.116 0.26 0.13 0.57 -1150 - 870 420 1093
No. Single
11 &138 of Deck 0.13 0.29 0.16 0.91 ~1129 - 802 456 1070DoubleDeck Deck 0.15 0.28 0.15 0.48 - 881 - 881 481 481
beabocoa
EDGE MEMBER STRESSES PSI
MAX. BENDING
DECK
BENDING STRESS Shear force at----~~-~~~.!:~~~-----__:_=_-----P-SI--Center for N
xyPSI 1bs/inch
,*Strllcture
9 6 10 18 1 357 18 2357 17 1 144 17 1 144 1,870 52.75
." 19 .. 077 19,077 18J17~ ~18_JJ_?_9 2,130 54 --
13 ~ 13a 5,899 5,-899 4,095 4,095 - -- 3)780 51.28
11 & 12
11 &13a
5 J 2 2 5_ 4 , 63 4 3 , 99Jt 4 , 4 80 10 , 700 3 6 • 9 6
4,723 3,974 3,801 _4,385 6,200 37.75
5._225 4,634 3J99__Q ~~_4_'__480 10,700 36.96
5 .189_9_ ---- -S-, 899-u~--_4- ,_!ln~ 5 4 ,095 3 J 780 51. 28
For locations of deflections and stresses see Fig. 4-2.
• For the type of structure according to number see Table IV-I.
-?oc; ...
TABLE V-2
THE CO}··Pft~ISOr·1 OF AXIAL ST~SSES IN THE EPGE ~c~mER AS GIVEN
Pi f·EifBPt~~!E THE0RY .AND BY _4J~ALYSIS
.~-
~.cE~·lBnft.NE Al\.A.LYTICAL PSI , OF ~f~IBRANE THEORY
THEnpy
STRliCTURr STP.ESS
1'10. a. PSI oa oc ab be ou. oc ab be ~---- - 5·I~·!!;LE PEe!
5 1.0 *19660 10700 9070 ~440 11040 54.4 48.7 5Q.6 56.1
18640
..•-~ ._--
11 0.06 1570 1129 802 45f 1070 71.8 51.5 29. 68.2
.
--
12 0.06 lS70 1150 870 420 1093 73.2 55.5 26.7 69.6
OOI'BLE nECKS
-_.
9 0.04 7100 5329 5329 2747 2747 75.2 75.2 38.8 38.8
13 0.05 1570 856 856 435 435 54.40 54.4 27.7 27.7
.-
t-__ •
13a 0.06 1570 881 881 481 481 56.2 56.2 31.30 31.3
14 0.06· 3420 1673 1673 1575 1575 49.0 49.0 46.0 46.0
-
* l:ember sizes are different J see Table 1"-1
tABLE VI-l
... .
PLATE AND STIPFENE~ BUCKLING PROBLEMS
..." ., , .--.....---..._-.--..----
~.
DI~NSIOriS
LOADING a-inch b v inch t-inch y ·4 ( , Error
--
:: ~.
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Properties ~nd Dicensio~s cf Flat ~hear Tests
Test DiL1ensions Steel Edge No. of Seam Deck - Ed?c G'
No. (ft) Decking l·!e~bars Panels Connections Co~~.ec t ions C (lb/in)
* 6"xl~"x.1046u screws @ 8" screws @ every1 6 x 6 26G S.C. 3 .163 33100
1 layer cl1almels valley -and @ 4"
2 6 x 6 26G S.C. 6''x3/4''x.1046u 3 SCT(?WS @ 8" scret·:rs @ c~·~ryft .159 323CO
1 layer channels valley and @ 4"
,
3 6 x 6 26G S.C. 6"x3/4I1x.1046" 3 screws @ 81• screws @ every .056 11400
'"1 layer channels 3
rd valley and @8" ~ .
--
...
•4 6 x 6 28G S.C. 6t'xl~·'A.1046·' 4 screws @ au screws @ every .071 12000
1 layer channels 3rd valley and @S"
5 6 x 6 28G s.c. 6''xl%''x.1046 u 3 screws scraws @ every .077 13000
1 layer channels @ 2-2/3" 3rd valley and @8"
6 6 x 6 200 S.C. 6''xl%''x.1046 1t 3 screws screws @every .066 11200
1 layer channels @ 2-2/3" 3rd valley and @sn
7 6 x 6 24G S.C. 6 ''xIlj·'x. 1046It 3 screws. screws @ every .078 . 21100
1 layer channels @ 2-2/3" 3rci valley and @S"
8 5 x 5 . 28C S.C. 6Itxl~''x.1046" 3 screws screws @ev~ry .068 11500
1 layer channa Is @ 2-2/3" 3rd valley and @S"
* Standard Corrug~ted
\A:-e>LE V \\ - \
V l'-\
Table Zt Continued
Test Dimensions Steel Edge No. of SCaJil ~eck - Edge G'
:\0. (ft) DeckiIlg ~·lembcrs Panels Conrl.cctions Conncctio~s ,..., (lb/in)\..1
--
9 5 x 5 28G s.c. 6uxl~ux.10461t 3 screws scre'Ws @ every .068 11500
1 layer charu~els @ 2-2/3" 3rd valley and @8"
10 6 x 6 26G S.C. 6nxl~ux.1046u 3 screws screws @ every .098 39800
2 layers channels - @ 8" valley and @ 4"
11 6 x 6 26G S.C. 6 c'x3/4 t 'x.I046" 3 scre,~s scroW's @ every .114 46300
2 layers channels @ S" valley and @ 4"
12 6 x 6 28G S.C. 6 ''xl!z"x.1046 If 4 scrQWS screvs @ every .056 18900
2 layers channels @ 8 11 3rd valley and @S" \.
rJ
13 6 x 6 28G S.C. 6''xl~·:x.1046·' 3 screws @ every .040 13500 ...screws fW
2 layers channels @ 2-2/3" 3rd valley and @8" \
14 6 x 6 200 S .e. ll.t std weight 3 screvs screws @ every .045 15200
2 layers pipe @ 2-2/3" 3rd vallay and @S"
15 5 x 5 200 S.C. 6''xl~ux.1046u 3 screws screws @ every .050 15400
2 layers channels @ 2-2/3" 3rd valley and @8"
16 1 x 1 . 2 mil corr. 3/16 t1ODx.014"t 1 ........ soldered @ every .030 1360




}:xp(~l"il;l\:~nt,"11 Rc.,;ults for S.'lddlc Shapad Hypars
Supported 1\11 Around (q r.a 40 psf)
(a) Ona l.ayor of Decking
rrcst wJ~ax ill Stress at Center in Strong Dir.
No. i ncl1CS Bcndin~ (psi) l\xtal (pSi)
811 1.11. 20f~OO
-640
812 1.14 19100 -1700
5t1 0.80 11~700''t
512 0.77 15900'" .
-
311 0.33 2~~OO 1260
312 0.32 3:,60 810
AXial Force in




(b) 1wo Layers of Decking
Test
'''1,1.:1:< in Stress at Center In Stron~ Dir. J\xial Force
No. i 11Cl\cs Bendin~ (es1) A..x i a 1 ( ps i ) in Tie Bar
Bot. Layer J.~p Layex: Bot. !.,nyer Top Layer (lbs)
321 0.86 12l.00 10000 .290 1810 1560
822 0.65 13000 13000 -820 740 1310
8211 0.65 10300 7600 -680 1750 1250
521 0.59 11300 7700 1660 650
522 0.53 11000 7800 1380 360
5221 0.48 10000 5200 80 2060
321 0.24 4000 ..4500 570 920 1720
322 0.32 5560 2310 -560 1220 1570
3221 0.21 3990 640 -310 1670 1570
.. at extreme fiber, axial stressB~sed on one strain gage
assumed to be zero.
** ( ) calculated from membrane theory.Value in Is
\J\~"" ~
T~blc !~xpt:riracntCll Results for Saddle! SllAped fIypClrs
Supported J\11 Around (8" x 12" "rea londed)






Stress \\t .. Center in Strong }lir.














(b) Two Lnyers of Decking, Load ~ 200 lb.
Test '''r;1(lx in Stress at Center in Strong Dir. l\xial Force
No. illches 3cnding (psi) l\X i a 1 ( ps i ) in Tie Bar
---'-
Dot. Layc£ To~~yer Bot. Layer Top Layer (lbs)
821C 0.50 13400 20000 , -160 -1380 470
822C 0.42 11300 17000 -400 210 530
32lIe 0.39 13600 10900 -1650 -1300 390
521C 0.44 14000 16500 1060 -1090
522C 0.41 15300 11300 460 360
522IC 0.32 13000 ..9300 860 -350
321C 0.24 15700 10100 1220 750 140
322C 0.28 10200 9900 10 -40 180





















































Fig. 2-3 Effective Cross-Sectional Area
of a Hat for Axial Force
Max.
Stress - ]
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Fig. 2-6 Edge Member and Decks Connection
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Fig. 2.. 7 Shear Rigidity Factor t a ' Vs Hypar Curvature



























Fig. 2~8 Shear Higidity Factor 'a' Vs Hypar Curvature
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Lall - _ a/2
x
a) a = b = 80 inches
t = 0.05 inch
E = 29.Sxl0 6 lbs/inch 2
" = 0.30
q = I psi





s-s b) 96 inchesa =
I b = 144 inchest = 5.0 inch




IB " = 0 .. 30
.-'










c) a = b ::I 70.50 inches
t ::I 0.0149 inch
Z8G Std. Corrugated
- Deck .
E = Z9.Sxl0 6 1bsjinch.2
V .. 0.3-0 .
'q :t Q. 30, psi
tio .. ofEI~ments





















Fig. 3-4 Plate Bending Problems
Fig. 3-5 Deflection Profile Across Corrugations
(see Fig. 3-4C) for Uniformly Loaded
simply Supported 28G Standard
Corrugated Steel Deck



















8 & The Author
A Series Solution











Fig. 3-6 Typical Cross-Sections of Beams
y,v
-x
---- ~ S. C.
x,U
z,w
Fig. 3-7 An Arbitrary Cross-Section of a Bea~
:A-"-.lr.._~-------7i-;";:::"::.-t--+-- X
Fig. 3-8 Nodal Bending Displacements
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Fig. 3-10 Eccentric Connections
- 'Z.."t.;-
O.25K/"
(a) Case I (b ) Cas e I I a and I Ib









Fig. 3-12 Convergence Characteristics for Vertical Deflection
'oQ' for Case I (Fig. 3-1la)
-<..t.' -
6.0
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Fig. 3.l3b Convergence Characteristics for




Fig. 3.l4a A Cantilever Column














A =A =A =A =A1 2 3 4
B =B =B =B =B123 4
C1=C 2=C 3=C 4=C
- - - -x 1=x 2=x3=x4=0
- - - -Y1=Y2=Y3=Y4=0
Al=A 2=A3=A 4=A







Fig. 3-15 Geometrical Definition of a Hypar Surface








P'Q' R'S' PO+P.S:: = , 2
pIS' = Q'R' = PSi QR
(a) (b)











Fig. 3-17 Co-ordinate Transformation
z"'~lIl'--~"",,"""-'-------------X
Fig. 3-18 Co-ordinate Transformation for
a Beam Element
-/x












Fig. 3-2) Deck and Edge Member Connections
.-Deck
(a) (b)

























Fig. 3-22 Solutions of Equations
o 1~ I




















- 140Q = 0
M~p - M~Q = (Px1 - Px2) Z~
MoQ ~ M~Q




Fig. 4-1 Structure Type I
1
2






Fig. 4-3 Structure Type IV
Note: 1 &Z Refer to the Locations of Rosettes






































































* Method t a '
** Method t b tRef. 17 . - .+
Fig. 4-6 . Deflection Profiles





























































































~ \\.- Rosette No. 1Max. Reading
~ ~80 fi~o Gage Broke WhenLocal Bucklingof PlateOccurred
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Fig. 4-15 Load vs Stress at Point lei (Strucutre '6')
oI A I B I C I D 'E I FIG I H I
7-~--------------"'"
Membrane Shear
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Fig. 4-19 Shear Force Nxy 1bs/inch


























_ ....... - Experimental
... Analysis










































Fig. 4-21 Load vs Deflections (Structure '8')
Grid Size
4x4 6x6 8x8




















Fig. 4-22 Convergence Characteristics for Corner
D~flection '~b' (Structure '9')
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--0-- Structure '9 t
-- -&--- Structure '10'
Deflection Profiles




















Q Structure '9 '20




Fig. 4-25 Stresses in Compression Member
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Fig. 4-26 Stresses in Tension Member
(Structures '9' and '10')
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Fig. 4-29 Effect of Eccentric Transfer of Force at






























Condition, With (V) and
Without (VL) in-plane fixi~




















Fig. 4-31 Effect of in-plane Fixity on Bending Stress and
Vertical Shearing Loads on the Tension Member
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Fig. 4-33 Deflection Profiles
(Structures fll', '12 t , '13')
- ~Gt.-
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Fig. 4-34 Axial Stresses in Edge Members
(Structure '11")

















Fig. 4-35 Vertical Shear Force Di~grams
CSt ructure •11 ' )
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e ~fethod r a '
-'--- Ref. 21
(b) Bending Moment My lbs~inch/inch






for c = 0
6 = 3 38"o •
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Fig. 5-2 Effect of Eccen.tric Connections





















- e With Edge Member wt
_./::r.- Wi thout Edge Hember wt
c5
Fig. 5-3 Effect of Edge Member Weight


























/ _.-6-.- Without Edge Member wt
6.7 • With Edge Member wt
Compression Member Bending Stresses
Fig. 5-4 Effect of Edge Member Weight on








the end of p I
Fi:rst Step
Fig. 6-1 Load Incrementation Method
1.0 1.0







,/ I \/ I Buckling
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Fig. 6-4 Buckling cf an isotropic Umbrella Shell













Buckling of an Isotropic Umbrella Shell
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Tension Diagonal t ac '
Fig. 6-7
Note:
Buckling of a Z4G Single Deck All-Supported
Hypar (Structure '12 t )





















Fig. 6-8 Buckling of a 24G Single Deck All-·Supported
H)~ar (Structure tlZt)
Note: Results with Curved Elements
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D~flection Profiles Along Tension and

















Fig. 6-1] Load vs Free COTner Deflection
(Structure '12 t)
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Fi~~I.I1:e 1::;:+:2 Loao versus Deflection
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Figure~ Shear Rigidity C' Q cent
Versus Hypar Curvature for
Cne Layer of Decking
....ests No.Hypar L 2 5' r• 0 Tests No. 311, 31 :. iH'7n.... r 512 0 I\














































Figure ~ Shc~r Ri~idity G' a cGnt
Versus Hypar Curvature for
Two Layers of Decking
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